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ABSTRACT

The temperature dependence of the rate coefficient of radical-molecule reactions
is studied using novel flow techniques. The methodology makes use of the cooling extant
in uniform and free supersonic expansions to produce low temperature (90-250 K in the
uniform expansion and near 1 K in the free jet) environments which are not at chemical
equilibrium.

The design of the axisymmetric Laval nozzles, which are integral in

producing the uniform supersonic expansion, is reviewed in depth. The experimental
details pertinent to the characterization and operation of the pulsed uniform supersonic
expansion flow reactor are considered. The application of free jet flows for the study of
radical-molecule reactions at temperatures near I K is also discussed.

The rate coefficient of the atmospherically important termolecular reactions
OH + NO and OH

+

N02 were investigated at several temperatures between

approximately 100 and 250 K and pressures between 0.1 and

10.

The results are found to

be well fit by a simple k =CT" dependence suggested by statistical unimolecular theory
within the collision complex model. The suggested variation of the reaction, OH + NO,
is k =7.0(±2.0)

X 10,31

(T/300

Kr2.6±O.3

over the range 90 to 550 K.

The reaction,

OH + N02, displayed falloff behavior in the pressure range studied here, so

recommendation of the absolute low pressure rate coefficient awaits further pressure
dependent study.

The purely bimolecular reaction, OH + HBr, has been studied at

temperatures between 76 and 242 K using the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion flow
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reactor and near 1 K using the free jet flow reactor. This reaction displays a complex
temperature dependence not well predicted by current dynamical theory.

The results are evaluated in the light of previously obtained rate coefficients,
generally at higher temperatures, and of theoretical predictions of the absolute value and
temperature dependence of the rate coefficient.
temperature environments is discussed.

Impact on the modeling of low

15

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of free radical reactions determine the composition of many
chemically interesting environments.

The subject of this dissertation is the study of

radical-molecule reaction kinetics at low temperatures. An extension of the available
temperature dependent kinetic data base for some radical-molecule reactions of
atmospheric and interstellar interest was the specific goal. The underlying motivations
for these studies are to provide reliable low temperature reaction rate coefficients for
modeling of complex reaction environments and to set benchmarks for comparison with
theoretical predictions of the low temperature rate dependence of reactions involving
open-shell molecules.

A large part of the early research in physical chemistry and chemical physics
centered on the study of equilibrium environments, where the relative concentrations of
all of the species are determined solely by free energy. It is entirely reasonable that the
early thrust of chemical investigation was toward understanding of these situations, both
from the standpoint of ease of experimentation and depth of understanding. The ease of
experimentation, relative to kinetic studies, stems from the time independent nature of the
situation. The issue of depth of understanding is more important. The energetics of a
large number of reactions are now known; unfortunately, this knowledge does not
adequately describe the majority of commonly encountered situations which chemists
wish to understand. This is because the compositions of many chemically interesting
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environments are controlled by kinetic rather than equilibrium constraints and there is, at
best, a weak correlation between reaction exocrgicity and rate.

Fast chemical reactions, i.e. reactions with large reaction rate coefficients, are
always highly exoergic, however the converse is not true.

The first step toward

determining the importance of a reaction is to measure the energetics. Although great
advances have been made in the ab ibitio calculation of the energetics of molecular and
atomic species, the determination of the relative energies of products and reactants in a
chemical reaction to a chemically relevant level is only recently being realized. Thus, the
study of the energetics, and as we will see later the dynamics, of chemical reactions
remains primarily an experimental science.

The importance of radical-molecule and radical-radical reactions stems mainly
from their large rate coefficients, relative to most neutral-neutral reactions.

(For the

purpose of brevity, the popular moniker "free radical" will be replaced by "radical" and a
radical-molecule reaction will be defined here as a reaction between an open shell neutral
molecule or atom and a more stable, often closed shell molecule.) This is not to say that
all radical-molecule reactions possess large rate coefficients, but some of the faster
reactions can proceed with near unit reaction efficiency.

In addition to being fast reactions, the importance of radical-molecule reactions is
partially due to relatively large radical abundances.' The absorption of moderately high
energy photons produces radicals from a variety of molecular species.

The rate of

17
recombination of the nascent radicals can be slow, contrasted with the formation of ions
by photoionization, where the ion-electron recombination rate is rapid due to the
extremely strong long range coulombic potential.

This has the effect of making the

concentration of radicals 6 or more orders of magnitude greater than that of ions in typical
natural low temperature plasmas.

Another factor which can make radical-molecule reactions important in low
temperature environments is that many display strong negative temperature dependence
of the rate coefficient. Although this is sometimes reported as anti-Arrhenius behavior,
this is a misnomer. The origin of the inverse temperature dependence has nothing to do
with the Arrhenius expression, which is merely a phenomenological fit to the temperature
dependent behavior of a rate coefficient.

The activation barrier, although popularly

interpreted in terms of single potential barriers is really nothing more than a characteristic
of the reaction in a given temperature window. In general, the fast radical-molecule
reaction surfaces do not contain positive barriers; and therefore this expression is not
expected to well represent the temperature dependence of these reactions over broad
temperature ranges.

The origin of the negative temperature dependence for a large

number of reactions remains uncertain, but in many instances can be explained by
consideration of a long lived collision complex. This effect has been well documented to
play an important role in the reactions of ions, which also possess strong long range
intermolecular potential energy surfaces and barrier free reaction coordinates. 2

18
A final factor in the importance of radicals in the dynamical determination of the
composition of various environments is the catalytic effect where a single radical can be
responsible for many reaction events, or a high turnover of reactants to products. This is
generally not true of molecule-molecule reactions, and is largely responsible for the
destructive capabilities of radicals in planetary atmospheres.
Although the reactions of radicals with stable neutral molecules are important in
all levels of the terrestrial atmosphere, much of the effort toward understanding their
effects has focused on the stratosphere. The interest in the chemistry of the stratosphere
was in large part sparked by the discovery in the 1960s and early 1970s of the ozone hole
over the Antarctic polar region. 3

Rowland and Molina4 suggested in 1974 that the

apparent decrease in ozone concentration in the terrestrial stratosphere was partly due to
catalytic destruction by radicals produced from the photolysis of chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs).

CFCs are unreactive toward most of the species in the lower atmosphere,

preventing their destruction and allowing their transport into the stratosphere. In the
stratosphere, they are photolyzed producing a variety of chlorinated radicals.

These

radicals become involved in catalytic cycles, for instanceS
Cl + 0 3 -7 ClO+ O2
C/O + Oe P) -7 Cl + O2

net: 0 3 + oC P)

-7

202

(1)
(2)

(3)

where two odd oxygen species are removed in the process. This cycle continues until the
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CI is deactivated by chain termination reactions such as

(4)
Cl+H2

~

HC1+H

(5)

which produce the relatively inert molecule HCI. Such inert species are termed sink or
reservoir species, since while they are not inherently reactive, they can regenerate the
active species. An example is

(6)

where hydroxyl radical is used to convert the sink/reservoir back to the active species.
Since 1974, many different catalytic cycles have been proposed and tested.

A large

number involve halogen containing species, since the rate coefficients for these reactions
can be very large, e.g. for the reaction OH + HBr, k (298 K) = 1.2xlO- 11 cm3s- I •6
Other species which have been postulated to be important in catalytic destruction
of ozone are the NO" species (NO, N02, etc.) and the various oxygen/halogen
combinations (CIO, CI02, etc.) The NO" species received special attention in the early
1970s when a fleet of supersonic transport airliners (SSTs) was proposed. 7 The most
important sink/reservoir species for NO" compounds is HN03 which is produced from the
termolecular association reaction

(7)
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The low temperature behavior of this reaction is reported in this work (Chapter 4).

Modeling of the stratosphere requires a variety of information, not the least of
which is the temperature dependent rate coefficients for the reactions which are thought
to be important. Some extension of the known temperature range beyond the necessary
limits is desirable. This has prompted a recent push for lower temperature results, as it
was discovered that the temperature of the stratosphere above the polar ice caps can be
below 180 K and is routinely near 200 K. 8

The synthesis of complex molecules from simple fragments in the interstellar
medium is an example of a rigorously dynamically controlled process. The temperature
extant in molecular clouds in the interstellar medium is very low, ranging from 10 to

50 K. 9 At these low temperatures equilibrium would demand that nearly all matter, with
the exception of a few small closed shell molecules (predominantly H 2), would exist in
the condensed phase. Due to the influx of hard UV starlight and energetic particles, the
actual composition is heavily weighted toward atoms (mostly H) and energetic open shell
molecules and ions. In addition, the low collision energies restrict active chemistry to
only those reactions with rate coefficients possessing no temperature dependence or
having negative temperature dependence. Any appreciable barrier on the reaction surface
will lead to extremely low rate of reaction, ignoring the effects of tunneling. Tunneling
can only occur for very long lived collision complexes and very light species
(i.e. H or D).

21
Modeling of the interstellar medium has centered on the contribution of ionmolecule reactions.

It has not been possible to measure the lower extreme of the

temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for radical-molecule reactions until very
recently. 10.1 I Theoretical treatments of the low temperature behavior of these reactions
have been developed, based both on classical capture models and their variants,I,12 and on
higher level dynamical theory .13 Unfortunately, because no experimental data was
available for these reactions at temperatures below 100 K, no comparison could be made
and the theories were left untested.

The existence of relatively large amounts of simple molecular radicals such as
OH and CH in the interstellar medium has been known for quite some time. 14 If the
principle of the collision complex model is correct, the reactions of these simple radicals
could very likely proceed on a per collision basis at very low temperature if adiabatically
coupled pathways between reactants and products are available. For reactions between
strongly dipolar radicals such as OH and moderately dipolar molecules, the collision
cross section for the dipole-dipole potential interaction yields rate coefficients which
compete very favorably with the large but temperature independent ion-induced dipole
reaction rate coefficients which are prevalent in the modeling of the interstellar
medium. 12

In addition to the desire to accurately know the rate coefficient over the full
temperature range necessary for the modeling of chemically interesting environments, it
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is also important to provide benchmarks for dynamical models and theory.

In the

extreme, the development of dynamical theory could conceivably extend to the point
where the experimental measurement of the rate would be superfluous.

Practically

speaking, dynamical theory is far from that point, however the interplay of reaction theory
and experimental measurement is already producing promising results. A brief review of
the dynamical models and theories currently in use to describe radical-molecule reaction
kinetics would likely be beneficial.

At the lowest level one may fit existing data to a simple phenomenological form.
An example is the Arrhenius expression. In most cases this provides little insight into the
low temperature dependence of radical-molecule reaction kinetics.

It does allow

interpolative predictions, but in many cases fails to provide valid extrapolation. It is
simply a useful shorthand to convey the observed dependence of the rate coefficient.

Transition state theory l5 (TST) provides an extension to the phenomenological
fits, attempting to link the observed fitting parameters to fundamental reaction quantities.
The reaction surface is assumed to possess a positive barrier to reaction. The top of the
barrier is then regarded as a dividing surface, such that trajectories crossing it must lead
to products. Classical TST considers the thermal distribution which is sampling a barrier
of unknown origin, allowing extraction of the relative barrier height. This allows some
predictive power regarding the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient, through
the known variation of the velocity distribution function with temperature. Canonical and
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microcanonical transition state theories attempt to describe the nature of the barrier using
the partition function or the internal state density for the transition state respectively.
These theories are based on a solid premise, but unfortunately little experimental
evidence exists regarding the energy levels of the transition state.

The molecular

constants can be calculated l6 for simple systems, or estimated by comparison with stable
molecules for more complex systems.

Excellent results have been provided for some systems by capture theory.17 The
collision cross section is computed by calculating the maximum impact parameter which
can lead to a reactive encounter. This impact parameter, and the cross section which is
derived from it can contain as little information as the effective radius of the two
reactants, or much as the details regarding the quantum mechanical nature of the
intermolecular potential, as is the case for ACCSA. 18 The integration of the energy
dependent cross section over the velocity distribution function for the temperature of
interest produces a collision rate. Unfortunately, since none of the intimate details of the
collision complex produced were considered, this model only predicts the absolute upper
bound of the reaction rate coefficient.

A more fundamental approach is afforded by classical and quantum scattering
theories. 19•2o In these calculations, the potential energy surface for the reactive event is
computed. In practice, this normally consists of piecing together good quality ab initio
surfaces for the reactants and/or products using known or estimated transition state
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parameters. In many cases, reduced dimensionality is used to simplify the calculation. 21
Classical trajectories are then run on the reaction surface, and ensemble averages are
calculated to yield energy and initial state dependent cross sections and thus rate
coefficients. Attempts to consider the quantum mechanical nature of the reaction in an
otherwise classical scattering calculation are termed semi-classical or quasi-classical
trajectory calculations. 22 Quantum scattering, on the other hand, explicitly considers the
quantum mechanical aspects of the reactive system, and represents the most advanced
dynamical theory currently in use. The same type of surfaces that were described above
are used in the quantum scattering calculations, but instead of running classical
trajectories, closely spaced Gaussian wavepackets are allowed to evolve on the surface. 23
Thus the wave properties of the system are properly considered, and constructive and
destructive interference effects appear in the calculation. Again, an ensemble average is
computed and the resulting state and energy dependent cross sections can be converted
into state dependent rate coefficients. These rate coefficients can be averaged for an
experimentally measured state distribution and compared directly with experimental rate
coefficients.

The description of termolecular association reactions has been primarily based on
the collision complex assumption.

This model presumes the initial formation of an
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activated complex which can be collisionally stabilized by a third body

(8)
lIt

AB'~A+B

(9)
(10)

where AB* is the activated complex, M is the third body, kJ and k2 are the collision rate
coefficients, and 't is the lifetime of the activated complex.

The activated complex

possesses a lifetime controlled by the centrifugal barrier 17 on the potential surface and the
high density of states of the complex near the dissociation limit. The collision energy can
redistribute to modes not directly coupled to the dissociation coordinate, preventing
dissociation until sufficient energy rephases into a separation degree of freedom. The
collision rates of the initial radical-molecule encounter and of the collision complex with
the third body stabilizer are calculated using either simple gas kinetic collision rates or
capture theory.

The lifetime of the complex is predicted using well developed

unimolecular reaction theory. The most widely used unimolecular theories are RRKM
and its variants. 24 These models use density of states arguments, similar to
microcanonical transition state theory, however are more correct with respect to the
quantum mechanical nature of the reaction.

Implementation of the models requires

knowledge of the vibrational and rotational constants of the collision complex at the
barrier, as in transition state theory. The model does, however, provide predictive power
in many cases and has proven valuable in the interpretation of temperature dependent
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termolecular association rate coefficient data. For the sake of convenience, Troe has
developed simplified expressions which can be used to model or predict the temperature
dependence of radical association reactions25 or to model the pressure falloff behavior of
termolecular associations. 26 •27 The application of these models is more straightforward
than RRKM models, yet they retain some of the fundamental nature of the more rigorous
calculations.

The experimental determination of radical-molecule reaction rate coefficients at
low temperatures presents a considerable challenge. Conventional kinetic methods share
a common problem regarding this study, the production of a suitable low temperature
reaction environment. Due to the low vapor pressure of many of the commonly used
radical precursors and reagents, cryogenic cooling of either bulb type or flow tube type
reactors produces condensation problems that make the determination of low temperature
rates problematic if not impossible. The low temperature, not necessarily equilibrium,
environment of the supersonic flow was thus chosen as the most suitable reaction
medium for the current studies.

The kinetic methodology reported in this dissertation makes use of the pulsed
uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor, described in Chapter 3.

This reactor

produces a supersonic expansion at a fixed Mach number, which implies that a constant
density and temperature reaction medium is formed for the kinetic study. The flow is
produced by expansion through a specially shaped nozzle, known as the Laval nozzle.
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The design of these nozzles is the topic of Chapter 2. The flows produced by this method
have well defined equilibrium thermal environments and high collision frequencies. The
characterization of the flow environment and other experimental considerations for low
temperature kinetic studies are discussed in Chapter 3.
The production of hydroxyl (OH) radicals by cold cathode discharge of N 2/H 20
mixtures and their detection by laser induced fluorescence (LIF) is described.

The

measurement of the rate coefficient for the termolecular association reaction
OH+NO+N2 --7 HONO+N 2

in the temperature range from 89 to 222 K is described in Chapter 4.

(11)

This

atmospherically relevant reaction proved to be a valuable benchmark for the pulsed
uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor technique, as the temperature dependence
from above 550 to 89 K was well predicted by simple RRKM models described above.
The reaction of OH + N0 2,
(12)

an important sink\reservoir species conversion reaction, proved to have a much smaller
negative temperature dependence than previously recommended. The rate coefficient for
this process was determined in the range 105 to 249 K and the results are reported in
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Chapter 5. The measurement of the kinetics of the bimolecular reaction

(13)

in the range 76 to 240 K in the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion reactor is described
in Chapter 6.

A single temperature point determination of the rate coefficient of

Reaction 13 near 1 K is also presented. The last measurement was completed in the free
jet flow reactor, previously used almost exclusively for the study of ion-molecule
reactions 28 The modification of this system for the production and detection of radicals,
as well as the kinetic methodology, are described in Chapter 3. This bimolecular reaction
proved to possess a temperature dependence different from that recently measured in a
continuous Laval flow reactor 10, but well in line with observations in the higher
temperature regime. 29 This apparent contradiction, along with recent theoretical
developmentsl.12.13 regarding the low temperature rate coefficient of this reaction
prompted the measurement of the kinetics in the limit of 0 K (from an experimental
standpoint.)
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CHAPTER 2. LAVAL NOZZLE DESIGN
Laval nozzles are a central component in the pulsed uniform supersonic flow
reactor. As it is expected that the readers of this section will be chemists or physicists,
not necessarily acquainted with the subject of fluid dynamics, the salient concepts are
reviewed at a very basic level. All of the specific details needed to produce working
nozzles are discussed. The developments of this section are not particularly novel, most
coming from basic fluid dynamics.

Indeed the design formalism presented here is

essentially the same as that used to produce the shaped walls in several working wind
tunnels, used for aerodynamic testing. It is the author's intention to collect all of the
necessary information related to the construction and operation of this very useful flow
device and present it in a simple, cogent manner such that its usefulness will not be
limited to fluid dynamicists, as it appears to have been historically.
In keeping with this philosophy, a computer program has been written which
incorporates all of the design precepts detailed in this chapter. The code, which was
written in Microsoft QuickBasic is included as Appendix A. A section at the beginning
of the appendix provides the llser with a short description of the operation of the program.
A. Laval Nozzle Overview

The object of a supersonic nozzle design is to take a fluid at rest and accelerate it
to some know supersonic velocity.

Axisymmetric nozzles perform this expansion
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symmetrically in two dimensions.

The Laval nozzle does this while concurrently

removing the expansion waves which are an undesirable side effect of the expansion. At
the nozzle exit plane, the flow field will ideally possess a flat density and velocity
distribution. Distinction is made between the hydrodynamic velocity, which is the net
movement of the flow, or the mean velocity of all of the particles in the flow, and the
particles relative velocity, which is a measure of the local thermal condition. Due to
conservation of energy, the increase of hydrodynamic velocity is always at the cost of
inter-particle relative velocity: an expression of this phenomenon is the Mach number.
The Mach number M, defined as the ratio of the hydrodynamic velocity to the local speed
of sound, is a measure of the conversion of energy from random to directed motion during
expansion.

This conversion leads to the cooling that we intend to exploit in the

expansion experiments. It is this parameter, M, which proves to best describe the flow at
any point in the expansion, and it becomes the logical choice for a single dimension to
measure the extent of the expansion process. One-dimensional flows are those where all
the important flow properties (density, pressure, temperature, etc.) are related to their preexpansion values through a single parameter, in this case the Mach number.

Thus

whenever reference is made to a one-dimensional relationship, it is the variation of some
value with Mach number which is being discussed, unless otherwise stated.

The specifics of how the Laval nozzle produces a uniform flow field will be
discussed later in this chapter, but an overview of the process would be useful at this
juncture (Fig. 2.1.) The first part of the nozzle is a short convergent section where the
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flow begins to accelerate from near zero net hydrodynamic velocity in the stagnation

Stagnation
Region

Laval Nozzle

~;Z7'1

Uniform Flow

To
Po

M<l
Po
V=O
M=O

M>l

~/,.f"§#/

FIG. 2.1. An illustration of the key aspects of the Laval nozzle.
region. (An underlying assumption of this entire discussion is that a strong pressure
gradient (PI> 10 P 2) has been established between the stagnation region and the nozzle
exit.) Following this is a throat region where the diameter of the nozzle is at a minimum;
at this point the flow reaches Mach 1. The reason for this is as follows. Given sufficient
pressure drop across the nozzle, supersonic flow speeds become possible in the divergent
region. Once they do, the one-dimensional isentropic relationships,3o

(1)

dV>O
dp

(2)

where A is the area of the flow, p is the static pressure, which is the pressure felt in the
flowing frame, N is the density of the flow, V is the hydrodynamic flow velocity, and M
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is the Mach number, indicate that the convergent section of the nozzle accelerates
subsonic flow while the divergent section accelerates supersonic flow.

To maintain

acceleration at all points along the nozzle, the flow in the region of minimum area must
be at Mach 1. This is a completely one-dimensional explanation, but it is nevertheless
instructive.

Laval nozzle design usually centers on the divergent region downstream of the
throat, since the design of the convergent and throat areas is less critical to good
performance. In general, the convergent section should have a relatively large radius of
curvature near the throat region. It has been suggested that the optimal design is one
where the radius of curvature is five times the throat radius. 3 ) Unfortunately, this implies
that the convergent section would be physically large, making the boundary layer
(explained below) at the throat quite substantial. Since this is undesirable, a compromise
solution is usually implemented, where the radius of curvature at the throat is very large,
and then at some distance the radius is quickly decreased. In any case, the radius and
slope at the throat must be carefully matched to the beginning of the divergent section, so
that shock waves do not appear in the post-nozzle flow.

The divergent section of the Laval nozzle is divided into three parts for
convenience (Fig. 2.2.) The initial part of this section of the nozzle increases in diameter
very rapidly and much of the acceleration to the terminal supersonic Mach number is
accomplished here. Next there is a region of source flow where the flow streamlines are
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linear and radiate out from an apparent source point. Finally, there is a region where the
residual effects of the initial rapid expansion are removed from the flow, the Mach
number is accelerated to its final value, and the flow streamlines are made parallel.
Density, pressure, and temperature are constant throughout the resulting flow field.

Nozzle Wall

Initial
Rapid
Expansion

Nozzle Axis
FIG. 2.2. The divergent section of the Laval nozzle, illustrating the
various flow regions.
The methodology used to predict the shape of the divergent section of the
axisymmetric nozzle which produces the above effects is a two part process. The flow is
initially treated as being isentropic with respect to the nozzle walls. The effects of heat
transfer and viscous forces are ignored, which immensely simplifies the calculation of the
wall shape. The resulting wall shape is then modified by the inclusion of a boundary
layer displacement thickness, which is numerically computed using the known flow
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properties from the initial isentropic calculation. This two part procedure is necessitated
by the fact that the nozzle design process is an inverse problem. For a given set of walls
and known pressure and temperature conditions, the resulting flow field can be
determined quite precisely and fairly easily. However, an iterative process where nozzle
shapes are guessed and modified to optimize the flow field has proved to be untenable,
both because the necessary calculations are too computationally intensive and no good
convergence mechanism has been developed.

Given the two part nature of the design process, it seems reasonable to treat the
description of the methodology in two parts.

Thus, the next section will treat the

isentropic solution, and that following will deal with the boundary layer solution for the
non-ideal aspects of the flow. Wherever possible, the two sections will attempt to deal
with their subject in an isolated way, but since many of the design criteria involve a
mixture of the two subjects, some cross referencing will be inevitable.

B. Specific Details of the Design Methodology - Method of Characteristics Solution
for the Isentropic Core
1. Method of Characteristics - Overview
The effectiveness of a Laval design is determined predominantly by the shape of
the divergent section, and so we will report the development of this section in great detail
and we hope with sufficient clarity that nozzle design will, perhaps for the first time,
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become a simple exercise for practitioners in the physical and chemical laboratory. The
calculation of the isentropic portion of the nozzle, where the effects of thermal transfer
and viscous force at the wall are ignored, is accomplished by using the method of
characteristics. The mathematical utility of the characteristic is that along it the partial
differential equations for the flow properties are transformed into ordinary differential
equations. Physically, it can be described as a direction of constant change. It describes
the way that a disturbance, such as a change in wall angle, gets propagated through a
flowing field. The conoid which is generated by rotation of the characteristic around the
axis of the nozzle describes an incremental change in the flow.

Flow properties are

considered to be unaffected by the characteristic until they encounter it, then they are
considered to be instantaneously changed to their post disturbance values at the
characteristic.

In supersonic flow an enormous simplification occurs regarding the transmission
of information about disturbances. Since the flow velocity is inherently faster than the
collisional rate of information transfer (M> 1), the flow field can be divided in two, those
streamlines that have not encountered the characteristic and thus are unaffected by it, and
those that have encountered the characteristic and have been altered by it. To illustrate
this point consider the effect of a single sharp wall turn on a flow at Mach 1 (Fig. 2.3.)
Since viscous effects and the possibility of separation are being ignored, the flow at the
wall will follow the wall, and the adjacent streamline then feels the pressure drop due to
the turn and it too must turn. The effect propagates into the field at a rate which is
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determined solely by the Mach number; the angle of the propagation with respect to the
wall is called the Mach angle, a, and has a value of sin- l (lIM). The wedge shaped region
where the flow properties are changing is bounded on the upstream edge by the initial
Mach line, and on the downstream side by the final Mach line.

Following the

disturbance, the area of the flow has increased, corresponding to an increase in Mach
number. All of the flow properties which are related to the Mach number (e.g. pressure,
density, temperature) have changed by a prescribed amount and the direction of the flow
streamlines has changed. The final Mach number after the turn is related to the sharpness
of the angle of turn, which is termed for this situation, the Prandtl-Meyer turning angle \jI.

(3)

FIG. 2.3. Prandtl-Meyer flow past a single sharp wall bend.
The communication of a disturbance through the flow is called an expansion wave, since
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on the downstream side of the wave, the included area of the flow is now larger (this
section of the nozzle is, by definition, divergent). Now, if we consider the wall of the
nozzle to be a series of such bends (Fig. 2.4), we can see that there are a series of
expansion waves propagating into the flow at angles depending on the Mach number at a
given distance along the wave.

A characteristic is the downstream boundary of an

expansion wave. If these changes in angle are made to be arbitrarily small, the wedge
shaped regions become arbitrarily thin, justifying the initial assumption that the change in
flow properties is instantaneous at the downstream side of the wedge.

FIG. 2.4. Wall curvature and its effect on flow approximated by a series
of sharp wall bends.
Recognizing that there is another wall opposite this one with opposite curvature
which is also creating expansion waves, it is clear that characteristics must cross. That is,
the disturbances which are propagating into the flow from the one wall meet the
disturbances from the other wall at some point in the flow.

At the point where the
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characteristics cross, the effect of each is experienced and the net result is the linear sum
of the effects. 32 This situation is clearly compounded for axisymmetric designs where an
infinite number of disturbances are propagating in from the walls around the point. This
explains the early interest in two-dimensional nozzle designs, since in this design the side
walls are parallel and thus do not produce expansion waves. Under these conditions, the
top and bottom walls are flat in the transverse direction, so that the expansion waves were
planes in that dimension, making calculation of the flow field by graphical methods much
simpler.

2. Axisymmetric Method of Characteristics

In modern nozzle design, the graphical constructions have been replaced by
numerical integrations performed by digital computer, and thus application of the
axisymmetric method of characteristics presents no formidable challenge. For reasons
which will be considered in the boundary layer section, two dimensional nozzles proved
to be less effective at producing uniform flow in practice. By expressing the method of
characteristics solutions for an axisymmetric, supersonic enclosed flow field in
cylindrical coordinates where

z is the distance along the flow axis and r is the radial
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distance from it, the ordinary differential equations

dr

(4)

- = tan(8 =Fa)

dz

_ sin(9)sin(a) dr 0
=
r

cot(a)

(5)

d9+--dW+
- W
sin(8 +a)

are obtained,33 where 9 is the flow angle with respect to the nozzle axis, a is the Mach
OI

angle, sin (lIM), W is the speed ratio (explained below), and the top sign of the

± refers

to a characteristic with negative slope, while the bottom applies to one with a positive
slope, where the flow direction is assumed to be from left to right. The speed ratio, W, is
the ratio of the hydrodynamic velocity to the thermodynamic limiting velocity, Vmllx , the
velocity the flow would reach at infinite Mach number, it is related to the Mach number

(6)

Here, Vmux is a function of the stagnation temperature, heat capacity ratio and mass of the
flow gas, and is a constant for a given expansion

I

Vmax

where kb is Boltzmann's constant and

_(~kIITo)2

-

111

y-l m

(7)

is the mass of the flow gas. The speed ratio
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provides an alternative and useful dimensionless parameter for describing onedimensional compressible flows.

Using Eqns. 4 and 5 in finite difference form, the flow properties along the
characteristic can be determined by numerical integration. This is the basis of the method
of characteristics as applied to axisymmetric nozzles, and if the number of characteristics
considered were allowed to get arbitrarily large, the true solution to the isentropic flow
could be reached. In practice, the number of characteristics need not be very large before
a suitably accurate result is obtained.

For instance, we use on the order of 100

characteristics to describe a Mach 2 nozzle with a 1 cm throat diameter and a 4.5 cm
length.

Nozzle Axis
FIG. 2.5. An illustration of the cancellation of an expansion wave by
reflection from a divergent wall with negative curvature.
The final necessary feature of a Laval nozzle is that by the exit, all of the
expansion waves have to be removed from the flow field, so that the flow will continue to
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be uniform. The consequences of having expansion waves remaining at the nozzle exit is
that a shock wave will form at some point in the post-nozzle exit flow. The procedure for
removing the expansion waves is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. A characteristic makes contact
with the wall and is reflected such that its new direction is parallel to the center, axis of
the nozzle. Since it now does not cross any streamlines, it can be considered to have been
removed from the flow. This procedure is repeated until every characteristic started in
the initial rapid expansion portion of the divergent section is removed from the flow.

3. The Method of Moger and Ramsay
a. Overview and Important Parameters
A number of methods have been proposed for using the axisymmetric method of
characteristics to solve for the ideal Laval nozzle shape, but the one which we have
selected was proposed by Moger and Ramsay.33 The method uses a set of known
parameters for the nozzle, specified by the nozzle designer, to define the flow along the
axis of the nozzle and in the source flow region. The method of characteristics is used to
extrapolate the known flow properties out toward the wall, along the characteristics.
Wall points are then located by a mass integration technique. The following describes the
parameters which the nozzle designer must specify. The terminal Mach number for the
nozzle is given. The function which describes how the Mach number will go from 1 at
the throat to this final value, along the center axis of the nozzle, must be defined. Next it
is assumed that the nozzle will possess the three regions described earlier (Fig. 2.6):
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Region I, where the flow is rapidly accelerated to about half of the terminal Mach
number, Region II, where there is assumed to be source flow, defined below, and Region

III, where the flow is brought to the final Mach number while the expansion waves are
removed from the flow. The curvature of the wall in Region I is positive and that in
Region III is negative so, referring to Fig. 2.6, the point labeled C is necessarily an
inflection point. The angle of the wall at point C, with respect to the center axis of the
nozzle must be specified. In practice a value of 15 degrees or less produces the bestbehaved nozzles, since the possibility of flow separation, where the flow is unable to
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The important coordinates involved in the method of
FIG. 2.6.
characteristics solution for the isentropic core region of the Laval nozzle.
The vertical scale has been greatly exaggerated to emphasize the wall
shape. Point 0 is the source flow origin, lying outside of the nozzle.
follow the wall contour, is avoided. The throat diameter can be lIsed to scale the nozzle
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as explained below. Finally, the number of characteristics in the various regions of the
nozzle are specified, which defines the tightness of the net used to predict the flow
properties.

b. Source Flow Region
An important input for the method of Moger and Ramsay is the angle of the wall
at point C with respect to the center axis of the nozzle. Using the angle at the inflection
point and the Mach number at the end of the first section of axis, point B, the source flow
region (Region II) can be constructed. Recall that in this region, the flow streamlines are
assumed to be straight lines which emanate from the apparent source point 0 (Fig. 2.6).
The consequence of this is that the Mach number at any point in this region is determined
solely by the distance from the source point. The boundaries of this region are defined
through the following relationships involving the Prundtl-Meyer angle explained earlier
(Fig. 2.3)

'V p

='V B + 28 p

(8)

(9)

where 'VI' and 'VQ are the Prandtl-Meyer turning angles at points P and Q on characteristics
BC and CD respectively (Fig. 2.7), 'VB and'Ve are the Prandtl-Meyer angles at points B
and C, 11 is the angle with respect to the nozzle axis at the inflection point C, and 8p and
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8Q are the angles that the flow streamlines have with respect to the nozzle axis (flow
angles) at points P and Q. The Prandtl-Meyer angle at point B is known since it is related
to the Mach number, an input value (Eqn. 3.) The flow angles are the angles AOP and
AOQ since source flow is assumed everywhere in Region II. The values for 'l'P can thus
be found along characteristic BC through Eqn. 7 by dividing the angle AOC into an

c
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FIG. 2.7. An illustration of the process used to establish the source flow
region used in the method of characteristics solution.
arbitrary number of angular segments. Likewise, the values for 'l'Q can be determined
along CD through Eqn. 8 by dividing this characteristic into a number of segments (not
necessarily the same number.) The values of the 'I' are then used to find the Mach number
at each point along BC and CD through Eqn. 2. Since the restriction of source flow
makes the Mach number everywhere in the region be determined simply by the distance
from the apparent source point 0, the distance OP or OQ is known, locating each point
along the edges of Region II. In essence, by specifying the location of point C by the
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angle at the inflection point, and the Mach number at this point, the scale for the entire
nozzle is determined. The nozzle is subsequently rescaled to the throat diameter, or any
other scaling factor desired. Every point in Region II is entirely determined by source
flow restrictions and no characteristic solutions are computed here.

The non-dimensionalized mass flux through the nozzle is computed by integrating
along the front of the source region, characteristic BC.

This quantity is conserved

throughout the nozzle, and forms the basis for the determination of the wall point location
along each of the other characteristics. The mass flux through a characteristic is defined
by
1

dm = rW(l- W2 )"(-1 sin(a)dl

(to)

where m is the mass flux, r is the radius, W is the speed ratio, a is the mach angle, and I is
the length along the characteristic. A parabolic integration technique is used to
numerically integrate the value of III along BC in our application.

Characteristic EF (Fig. 2.6) is simply a straight line which bounds the end of the
characteristic net. Its properties are that the flow streamlines are all parallel to the nozzle
axis and the Mach number at all points is the final design Mach number. The integrated
mass flux along line EF determines its length, and the one-dimensional relationship for
area ratio determines the final value of the radius at the nozzle exit. The area ratio
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between nozzle throat and exit is:

1[(-y+l2-J(1+--M
Y-l2 2)]2[/~1)

-A= A' M

(11)

where A and A' are the exit and throat areas respectively.

c. Solutions for Regions I and III
The flow properties along the axis are now fully known (since this was an input
value) and the flow at points on characteristics BC, CO, and EF (Fig. 2.6) has been
derived.

The final solution for all wall points begins with the intersection of

characteristic BC (or CD since the flow in Regions I and

m must be calculated) and

the

axis and determines the intersection points of the new characteristics outwards toward the
nozzle wall. The calculation of the new characteristic is accomplished by using the
method of finite differences and matching the flow properties at the new field point to the
known slopes from the two known adjacent field points through an iterative process (field
points define the intersection of two characteristics.) Fig. 2.8 illustrates this process for
the start of the generation of a field mesh in Region

m.

The two known points are points

o and axis point API, axis points having been fully determined by the input values.

The

third point FP 1 represents a trial value for the intersection of the characteristics emanating
from these known points. These new characteristics are represented by dashed lines in
Fig 2.8.

The numerical values of the slopes of the new characteristics at FPl are
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calculated and compared to the values set by Eqns. 4 and 5. The position of FPl is
adjusted until agreement is reached. Point FPl and the next point along the adjacent
characteristic are then used to obtain a new point. This process is continued using points
along CD until the
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FIG. 2.8. An illustration of the calculation of a new field point, FPl and
its associated characteristics, from two known field points, D and AP 1.
new characteristic is fully determined, the last .point used being C. The characteristics
calculated by this method always extend beyond the true location of the wall point. Next
the mass flux is integrated along the new characteristic line, and the precise wall point is
located by linear interpolation to the point where the total mass flux through the nozzle is
matched. Starting back at the nozzle axis with point API and the next downstream axis
point, the next characteristic can be similarly constructed and this process continues until
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all axis points in Region I and III have been used. After the final axis point in Region III
is used, the points along line EF are used to generate characteristics and thus wall points.
The only special consideration involved in using points along EF is that the initial value
of the mass flux is not zero. This is a consequence of the radial displacement from the
flow axis at points along EF, except for E. The mass flow through the area defined by the
radial displacement is easily calculated since the flow beyond EF is uniform.

Regions I and III are calculated separately and the final output is a set of (z,r)
coordinates along with the flow angle and Mach number at each point along the wall,
where z is measured from the apparent source point 0 (Fig. 2.6), and r is the radius. The
(z,r) coordinates are relative as observed earlier and may be scaled to an arbitrary length.
In our case the scaling factor chosen is the throat diameter, since we always use the same
convergent region and throat.

C. Specific Details of the Design Methodology - Boundary Layer Calculation
1. Definition of Terms
The essence of the boundary layer approach is to use the above set of (z,r)
coordinates to represent the flow properties in the absence of viscous and heat transfer
effects from the wall, and to attach a layer between the wall and core which accounts for
these effects. (The viscous effects are the most pronounced problem in the nozzles which
we have tested since we have used conditions where the flow stagnation and nozzle wall
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temperatures are equal.) Although a variety of approaches to the solution of boundary
layer problems such as these are available, we have selected a method which uses the
results of Cohen and Reshotk0 34 •35 as originally reported by Potter and Carden. 36

The method utilizes the concept of a displacement thickness 0*, which is the
effective distance from the wall at which the effects of the wall can be considered to have
abated. Thus the boundary layer acts to insulate the isentropic flow core from the wall.
The effect of thermal transfer is a violation of the basic assumptions used in the method
of characteristics solution, since heat flux into or out of the flow was not considered. The
origin of the viscous correction is that the method of characteristics ignores the fact that
the molecules at the wall have zero net velocity.

This effect must propagate some

distance away from the wall and is the basis of the establishment of the momentum
thickness, 9, which is included in the calculation of the displacement thickness. Since

o·

includes the effect of heat transfer as well as that of momentum transfer, it is always
larger than 9 (Fig. 2.9.)
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Isentropic

~----:'Core

Nozzle Axis
FIG. 2.9. A representation of the various boundary layer thicknesses
described in the text.
It is these effects which made the use of two-dimensional nozzles impractical for
high Mach number nozzles.

Although it is possible to include a boundary layer

displacement thickness on the shaped upper and lower walls, the growth of the boundary
layer along the flat side walls can not be accounted for without a loss of the inherent
simplicity of the two dimensional solution.

Very large aspect ratio (width to throat

height) nozzles are needed to give reasonable flows, and for that reason axisymmetric
designs are superior.
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z
Nozzle Axis
FIG. 2.10. Application of the boundary layer displacement thickness to the
isentropic core.
The application of the displacement thickness is illustrated in Fig. 2.10.; the (z,r)
"wall" coordinates from the method of characteristics solution are taken to define the
inner edge of the displacement thickness, called the isentropic core. The displacement
thickness is added normal to the wall along this contour to define the required position of
the actual nozzle wall. In the original method of Potter and Carden, the distance along
the wall is taken to be equal to the distance along the axis, while in our application the
distance, s, is calculated as the sum of the chords joining the wall points. This ensures
that proper consideration of the non-ideal wall interactions are made independent of wall
divergence angle.
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A number of assumptions are implicit in this method:

The first is that the

boundary layer is in the laminar flow regime, which will be true for the flow densities
presented in this work. (If this is not the case, Sivells has set out an alternative formalism
for treating a turbulent boundary layer.)37 Ideal gas relationships are used. The Prandtl
number, which is the ratio of momentum to thermal diffusity,

C {' J.l

Pr=k

(12)

where J.l is the viscosity and k is the thermal diffusity, is taken to equal 1. (Corrections to
this assumption are explained in Reference 35.) Finally, the viscosity of the flow gas is
assumed to be linear with temperature. The validity of the last two assumptions can be
compared to empirical results where J.l

0<:

T8/9

and the Prandtl number was approximately

0.7 for nitrogen in the range 90 to 300 K. 38 The error introduced by assuming unit Prandtl
number has been reported not to exceed 7 % when compared to more exact calculations. 34
Thus there appears to be some cancellation of the effects of Prandtl number within our
approximations.

2. The Method of Cohen and Reshotko

The starting point of the method of Cohen and Reshotko lies in the
transformations of Stewartson,39 which when modified slightly, allow the solution for a
compressible laminar boundary layer to be correlated to a previously solved
incompressible case. By assuming a particular form for the velocity distribution along the
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isentropic core, forms of the continuity and momentum equations for the boundary layer
were derived that were previously quoted by Stewartson, but which were unsolved at that
time. Using the method of successive approximations, numerical solutions were obtained
which were then used to construct a new simple integral method for the calculation of
laminar boundary layers with arbitrary pressure gradient and heat transfer.

The

correlation parameters were Sw, the wall enthalpy parameter, and n, the correlation
number. The correlation number was referred to as the pressure gradient parameter in the
first report,34 which gave it a more physical meaning. The wall enthalpy parameter is
given by

S
IV

=~-1
I

(13)

10

where hw and ho are the wall and stagnation enthalpies respectively. The values of the
various velocity and enthalpy moments, as well as the integral thicknesses (displacement,
momentum, etc.) were tabulated for selected values of Sw and the pressure gradient
parameter,~.

The value of the variable of interest could thus be obtained by

interpolation, or in some cases extrapolation of the available data.

Using the principle of similarity and a previously derived incompressible
relationship, the transformed momentum equation in cylindrical coordinates is found to
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be

Ue d (

--2 -

r dX

dUrc;
llr2
e

)

= N( n, S)

(14)

IV

dX

where N is the momentum parameter, which contains the combined effects of the two
parameters, nand Sw, r is the radius of the nozzle, Ue is the transformed longitudinal
velocity and X is the transformed longitudinal coordinate. The subscript e will always
refer to properties at the edge of the isentropic core, while

0

will refer to stagnation

conditions and w to conditions at the wall. For many values of Sw and n, N is found to be
well represented by a linear function of n

N

= A+Bn

(15)

where A and B are constants determined from Fig. 4. of Reference 35. (For unheated
flows and uncooled walls, Sw=O, A=.44 and B=5.1 adequately represents the observed
variation.)

Upon transformation back to physical coordinates the solution of the

momentum equation is

(16)

where L is an arbitrary scale length set equal to 1 em which defines the units used in the
various other quantities,

lie

is the velocity, K=(3y-l)/(2y-2), and s is the distance along the
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wall of the nozzle, and M and T are Mach number and temperature, respectively.
Equation 16 serves as the master equation for the integral method, once the value of the
correlation number n has been determined, the other quantities of interest can be found.
The values of

e and o· can be calculated at this

point using the results of Cohen and

Reshotko for the momentum thickness

(17)

(where the Reynolds number at the wall

(18)

is the ratio of the motive force of the flow, pwtle to the viscous force at the wall,

~w)

and

the form factor

o'

1- 1

2

H=e=HI, +-2- Me (HI, +1)

(19)

where HII' is the physical form factor, found from Reference 34. The solution to this point
does not include the effects of transverse curvature, which can become very severe for
thick boundary layers in axisymmetric nozzles. Transverse curvature in this sense is the
curvature along the flow direction. The other curvature, normal to the flow direction, is
implicit in the cylindrical nature of the nozzle and has been accounted for in the
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momentum equation. The correction is accomplished by adding the radial component of
the displacement thickness calculated by Eqn. 19, to the radius of the isentropic core to
derive a new trial value for the wall radius,

(20)

where

~

is the angle the wall makes with the flow axis, (Fig. 2.11) which is then used in

the algebraic expression for the true momentum thickness

8

1-[1-2(8 1 / r)cos ~
(cos ~/r)

1

F

(21)

where 8} is the value of the momentum thickness from the Cohen-Reshotko relationship.
Potter and Carden suggest using the initial value from Eqn. 17 and then iterating through
Eqns. 19,20, and 21 to converge to a value of 8, but we suggest a full iterative process as
follows. Using the value of the radius from the last calculated wall point in Eqn. 16 a
value for n is obtained, which is used in Eqn. 17 to provide an initial value for 8. Eqn. 19
is used to obtain the initial value of the displacement thickness, the radial component of
which is used to obtain a new value for the wall radius (Eqn. 20). This wall radius is used
in Eqn. 21 to produce a new value for the momentum thickness which is used in Eqn. 19
to provide a value for the displacement thickness. The wall radius thus produced by the
momentum thickness corrected for transverse curvature is inserted back into Eqn. 16 to
produce a new value for n, the correlation number, which is used to determine a complete
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set of new parameters.

When the value of n converges sufficiently, the iteration

suggested by Potter and Carden, finding a self consistent value for

e by cycling through

the form factor equation (Eqn. 19) to the transverse curvature equation (Eqn. 21), is
implemented. When a converged value of the momentum thickness is found, it is used in
the form factor equation to produce a final value for the displacement thickness at the
particular station. This displacement thickness is used to calculate the final wall point for
this station by adding the radial component to the isentropic core thickness to give a final

Nozzle Wall

Isentropic
Core

z
Nozzle Axis
FIG.
2.11.
The coordinates involved in the application of the
displacement thickness.
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radius, and the axial component, -o*sinb to the z value of the isentropic core point to give
a final axial position (Fig. 2.11.)

This procedure is repeated for points along the

isentropic core, and the final set of (z,r) coordinates defines the final nozzle design and
can be used in the machining of the nozzle.
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CHAPTER 3. THE METHODOLOGY OF LOW TEMPERATURE RADICAL·
MOLECULE REACTION KINETIC MEASUREMENT

A. Expansion Methods

1. Supersonic Expansions

The cooling effect of supersonic expansions is not a new subject in chemical
physics; this phenomenon has been exploited for several types of studies, most commonly
in the free jet. The immense simplification of the spectrum of cold molecules has aided
spectroscopic studies, allowing the assignment of many molecular transitions. The cold
environment makes the formation and study of a large variety of weakly bound species
possible. The rapid, not necessarily equilibrium, nature of the expansion makes the study
of molecular clusters possible, allowing the very beginning stages of macroscopic liquid
and solid formation to be studied in the experimentally tractable environment of the gas
phase. Finally, the study of fast ion-molecule reactions and relaxation processes has been
pursued very successfully in the cold core of the free jet. 2

The origin of the cooling lies in the conversion of energy from random thermal
motion into directed motion. Figure 3.1 illustrates the process for the free jet; the initially
broad distribution of velocities, centered around zero net velocity is converted to a narrow
distribution centered around the net hydrodynamic velocity in the flow. The process can
be considered to be isentropic, the total energy of the flow is conserved, but the thermal
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FIG. 3.1. An illustration of the cooling produced during the free jet
expansion. The Mach number continues to increase without bound with
distance.
energy is converted to flow energy under the influence of the strong pressure gradient.
Therefore, in the flowing frame, the local thermal condition is very cold, i.e. the energy of
the molecular collisions is very low. Figure 3.2 illustrates the same procedure in the
uniform flow. The process is similar, with the exception that the flow is only allowed to
accelerate to a particular Mach number and then the flow is maintained at this Mach
number. The Mach number is the ratio of the hydrodynamic beam velocity to the local
speed of sound. The speed of sound is a measure of the collisional rate of information
transfer, and is thus a measure of the local thermal environment for a given gas density.
The extent of cooling, as well as the density drop incurred during the expansion is
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predicted by the one dimensional isentropic relationships

(1)

(2)

where T and To are the flow and pre-expansion temperatures, p and po are the
corresponding densities, M is the Mach number and 'Y is the heat capacity ratio CplC v•

N(v)

~
o v

M=O
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N(v)

I
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!\
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FIG. 3.2. An illustration of the cooling produced by the uniform
supersonic flow exiting the Laval nozzle. The Mach number is accelerated
to its final value Mrand is then held constant.
The consequence of accelerating to a known Mach number, and then preventing further
acceleration is that the temperature and pressure of the resulting flow is then constant for
the balance of the flow.

This is to be contrasted to the free jet, where the Mach
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number increases without bound, at least in principle. In practice the free jet expands to
the point where the background gas in the chamber causes the formation of a shock wave,
called the Mach disk. The location of the Mach disk,

XM,

is a function of the stagnation

and chamber pressures, Po and Pb, xM/d = O.67(PoIPb)I/2 where d is the diameter of the free
jet orifice. 40

The fact that the uniform flow possesses a constant Mach number, following the
initial rapid expansion, is what makes it such an attractive kinetic medium. (It is also
attractive for other studies.) The density and temperature are constant for the length of
the flow; and a great many collisions can be made to occur in these flows, allowing for
extensive equilibration of translational and internal molecular energy modes.

This

equilibration of energy does not necessarily imply chemical equilibrium however, and the
approach to it can be studied with reasonable surety that the other relaxation processes are
essentially complete. Thus the kinetic procedure directly produces thermal equilibrium
rate coefficients.

2. Pulsed Uniform Supersonic Expansion
The central component in the production of uniform supersonic flow is the Laval
nozzle.

This is a specially shaped nozzle which produces a uniform flow field at a

particular design Mach number at the exit. The resulting flow field contains a "plug" of
gas with uniform density, velocity, and temperature at all points on the exit plane. The
design of these nozzles has been detailed in a recent publication,41 and at an even more
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basic level in this report. The reason for this treatment is that we hope that the attractive
features of this expansion will cause investigators in chemistry and physics to make use
of the technique, once the uncertainty regarding its implementation is eliminated.

FIG. 3.3. A block diagram of some of the salient features of the pulsed
uniform expansion flow reactor: 1) pulsed valve, 2) stagnation region, 3)
nozzle translator, 4) Laval nozzle, 5) uniform supersonic flow, 6)
cooling/heating coils, 7) impact pressure transducer, 8) stagnation pressure
transducer.
In order to run the expansion in a pulsed fashion, the gas feeding into the
stagnation region of the Laval nozzle had to be introduced through pulsed valves (Fig.
3.3.) Since the Laval design procedure is valid only for continuum flow, the ideal flow
will not develop until the pressure in the stagnation region comes to an equilibrium value.
The time to reach this equilibrium is strongly influenced by the rate of flow into and out
of and the size of the stagnation region. The size of the stagnation region was minimized;
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the minimum practical size proved to be approximately 1 cm3• The flow out of the
stagnation region was previously determined by the nozzle throat diameter, and thus the
flow into this region had to be maximized. In order to maintain reasonable pressures

«

50 psig) in the delivery system, the orifice size of the pulsed valve had to be maximized.
The largest orifice, millisecond-time response pulsed valve commercially manufactured is
the General Valve Series 9 with a .116" orifice. Two such valves were used to deliver the
gas mixture to the stagnation region, one containing the radical precursor and some of the
buffer gas flow, and the other containing the. neutral reagent and the balance of the buffer
flow. This dual valve system decreased the total delivery pressure necessary and allowed
the radical precursor and the neutral reagent to remain separated as long as possible to
prevent any undesirable slow side reactions.

With this system the pressure in the

stagnation region and the flow impact pressure attained a steady state value on the order
of 1 to 2 milliseconds. Considering that the transit time of the flow through the nozzle is
of the order of 200 microseconds, the time to reach steady state was between 4 and 10
nozzle transit periods, which seems reasonable.

This limited the minimum on time of

the pulsed system to the order of milliseconds. Thus, operating at ten pulses per second,
the system gave a duty cycle advantage of approximately 20.

This duty cycle advantage translated directly into a need for less pumping speed;
in our pulsed system, we have used a 104 CFM roots blower (Leybold-Hereaus WAU150) backed by a 23 CFM mechanical pump (Sargent Welch 1374). This is a fine point,
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but considering the tremendous gas flows which are used in this experiment, it is
noteworthy. A 1 cm throat diameter Mach 3 nozzle producing a flow density of 2 x 10 17
cm,3 discharges in excess of 33 standard liters per minute if run continuously. Pulsed
operation can reduce this by a factor of 10 to 100. More seriously, for the study of
radical-molecule reactions, the radical precursors and neutral reagents used are often
caustic, poisonous, or expensive (particularly isotopically labeled species) or a
combination of all three, and the advantage of the pulsed delivery over a continuolls flow
is obvious. Finally, the sensitive and specific detection methods which are commonly
used for radicals are mostly pulsed laser based, and thus most of the time the flow is not
being probed, hence pulsed expansions provide a better matching of the flow to the
detection method.

The Laval nozzle produces a flow which is uniform at the nozzle exit for a
particular set of temperature and pressure conditions. This is a direct consequence of the
development of the boundary layer which was explained in detail in the preceding
chapter, so only a cursory explanation will be given here. The boundary layer is the
region of the nozzle, closest to the wall, where the effects of gas viscosity and thermal
transfer with the nozzle wall are most severe. It is thicker for higher nozzle temperatures
and lower flow densities. Thus a particular nozzle can only be relied upon to produce one
stable flow density at a specified temperature. This implies that in order to vary total
flow density at a particular temperature, it is necessary to design several different nozzles,
with varying target densities.

This is true regardless of whether the expansion is run
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continuous or pulsed, and is one of the limitations of the technique.

Changing the expansion temperature of a given nozzle flow is possible, however a
concurrent small change in the flow density is unavoidable. Essentially, the boundary
layer thickness is made to stay constant by balancing the temperature and pressure effects.
For instance, if a Mach 3 nozzle designed to produce a flow density of 2 x 10 17 cm-3 at
300 K is to be run at 250 K, the boundary layer will decrease as a result of the cooling, so
the flow density must be decreased to 1.88 x 10 17 cm-3 to produce the same boundary
layer thickness. The effect of this balancing is that the isentropic core portion of the flow,
where the kinetics are measured, was kept to a constant size and shape. The amount the
flow density had to be increased or decreased to maintain the boundary layer thickness at
a desired temperature was determined by an iterative method, using the boundary layer
calculation section of the nozzle design program, Nozzle.exe, to reproduce the original
wall contours.

For temperature control in our system, we used a liquid recirculating bath system
flowing through heat transfer coils which were in intimate contact with the stagnation
zone and the nozzle. With this system, we were able to access the temperature region
between 250 and 400 K.

The lower limit of the range is dictated by condensation

properties of the flow and reagent gases in the high pressure stagnation zone. The high
end of the temperature range represents the highest safe operating temperature of the
pulsed valves, which were also in intimate contact with the stagnation zone, and thus
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were heated and cooled with the rest of the system.

Once the correct pressure and temperature conditions are attained, the Laval
nozzle produces the desired uniform flow at the nozzle exit. In order to maintain this
uniform flow after exiting the nozzle, it is necessary to have a particular backing pressure
in the chamber into which the flow is expanding. This is entirely intuitive as the backing
pressure acts to entrain the flow through a shear boundary. Additionally it is reasonable
that the magnitude of this pressure is equal to the static pressure in the flow, which is the
pressure which is felt in the flowing frame. Thus the expansive forces, acting normal to
the flow direction, are balanced by the background gas.

In our application, the

background pressure in the chamber was measured using a high quality capacitance
manometer (MKS Baratron 220CD) at a point far removed from the flow area. We did
not observe a time dependence to the background pressure, so we assumed that it is a
steady state property.

The background pressure was controlled by addition of dry

nitrogen to the chamber. Alternatively, the pumping system could be throttled to produce
a controllable background pressure, but the advantage of adding the nitrogen was that the
major component of the background gas was non-reactive toward the radical species of
interest and invisible to the detection scheme.

This is not necessarily true if the

background gas is mainly composed of stagnant flow gas, as is the case when the pumps
are throttled.

In practice, we often observed the flow to attain maximum uniformity under
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slightly higher than predicted background gas pressures. The reasons for this are unclear;
it has been suggested that the background gas forms a series of vortex rings (see Fig. 3.4)

FIG. 3.4. An illustration of the vortex ring system which may explain the
undulations observed in the uniform flow.
during the early part of the gas pUlse. The extra background pressure could serve to
recoIlimate the flow after it encounters the low pressure zone caused by the first vortex
ring. This explanation is consistent with the types of flows that were commonly obtained
where there is some compression and rarefaction exhibited. Another possible explanation
would be that all of the expansion waves are not removed from the flow by the nozzle
exit, causing an initial expansion upon leaving the nozzle. This is then countered by the
slightly elevated background pressure, leading to the system of compressions and
rarefactions described above. In all cases, however, we obtained maximum uniformity
within 20 % of the background pressure predicted by simple one-dimensional
relationships and the system of compressions and rarefactions did not lead to observed
pressure deviations greater than 10 % of the total impact pressure. This was considered
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good agreement considering that the calculations are based on an ideal system.

The most useful and general indication of flow uniformity was the impact
pressure. In continuous flows, it is also possible to measure directly the static pressure,
but for reasons considered below, this valuable quantity cannot be measured in our pulsed
system. The impact pressure was measured by placing a small, fast pressure transducer
directly in the path of the flow. It is a function of the density as well as the speed of the
flow, and thus does not give the flow density directly. The static pressure is measured by
placing a long slender body into the flow which has small holes normal to the flow
direction. This measurement can give an absolute flow density directly, provided that the
flow temperature can be determined independently. Unfortunately in the pulsed flow, the
fill time of the normal holes is sufficiently long that no equilibrium could be reached
within the pulse on time.

Provided a normal shock wave is formed across the entrance aperture of the
transducer, the Rayleigh pitot formula

Y

P;
fl.,.

=[(y + I)M2 ]Y-I [
2

1

(y + I) ]Y-I
2yM 2 -(y -I)

(3)

where Pi is the impact pressure and Ps is the static flow pressure and y is the heat
capacity ratio C p ICy, can be used to derive the static pressure from the impact pressure.
This presumes that the Mach number for the flow is known, which is discussed more in
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Section C. As discussed earlier, the background pressure which lead to optimum flow
also served as nn indication of static pressure.

The impact pressure also served to test the spatial uniformity of the flow. The
transducer was mounted on a translator, allowing one or two axes of movement, and the
nozzle was moved with respect to the transducer accessing the remaining axis (Fig. 3.3.)
Scanning along the axis denoted x in Fig. 3.3 at the nozzle exit allowed the uniformity
and cross section of the flow to be determined. Figure 3.5 is a demonstration of three
such
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FIG. 3.5. Impact pressure scans across the nozzle exit for three of the
Mach 3 nozzles. The solid vertical lines mark the physical wall of the
nozzle. The design specifications for the nozzles are listed in Table 1:
a) M302E16, b) M304E16, c) M302E17.
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scans for three different Mach 3 nozzles. The effect of the increasing boundary layer in
the three different density nozzles is pronounced. The pressure profile along the length of
the center of the flow served to define the flow uniformity in the important direction for
kinetics, since it was assumed later that the flow density along the center streamline of the
flow was a constant. Using both axes of movement, the two dimensional flow profile
could be measured and the results from such a scan are shown in Fig. 3.6.

Impact Pressure

2S

-I.S
Axial Distance (em)
Radial Distance (em)
I.S

FIG. 3.6. A two dimensional impact pressure map of the most uniform
flow thus far encountered.
When an optimized flow was determined by the impact pressure measurements,
the defining characteristics of the system became the pressures in the chamber and the
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stagnation volume. The stagnation pressure was measured using a small millisecond-time
response pressure transducer in the stagnation volume and the measurement of the
chamber pressure was by the Baratron.

A stable flow can always be recovered by

returning to these two pressures.

The flow conditions which lead to stable flow at the design temperature (in all
cases 300 K) for the nozzles which have been designed and tested to date are summarized
in Table 1. The three nozzles, M151E17, M201E17, and M304E16, were designed with
an earlier version of the nozzle design program, which had the tendency to underestimate
the development of the boundary layer for the lowest density nozzles. This can readily be
seen in Fig. 3.5, where the intermediate density Mach 3 nozzle is producing uniform flow
of smaller diameter than the other two nozzles. Thus the boundary layer has gotten
thicker than predicted and a decrease in Mach number is observed for this nozzle. It is
clear from the lowest density nozzle, which was designed with the current version of the
program, that the problem has been rectified. It is interesting to note that the nozzles
designed thus far span a subset of the usable space. The lowest density nozzles are at the
point where the boundary layer thickness is on the order of the radius of the isentropic
core. This represents the extent to which the boundary layer calculations are expected to
remain valid. Of course this restriction could be easily eliminated by producing nozzles
with larger isentropic core sections: the defining characteristic for the size of the nozzle is
the diameter of the throat, and we have chosen 1 cm for all of the nozzles we have
designed. If this value is increased, the ratio of boundary layer thickness to isentropic
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core thickness can be reduced. The other extreme of sorts is encountered in the highest
density nozzle, M205E 17, where some evidence of turbulence was observed in the impact
pressure signal. The developments of the boundary layer calculation section of the nozzle
design chapter are only correct for laminar boundary layers, and thus the other limit on
flow density was established for this particular set of experimental conditions.

Table 3.1. The seven nozzles constructed and tested to date, at the design stagnation
temperature (300 K).

Nozzle
Designationn

Flow
Temperature (K)b
(design/actual)
207/205
M151E17
1671147
M205E16
M201E17
167/169
167/173
M205E17
M302E16
107/92
M304E16
107/133
M302E17
1071107
n The nozzle designation refers to
1.5 nozzle designed to produce a
temperature.

Flow
Mach
Uniform
Density (cm,3)
Number
Distance (cm)
(design/actual)
(design/actual) (90 % level)
11
16
1 x 10 /9.6 X 10
1.5/1.5
5
5 x 10 16/5.1 X 10 16 2.0/2.1
7
1 x 10 11/8.7 X 10 16 2.0/2.0
7
11
11
5 x 10 /5.2 X 10
2.0/1.9
10
2 x 10 16/1.5 X 10 16 3.0/3.3
10
4 x 10 16/4.5 X 10 16 3.0/2.5
12
11
11
2 x 10 /2.0 X 10
3.0/3.0
15
the design criteria; for example, M 151 E 17 is a Mach
flow density of 1 x 10 11 cm,3 at 300 K stagnation

b The actual flow temperature and Mach number were derived from the rotational
temperature of the OH radicals, the measurement of which is explained in the next
section.

Once the optimum flow had been determined by pressure measurements, the
radical precursor could be introduced into the flow and additional flow characterization
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could be accomplished as detailed below.

Once the flow was fully characterized, a

neutral reagent was seeded into the flow and kinetics were measured as explained below.

3. The Free Jet Flow Reactor
The details of the free jet flow reactor as applied to the study of ion-molecule
reaction dynamics and low temperature relaxation processes have already been treated
sufficiently elsewhere. 28 Only the differences which apply to the adaptation of the reactor
for the study of radical-molecule reaction dynamics will be discussed here. Likewise, the
theoretical developments which allow for the thermal characterization of the nonequilibrium anisotropic environment are not the subject of this study, so only a cursory
description of the results as they apply to the current study is given. The details of this
work are published elsewhere. 42 ,43

Briefly, a small orifice pulsed valve with a backing pressure between 100 and
2000 torr was opened to a moderate to high vacuum chamber. Using the thin plate orifice
approximation, the continuum flow which develops on the time scale of 100
microseconds is reflective of a spherical expansion. In such an expansion, the density of
the flow drops off as the inverse square of distance and the Mach number increases
without bound. This produced a very low temperature environment as explained earlier.
Unfortunately, due to the rapid and extensive rarefaction, the equilibrium between
temperature moments is not maintained and a somewhat complex thermal environment
developed. The consequence of this is that the interpretation of the results was
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somewhat more challenging.

n.

Production and Detection of Radicals
The production of radicals in the studies reported here has been accomplished by

pulsed cold cathode discharge. Small amounts of water vapor

(~

1 %) were introduced

into the pre-expansion gas delivery system by bubbling nitrogen through distilled
deionized water at room temperature. This mixture was combined with dry nitrogen in a
gas manifold and allowed to mix before being delivered to the pulsed valve. In the preexpansion stagnation region (Fig. 3.7) of the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion
experiment, a cathode was pulsed to between 2.5 and 6 kilovolts using the inductive
effect of a transformer (see Fig. 3.8 ), causing breakdown to occur between the cathode
and the wall of the stagnation region, which acted as the anode. The spark produced was
made to occur at a high density region of the gas introduction port where a large portion
of the flow was made to sample the resulting plasma. For the free jet studies, greater
control of the discharge was necessitated by the small physical size of the high density
portion of the expansion. An anode was provided and the discharge took place between
the sharpened tips of the two electrodes at a distance of about 2 mm from the exit orifice
of the pulsed valve (for the .8mm nozzle, this corresponds to approximately 3 nozzle
diameters from the exit.) The electrodes were positioned such that they did not interfere
with the development of the free jet (approximate separation of 2.5 mm.) Typically,
reliable breakdown took place when the cathode was pulsed to 2.5 kV, while the anode
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was held constant at between -300 and -600 V, depending on the total jet density.

FIG. 3.7. A block diagram of the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion
flow reactor, emphasizing the radical production and monitoring system:
1) pulsed valve, 2) discharge electrode, 3) nozzle translator, 4)
cooling/heating coils, 5) uniform flow, 6) LIF laser path, 7) LIF image
point.
This simple method, which produced easily detectable quantities of the hydroxyl
radical for the studies conducted here, is generally regarded to be non-specific with
respect to the species and internal energy distributions which are produced. It is likely
that all conceivable permutations of the available atomic species were produced as well as
extremely vibrationally and rotationally hot hydroxyl radicals. The former does not pose
a great problem for the measurement of kinetics, since the highly selective method of
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) was used to detect the radicals, and since the radical
production efficiency was relatively low. We estimate less than 1 % of the water vapor
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was converted to hydroxyl radical, and do not have any reason to suspect that the
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FIG. 3.8. The circuit diagram for the cold cathode discharge apparatus.
concentration of any other radical would be greater. Since the kinetics are all measured
under pseudo first order conditions as explained below, the presence of other radical
species could be disregarded.

The latter concern, production of internally excited

hydroxyl radicals, could be more problematic if not carefully considered. LIF is quantum
state specific and usus ally only a few monitor states are observed. Cascading rates into
and out of these states would be of the order of the radical-molecule reaction rates which
are to be measured.

Thus a non-equilibrium mixture of quantum states which is

constantly changing during the experiment could seriously complicate the measurement
of the reaction kinetics.

Fortunately as discussed below, this turned out not to be
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the case.

The OH vibronic transition chosen for radical monitoring was the (1,0) band of
the (A ~ X) transition near 281 nm using various rotational lines as detailed below. The
OH line assignments are from comparison to Diecke and Crosswhite.44 A 10 nm
bandpass filter centered at 310 nm (Corion P 10-31 0) was used to allow only the
fluorescence from the (0,0) and (1,1) bands to be collected.

This system provided

excellent signal to noise with very little scattered light, and the spectrum was accessed by
the efficient laser dye Rhodamine 590. The absorption event was always saturated in this
2

application (powers of the order of 20 MW per cm in a 5 ns pulse) to minimize the effect
of laser power fluctuations. The reported sensitivity of comparable systems is on the
order of 1 x 1010 cm-3 •

The rotational distribution of the OH radicals can be determined from excitation
spectra. The rotational distribution thus derived provides a rotational temperature when
fit to the Boltzmann equation_ An example of such a fit is given in Fig. 3.9, obviously the
rotations were in equilibrium. The best choice for such determinations for OH is the S21
branch (between 279 and 281 nm) since it contains only one set of rotational lines, which
are well separated. The other branches of the spectrum contain closely spaced doublets,
which were difficult to resolve under the high power conditions used here. An example
of such a spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.10, clearly the lines are well resolved allowing
simple determination of relative peak heights. In like fashion, by pumping the (I, I) or
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FIG. 3.9. An example of a Boltzmann plot used to determine the
rotational temperature of a Mach 3.0 flow with a 300 K stagnation
temperature. The predicted flow temperature is 107 K.
the (2,1) bands, the vibrational distribution of the hydroxyl radicals in the flow could be
determined.

The results of these spectral characterization studies are interesting. First, under
no circumstances has any evidence of vibrational excitation of the radicals been observed.
No amount of fluorescence from (1,1) or (2,2) band excitation could be detected, even in
the fairly rarefied conditions of the free jet. The v=2 level of the

A state

of OR is

strongly predissociative, which could explain our non-observance of this state, but this is
not the case for v= 1.

Considering the excellent signal to noise ratio of the LIF

measurements, the absolute upper limit on the amount of OR in vibrational levels greater
than zero is 1 %. Second, the rotational distributions obtained in the uniform expansion
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FIG. 3.10. The LIF excitation spectrum of the S21 branch of the (1,0)
band of the (A f- x) transition near 281 nm of OH radicals in a Mach 2
flow. The rotational temperature can be obtained from the relative peak
heights as demonstrated above.
agreed precisely with the predictions of the isentropic equation (Eqn. 1.) The rotational
distribution of the radicals in the free jet was also in line with predictions of the extent of
cooling, however this environment required very special consideration as discussed
below. These results are surprising for reasons which were discussed above, the radicals
produced by discharge methods are generally quite hot internally. The non-observation of
internal excitation suggests that a very strong thermalizing effect was present in these
flows. The uniform flow contains a great number of collisions (the numbers of course
depend on the flow density and temperature) as well as the possibility of collisions with
the stagnation region walls. This is not true of the free jet, where a very rapid rarefaction
occurs.

An explanation for the very rapid equilibration of the temperature moments

which was observed is that scrambling reactions between the water molecules
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resident in the flow and the nascent radicals acted as a very efficient internal energy sink.
The effect is that in the case of the uniform flow reactor, a completely thermalized
environment is produced, where all of the translational, rotational, and vibrational degrees
of freedom were in equilibrium. This means that rate coefficients measured in these
flows directly correspond to normal non-flowing thermal environments. As discussed
below, this is not the case for the free jet, but at least we can say that only a few rotational
levels of the ground vibronic state were populated.

A consequence of the above conclusion was that in the uniform flow, the local
thermal environment could be directly determined. Additionally, the measurement of the
rotational temperature allowed a determination of the flow Mach number. This Mach
number could then be reinserted into the Rayleigh pitot formula to determine the static
pressure of the flow.

Under most circumstances, however the measured temperature

agreed within the calculated error with the predictions of the isentropic relationship, (Eqn.
1) and no correction was necessary.

A final cross check on the flow density was allowed by an independent
measurement of the Mach number, since the Mach number is related directly to the flow
velocity.

The knowledge of the flow speed, coupled with the cross sectional area,

determined directly by impact pressure scans; the length of the pulse in time, directly
determined by the impact or stagnation transducers; and the total flow admitted, known
from the gas delivery rate; allowed an independent calculation of the flow density. By
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calculating the volume of a cylinder with the cross sectional area determined above and a
length equal to the flow velocity times the pulse time, and dividing the know amount of
molecules resident in a single pulse by this volume, a density was computed.

The

densities obtained from this rather crude calculation were always within 10 % of those
calculated by the Rayleigh pitot formula, and thus the entire picture was demonstrated to
be self-consistent.

The LIP detection of the hydroxyl radical allowed the relative density of the
radical in the flow to be determined as a function of flow distance. This was the basis of
the kinetic method, and it additionally allowed a final determination of flow uniformity.
The inherently stronger

RI

and

R21

branches (between 281.2 and 281.5 nm) were

generally employed. The first few lines of this branch are doublets that are only separated
by between .5 and 1 cm- I , and were unresolved under the saturating laser power
conditions used for detection.

Since both transitions access the same ground levels

however, they are acceptable for density determination and produced much more intense
signal.

The results of these scans mirrored those of the impact pressure scans, and

provided the unreactive run for the kinetic measurements as explained in the kinetics
section.

A comment should be made regarding the use of single rotational lines as a
monitor for the total OH density. This is only strictly valid if the rate of interconversion
between rotational states is much greater than the rate of the reaction being studied.
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Under all of the kinetic conditions used in this report, the rate coefficient for rotational
scrambling (which is a very efficient process, occurring on nearly every molecular
collision) times the density of the N2 buffer gas was over a hundred times greater than the
measured reaction rate coefficient times the reagent concentration.

C. Purification and Monitoring of Reagents

Gaseous reagent samples were generally of greater than 99% purity and were
further purified by freeze-thaw degassing. Cryotrapping during delivery was also used to
minimize low vapor pressure contaminant concentration.

Liquid samples were also

freeze-thaw degassed and cryotrapped where possible. Delivery of liquid samples was
accomplished using vapor pressure pick-up from temperature controlled bubbler systems.
Additionally, in line monitoring was used to confirm reagent concentration.

The in line monitoring was accomplished using a ultraviolet-visible absorption
instrument (Beckman DU-40) fitted with a specially designed flow cell. The specific
wavelengths used for the monitoring of the neutral reagents are given in the appropriate
kinetic results section. For each of the reagents, the Beer's Law calibration was directly
obtained, and the absorbance was then used to determine the relative fraction of reagent
delivered to the pulsed valve. The percentage of the reagent in the uniform flow was then
obtained from the ratio of the flow through the reagent delivery system to the total flow
through both (reagent and radical precursor) systems. As the reagent concentration was
monitored on the order of 100 milliseconds before the gas was delivered to the pulsed
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valve, we could be reasonably sure of its relative fraction.

The issue of whether the amount of reagent in the flow was the same as the
relative fraction delivered to the pulsed valve then had to be addressed. The origin of this
concern is two-fold: the separate issues of clustering of the neutral reagent in the cold
expansion and of destruction of the neutral by the cold cathode discharge needed to be
addressed.

The latter was fairly simple to address, the former was somewhat more

difficult, and an indirect determination had to be used.

A working definition for the

amount of decrease which would be considered significant is useful. If destruction of the
reagent by the discharge is to affect the kinetics to a noticeable extent, the amount of the
neutral would have to be decreased by approximately 5 %. The outcome of the clustering
was potentially more problematic. In contrast to the problem of reagent destruction by
formation of clusters, which would decrease the observed reactivity, if the cluster
reactivity toward the radical is far greater than that of the monomer, the effect of
clustering could be to increase the observed rate coefficient, particularly for slow
reactions. This had to be very carefully considered, as determination of the absolute
cluster concentration was not possible.

To determine whether a measurable amount of the reagent was destroyed by the
discharge, it was necessary to find an appropriate monitor for its concentration.

For

example, N02 has strong LIF transitions in the visible, making its detection by the
existing detection setup trivial. The other reagents used did not possess easily accessible
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LlF transitions, so alternative detection schemes were implemented, the specifics of
which are detailed in the kinetic results section. In all cases, conditions were found such
that no significant destruction of the reagent species was observed. The complication
involved in ruling· out significant clustering of the reagent species was a result of the
detection methods used to determine the concentration of these species. Neither LIF nor
resonantly enhanced multi photon ionization (REMPI) are easily quantifiable in an
absolute sense. Relative concentration can easily be measured with good precision and
accuracy, but the determination of an absolute density is more difficult.

An indirect

method was used to rule out significant clustering. The dependence of signal from the
applicable detection method with concentration of the reagent delivered to the nozzle was
determined.

If significant clustering exists, it was expected to be manifested by a

decrease in the slope of the linear relation between signal strength and delivered reagent.
Extensive curvature would be expected for highly clustered flows, since the rate of
clustering would be quadratic in amount of reagent. The onset of deviation from the
linear dependence was determined for all of the reagents where clustering was expected
to be a problem.

D. Kinetic Methodology
1. Pulsed Uniform Supersonic Expansion Reactor
For the kinetic measurement in the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion
experiment, the relative radical signal was monitored as a function of flow distance
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at a given reagent density. Since the flow speed was constant, the distance translated
directly into time. The falloff was fit to a simple pseudo first order rate expression and an
observed rate coefficient was derived.

For bimolecular reactions, the variation of

absolute reagent density allowed determination of an averaged absolute rate coefficient.
For termolecular reactions, the pressure dependence was investigated by measuring the
rate in nozzles which gave the same flow temperature at different flow densities. The
temperature dependence was then determined by varying the stagnation temperature over
the range 250 to 400 K and the flow Mach number from 1.5 to 3.0. This allowed access
to the flow temperature range from 89 to 275 K.

For the measurement of the relative OH radical density, laser induced
fluorescence (LIF) detection was used. The stronger of the first two lines of the Rl and
R21

branch of the (1,0) band of the (A f- X) transition near 281 nm were excited and a 10

nm FWHM at 310 nm bandpass filter (Corion PI 0-31 0) was used to allow only the
fluorescence from the (0,0) and (1,1) bands to be collected. To minimize the effect of
shot to shot variations in the laser fluence, the absorption was saturated using in excess of
twenty megawatts per square centimeter, delivered in a five nanosecond pulse
(>3mJ/pulse collimated to a 3mm diameter spot.)

At this high power, significant

broadening of the closely spaced doublets occured and the two lines (e.g. Rl (1) (281.483
nm) and R21 (l) (281.487 nm» blended into a single gaussian type lineshape.

As

mentioned earlier, this setup afforded excellent scattered light rejection, as well as
screening out the nitrogen afterglow which is always present in these low density flows
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subjected to the cold cathode discharge.

Referring to Fig. 3.7, the LIF image point was fixed in space, and the nozzle
assembly was translated away. The image point was of the order of 3 mm 2 in diameter,
and thus only the center of the flow was imaged and the temporal uncertainty was defined
by the 3mm laser width. The falloff of the OH signal with distance under non-reactive
conditions was measured and the reactive runs were ratioed to it, providing a first order
correction to the effects of flow non-uniformity. The reactive runs were fit to a simple
pseudo first order form; the natural log of the normalized signal was plotted against the
flow time, derived from the known flow velocity and the nozzle to laser distance. The
best linear fit was extracted, and the slope was the observed rate. An example of such a
plot is shown in Fig. 3.11 for the reaction OH + HBr along with the best fit for the
observed rate. The observed rates could of course be converted into absolute rates using
the known reagent density for bimolecular reactions. However in order to provide an
averaged absolute rate coefficient for a particular temperature, the observed rates were
usually obtained for several (generally between 7 and 10) different neutral reagent
concentrations and plotted against the concentration. The best fit to the linear relation
was calculated and the slope was the absolute rate coefficient. Besides providing an
average rate coefficient, this method had the merit that the assumption of pseudo first
order behavior could be verified, as well as providing a cross check for reagent clustering
or other density dependent loss channels.

The linearity of these fits was generally
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excellent, as illustrated in Fig. 3.12 for the above reaction.
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FIG. 3.11. An example of the falloff of the natural logarithm of the
normalized OH LIF signal vs. reaction time for the reaction OH + HBr.
The reaction time was derived from the known flow velocity and the flow
distance. The slope of the line represents a single HBr concentration
determination of the rate coefficient.
For termolecular reactions, the rate coefficient which was observed was a sum of
the effects of the buffer and the reagent, i.e. kobs = kr(R)2 + kb(B)(R), where kr and kb are
the rate coefficients for the reaction with the reagent and the buffer respectively as the
third body and (R) and (B) are the densities of the reagent and buffer. In order to dervive
a termolecular rate coefficient from the observed data, the assumption

that

kb(B)(R) > kr(R)2 was made since kb "" kr in most cases and the buffer density was always
over an order of magnitude greater than that of the reagent.

The termolecular rate
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coefficient was derived by dividing the observed pseudo first order rate by the densities of
the reagent times the buffer. A cross check on the assumption that kb == kr was that the
derived rate was independent of reagent percentage, which has always been observed.
This presumes that the reaction is near the low pressure limit, where the termolecular
form is correct. In order to determine whether the reaction had a dependence on total
pressure and what that dependence was, the procedure was repeated in a different Laval
nozzle that provided a different flow density at the same Mach number, which if the
stagnation temperature is the same, provided the same flow temperature.
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FIG. 3.12. An example of the derivation of an averaged rate coefficient
for the reaction OH + HBr. The slope represents a single temperature and
flow pressure determination of the rate coefficient. The linearity of the
plot argues for the pseudo first order nature of this reaction.
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The temperature dependence of the rate coefficient was investigated by varying
the stagnation temperature over the range 250 to 400 K and by using nozzles with Mach
numbers between 1.5 and 3. For the Mach 1.5 nozzle the flow temperature range was
from 172 to 276 K; for Mach 2.0 it was 139 to 222 K; and for Mach 3.0 it was 89 to 143
K.

These ranges allowed the rate coefficient to be independently obtained at two

different Mach numbers with vastly different stagnation temperatures at several flow
temperatures, allowing a valuable cross check on the method.

2. Free Jet Flow Reactor
Some experimental peculiarities relating to the measurement of kinetics in a free
jet bear examination. The density of the jet drops as the inverse square of distance. This
means that under non-reactive conditions, the radical intensity drops rapidly, while under
reactive conditions, the falloff increases, implying that the detection method needs to
have good sensitivity as well as a broad dynamic range. The neutral reagent also drops
off in the same manner, which has the undesirable effect of throttling the reaction rate as
a function of distance. As the jet becomes more rarefied, the number of collisions drops
off, and thus a longer distance needs to be monitored to correspond to the same reaction
time in the analogous flow tube experiment.

Beyond these difficulties, the non-

equilibrium thermal environment of the free jet makes the interpretation of measured rate
coefficients somewhat more complex.

The experimental method for the measurement of the rate coefficient in the
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free jet was almost exactly the same as in the uniform expansion flow (Fig. 3.13.) Cold
cathode discharge was used to form the OH radicals from the water vapor seeded into the
flow. The OH radicals were detected by laser induced fluorescence (LIF), exciting, in
this case, the QI(1) and Q21(1) lines (at 281.997 nm) of the (1,0) band of the (A~){)
transition. The absorption was saturated using ~20 MW cm-2 in a 5 ns pulse to minimize
the effect of shot to shot variations in the laser power.

Under these high power

conditions, the two Q lines broadened and formed a single gaussian absorption profile.
The relative concentration of OH was followed as the pulsed valve was moved away from
the LIF image point (Fig. 3.13) and the time between the firing of the discharge and the
probe by LIF was incremented to ascertain that the same point in the radical production
envelope was probed at each distance point.

The falloff of the OH was measured under non-reactive conditions and was found
to be described by

dN 011
dZ

=-2.0 NOli
Z

(4)

where NOH is the number density of the OH and Z is the distance from the pulsed valve
orifice. This was the expected result, and served as a valuable cross check on the free jet.
The relative OH signal was followed as a function of distance for several different HBr
percentages at the same total stagnation pressure and the data was analyzed as explained
below. By varying the stagnation pressure of the jet, the pressure dependence could be
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obtained, with the caveat that the temperature can change somewhat under different
stagnation pressure conditions unless the Reynolds number of the expansion is held
constant. Again, an average rate coefficient was obtained by using the HBr concentration
dependent data.

FIG. 3.13. A block diagram of the free jet flow reactor, as modified for
radical production and monitoring: 1) pulsed valve, 2) valve translator, 3)
discharge electrodes, 4) free jet, 5) LIF laser path, 6) LIF image point.
As mentioned earlier, the data synthesis used to obtain a rate coefficient in the free
jet has been explained in depth elsewhere,28 so only a cursory treatment will be given
here.

The falloff of the OH (and HBr) is given by Eqn. 4 under non-reactive
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conditions.

Thus the total falloff of OH under reactive conditions is a sum of the

geometric loss (Eqn. 4) and the reactive loss

dN
- -OII=
dZ

kNOll N

118r _

2N011

(5)

Z

v

where k is the bimolecular rate coefficient and v is the jet velocity, which comes in during
the change of variables from time to distance. The HBr density NHBr is an inherent
function of distance from the pulsed valve, solving the differential equation (Eqn. 4) and
bringing in the concept of a boundary value source point42 for the expansion

Z2

N II8r (Z) = N II8r (O) Z~

( 6)

where Zo is the distance to the apparent source point for the expansion and

NHBr(O)

is the

pre-expansion density of the HBr.

Integration of Eqn. 5 gives the result

In

NOli

N 011(0)

= kN

118r(O)
V

Z~ [_1___1_] _21n Zf
Z,

Zj

(7)

Z/

where Zf and Zj are the final and initial distances for the kinetic run and

NOH(O)

is the OH

density at Zj. By then subtracting the non-reactive loss from the reactive loss the final
expression is obtained
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In N

Ollr

NOIIII

where NOHr and

NOHII

= kN 118r(0)

v

Z~ [_1___1_]
Z/

(8)

Z/

are the corresponding OR LIP signals at a particular distance from

the valve for the reactive and unreactive runs respectively. Of course this presumes that
the relative collection efficiency of the LIP signal was not a function of distance from the
valve, which was supported by the well behaved unreactive falloff. Thus by plotting the
left side of Eqn. 8 vs. Zr"l, the observed rate coefficient at the particular RBI'
concentration could be extracted from a linear relation.
For a given stagnation pressure, this method gave a particular set of temperature
moments.

In general, non-equilibrium exists between vibrational, rotational and

translational degrees of freedom in a free jet. Excitation LIF scans provided the rotational
and the vibrational distributions. Prediction of the translational temperature extant in the
jet was accomplished using method of moments solutions to the anisotropic Boltzmann
equation. 42 ,43 The measured rate coefficients thus represented an average over a few
different quantum states of the radical and reactant at a very low collision energy. For the
reaction of OR + RBr studied here, the OR was predominantly (>95%) in the lowest
rotational level, 1=3/2, and the distribution of RBr in the first three levels 1=0: 1:2 was
approximately 90%:9%: 1%.11
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CHAPTER 4.

MEASUREMENT OF THE RATE COEFFICIENT OF THE

TERMOLECULAR ASSOCIATION REACTION OH + NO BETWEEN 90 AND
220K

A. Background
The low temperature dependence of the termolecular association reaction of OR
with NO employing N2 as the third body was investigated using the pulsed uniform
supersonic expansion flow reactor. The absolute low pressure reaction rate coefficient is
reported here for the temperature range of 90 to 220 K. The temperature dependence of
the

rate

coefficient

for

this

reaction

is

found

to

be

well

fit

by

k =7.0 (± 2.0) x 1031 (T/300) ·2.6±. 0.3 cm6s· l • The results agree with those obtained in the
higher temperature regime and with RRKM predictions of the rate coefficient both
validating the technique and providing valuable information on the extended temperature
dependence of this atmospherically relevant reaction.

The impact of strong seasonal variation of the stratospheric temperature over
certain parts of the globe demands careful laboratory determination of the rates for
reservoir species production reactions across a broadened range of temperatures.
Currently, there is strong interest in the chemistry of hydroxyl containing reservoir
species such as nitrous and nitric acid. Nitric acid is specifically thought to be a chain
terminating product in at least one of the ozone depletion reaction cyles due to its stability
to oxidation. Furthermore as a stable form of odd oxygen, it can act as a transport agent
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for OH in the stratosphere. The stability of HONO to oxidation is not as high, but it too
can act as a sink/reservoir species. The termolecular association reaction of hydroxyl
with nitric oxide

OH + NO + N 2 -7 HONO + N 2

LlH =-49.87 Kcal/mol (1)

deactivates two species, OH and NO, both of which are known to participate in ozone
destroying catalytic cycles. This reaction is also important in combustion processes and
has been extensively studied in the elevated to near ambient temperature range (550 to

230 K).45-56 The reaction has subsequently been studied in the lower temperature regime
using a continuous Laval expansion. 57 The negative temperature dependence in this
window has been well explained using RRKM models,6.58.59 which attribute enhanced
low temperature reactivity to the increased lifetime of the initially formed HONO
collision complex at low collision energy. As a result, most of the laboratory findings
have been fit to a statistical model employing a k = CT" dependence.

Clearly an

extension of the temperature range to much lower temperatures can provide a sensitive
and valuable test of these models.

Additionally the temperature extant in the upper

atmosphere is only approached by the currently available data, and it is necessary to
extend the temperature range of laboratory kinetic data well below 230 K.

B. Experimental Details Specific to OH + NO
The flow gas, consisting of 0.5 % water vapor, 0-10 % NO, and balance N2 was
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admitted to the stagnation volume using a single 3 mm orifice pulsed valve (General
Valve series 9, 6ms duration pulses operating at 10 Hz.) The percentage of NO could be
controlled very precisely using mass flow controllers (MKS l159B). The NO and N2
flows were passed through traps at 195 K to remove possible impurities.

This study reports results obtained using five nozzles with final Mach numbers of
2 and 3 (nominal values). Using the different pressure regime Mach 2 and 3 nozzles, the
pressure dependence of the reaction was investigated. The stagnation temperature of the
expansion was varied from 250 to 400 K using the thermos tatted liquid circulating
system.

With these stagnation temperatures the two different Mach number nozzles

accessed a flow temperature range from 90 to 220 K as summarized in Table 4.1.

c.

Results and Discussion
The OH density, monitored by exciting the RI(l) and R21(1) lines of the (0,0)

band of the

X~ A

transition near 307 nm and observing the total fluorescence, was

found to be constant to within 5 % for the length of the flow in the absence of added
reactant, demonstrating the uniform nature of the flow (at least on the center steamline).
As small fractions of NO were seeded into the flow, the OH LIF signal was observed to
decrease with distance in a pseudo first order manner. The observed rate was found to
increase linearly with increasing NO concentration allowing extraction of the absolute
rate coefficient at a given total flow pressure. By maintaining relative NO mole fractions
below 10 %, the effective third body could be well considered to be nitrogen. The total
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flow density was in the 10 16 to 10 18 cm-3 range. Under these conditions, the reaction was
demonstrated to be in the low pressure limit, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, and the low
pressure absolute reaction rate coefficients are summarized in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. A summary of the results for Reaction 1. n

Stagnation
Flow
Flow
Temperature (K) Temperature (K) (cm-3 )
17
250
139
1.5 x 10 16
Mach 2
300
147
5.1 x 10
300
169
1.4 x 10 17
300
173
5.2 x 10 17
350
194
1.3 x 10 17
400
222
1.2 x 10 17
250
89
6.0 x 10 16
Mach 3
300
107
5.5 x 10 16
300
107
2.0 x 10 17
350
125
5.1 x 10 16
26
31
6 l
a All data fit to kl =7.0(±2.0) X 10- (T/300r . ±0.3 cm s- .

4.2 x
4.1 x
2.4 X
3.0 X
2.0 X
1.5 X
1.6 X
1.0 X
1.2 X
7.8 X

10-30
10-30
10-30
10-30
10-30
10-30
10-29
10-29
10-29
10-30

The authors of Ref. 57 have faulted the extrapolation to low pressure which was
used to predict the low pressure limiting rate coefficients for this study. They obtained
data on Reaction lover a much broader pressure range and fit the resulting data to the
factorized falloff relationships of Troe.27 In their published fits, however, there is no
evidence of systematic falloff. It is difficult to conceive that multi-dimensional fits to
noisy data which is essentially in the linear regime could improve the knowledge of the
low pressure limiting rate coefficient to any important extent. This is not to say that the
method of Troe is in any way flawed, or that pressure dependent data which shows
evidence of falloff should not fit to these relationships. It is merely questionable to what
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extent the knowledge of the rate behavior of this particular reaction was advanced by this
procedure.
Figure 4.1 shows the termolecular association rate coefficient versus temperature
for Reaction 1 between 90 and 550 K. The shaded region represents the recommended
temperature dependence of the rate coefficient including error from DeMore, et ai. 6 The

lO-lIl

200

300

400

500

Temperature (K)

Figure 4.1. The temperature dependence of the low pressure termolecular
rate coefficient for Reaction I, OH + NO + N 2 --7 HONO + N 2 from 90 to
550 K. The shaded region represents the recommendation of DeMore, et
ai. 6 The open circles are the data from the low pressure Mach 3 nozzle; the
open square is the high pressure Mach 3; the filled circles are the
intermediate pressure Mach 2; the filled square is the high pressure Mach
2; and the star is the low pressure Mach 2.
good agreement between these low temperature measurements and the recommendation
addresses several issues. First it appears that the new technique reported here provides
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reliable rate coefficient information in the low temperature regime, not easily accessible
via conventional kinetic methods.

Second, it is evident that simple statistical

interpretations of the reaction mechanism remain valid at low temperatures as manifested
by the inverse power dependence of the rate coefficient with temperature. Combining the
new results with the high temperature recommendation allows us to report a global
temperature dependence for the termolecular association reaction.
recommendation is kl =7.0(±2.0)

X

10-31 (T/300r 2 .6

iO.3

The new

cm6 s- 1 betweeen 90 and 550 K.

Extrapolation of the recommendation of Atkinson,59 based on data obtained above 200 K,
kl

=7.0 X

10-31 (T/300r 2.4±o.5 cm6s- l , is nearly coincident with the new recommendation,

but the error limits on the temperature dependence are significantly contracted due to the
extension of the experimental temperature range.
In this study we demonstrated our approach to low temperature kinetic studies
using the termolecular recombination of nitrous acid as a benchmark.

The good

agreement of the temperature dependence of the reaction rate coefficient of the
termolecular

association

reaction

OH + NO + N2

-7

HONO + N2 with

recommended high temperature results was not surprising for this benchmark and helped
to validate this low temperature technique. The data presented here also help to support
the validity of the RRKM approach to explaining the enhanced reactivity of small
barrierless reactions on the basis of collision complex lifetime enhancement.
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CHAPTER 5.

MEASUREMENT OF THE RATE COEFFICIENT OF THE

TERMOLECULAR ASSOCIATION REACTION OH + N02 BETWEEN 105 AND
249K
A. Background
The rate coefficient of the termolecular association reaction OH + N02,
employing N2 as the third body,

dH =-49.5 Kcal/mol (1)

was measured in the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor.

The

termolecular reaction rate coefficients are reported here for the temperature range 105 to

249 K. The temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for this reaction is found to
be well fit by k =2.6 (± 0.3) x 1030 (T/300) -2.3 ±. 0.3 cm6s- l. The results agree with those
obtained in the higher temperature regime, but contradict the recommended temperature
dependence in this range,6,S9 which were calculated using RRKM style fits to the existing
data.
The reaction of OH with N0 2 has been extensively studied47-sl ,ss,60.68 for two
chief reasons. The first is the atmospheric importance of the regeneration of a very stable
sink/reservoir species, HN03. from two species, OH and N02, known to be important in
ozone destruction and other catalytic processes. The second is that the "falloff' behavior
of the rate coefficient from the limiting low pressure value, ko, to the high pressure limit,
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koo, occurs over a range of pressures which is easily accessible to common laboratory
kinetic techniques. Thus this reaction has long been recognized as an ideal testing ground
for termolecular association reaction theory. The majority of the temperature dependent
rate coefficient data has been obtained using nitrogen as the third body. The rationale for
this is two fold. First, for application to atmospheric modeling calculations, nitrogen is
by far the most important third body. Secondly, the collision efficiency of nitrogen is
recognized to be 0.3 giving an opportunity to examine the effect of relatively "weak"
collisions while still maintaining a reasonable rate coefficient.

The atmospheric importance of Reaction I has been acknowledged for some time.
OH is one of the most abundant radicals in the terrestrial atmosphere, and the use of high
altitude supersonic transport airplanes has been demonstrated to produce elevated levels
of NO x species in the stratosphere. 7 Both OH and N0 2 are involved in catalytic cycles
which destroy ozone, and the only likely transport agent for removal of the NO x species
from the stratosphere is HN03. Formation of N20, the other stable transport for NO x, is
not very likely due to the low abundance of free N atoms and the extremely unfavorable
energetics of removing an N atom from either N2 or other NO x species. HN0 2 is too
easily photolyzed to act as a transport agent. By the same token, HN03 can act as a very
efficient reservoir species for OH since it is so stable, and the dissociation cross section at
"-<290 nm is sizable. It can thus be transported to levels of the atmosphere where it can
be photolyzed, reproducing the active species.

This dual role is common to radical
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recombination reactions and is what is meant by sink/reservoir species. In particular, the
role of Reaction 1 in the polar stratosphere bears close re-examination since the
temperatures extant in the winter months have been demonstrated to reach below 180 K
and the existing data base on Reaction 1 only reaches 220 K.

The pressure dependence of Reaction 1 is very well suited to common laboratory
kinetic techniques.

In contrast to more complex systems, the extraction of the low

pressure rate coefficient is fairly straightforward since the reaction is close to this limit at
pressures below 1 torr at room temperature. The falloff region proceeds through the 1
torr to several atmosphere pressure range. Reliable values of the high pressure limiting
bimolecular rate coefficient have been obtained at pressures of several atmospheres of the
efficient third body CF4. 66 The most careful determination of the high pressure limiting
rate coefficient has been obtained at pressures up to 200 bar, but these reported results
have not been published. 68 The fitting of the falloff curve has served as a valuable test of
simple functional relationships developed by Troe 26•27 as well as of more complex RRKM
calculations. The temperature dependence of the high pressure rate coefficient is still a
matter of some concern, since the data is sparse. However, the data on the low pressure
limiting rate coefficient is fairly extensive, and RRKM models have been used to predict
this behavior with limited success. In all cases considered here, the predictions of the
RRKM models overshoot the observed temperature dependence. This could be attributed
to insufficient pressure dependent data, making the determination of the true low pressure
limiting rate coefficient invalid, but there is at least qualitative evidence to the contrary.
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Efforts are under way in our laboratory to produce a greater knowledge of the pressure
dependence at the low temperatures for this reaction, which should help to address this
concern.

B. Experimental Details Specific to OH + NO z
The flow gas, consisting of 0.5 % water vapor, 0-10 % N02, and balance N2 was
admitted to the stagnation volume using the dual 3 mm orifice pulsed valves (General
Valve series 9, 6ms duration pulses operating at 10 Hz.) The N0 2 was delivered by
bubbling N2 through liquid N204 at -200 C. The N204 (Matheson >95 % stated purity)
was freeze-thaw degassed at -78 0 C to remove the NO and 02 impurities. The N0 2
concentration was continuously monitored by observing the absorbance at 400 nm
immediately prior to delivery to the pulsed valves.

The lack of measurable N02

clustering was verified at the lowest flow temperature using visible LIP of the N0 2,
exciting at 562 nm and collecting the total fluorescence.

This study reports results obtained using five nozzles with final Mach numbers of
1.5,2 and 3 (nominal values). Using the different pressure regime Mach 2 and 3 nozzles,
the pressure dependence of the reaction was investigated. The stagnation temperature of
the expansion was controlled at 300 and 350 K using the thermostatted liquid circulating
system. With these stagnation temperatures the three different Mach number nozzles
accessed a flow temperature range from 105 to 249 K
6 x 10 16 and 5 x 10 17 cm-3 as summarized in Table 5.1.

and total densities between
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c.

Results and Discussion
The separate issues of N02 dimerization and destruction by the discharge were

addressed using the visible LIP of the N02.

The excitation scans showed a broad

absorption near 562 nm which is consistent with earlier observations. The LIP signal
obtained by exciting at the peak in the spectrum was observed to increase linearly with
delivered N02 as expected (Fig. 5.1). The scatter of the points in Fig. 5.1 is larger than
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FIG. 5.1. The determination of the non-existence of clustering in the low
temperature, low density Mach 3 flow, using visible LIF of the N02.
desirable, but there is clearly no decrease in the signal below the linear relation even at
the highest concentrations used here.

This study was conducted at the lowest flow
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temperature where the effects of clustering would be expected to be the most pronounced.
The lack of observed evidence for dimerization in this system is not surprising, since the
rate coefficient for this process is very slow (k

=8 x 10,34 cm6s'l between 210 and 330 K)

and the concentrations used in this study were low. The determination of the extent of
N02 destruction in the cold cathode discharge was provided by observing the LIF signal
at the extremes of the density range detailed in Fig 5.1 in the presence and absence of the
discharge. No observable difference was detected, and thus we infer that no measurable
destruction of the N0 2 takes place.

Given these two pieces of information, we feel

justified in assuming that the measured relative concentration of N02 delivered to the
pulsed valves is equivalent to that in the expansion flow.

The OH density, monitored by exciting the R I (1) and R 21 (1) lines of the (1,0)
band of the

Xf- A transition

near 282 nm and observing the total fluorescence, was

found to be constant to within 10 % for the length of the flow in the absence of added
reactant, demonstrating the uniform nature of the flow (at least on the center streamline).
For this study a new method was used, where the OH LIP signal was observed at the
extremes of the flow, producing good statistical results in a much shorter measurement
time. This procedure is justified by the fact that we have always observed pseudo-first
order kinetics in this apparatus. The observed rate coefficients derived from the two
point measurements were found to increase very linearly with N02 concentration. Better
statistics of the important variation of observed pseudo-first order rate with concentration
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of reactant were obtained in shorter times.

The results of these investigations are

summarized in Table 5.1. The lowest pressure results are shown in Fig 5.2, along with
the

Table 5.1. A summary of the results for Reaction I.
Stagnation
Temperature (K)
300
350
300
300
350
300
300
350

Mach 1.5
Mach 2

Mach 3

Flow
Temperature (K)
220
249
166
165
186
113
105
122

Flow Density
(cm-3)
1.0 x 10 17
17
1.0 x 10
1.0 x 10 17
5.0 x 10 17
1.1 x 10 17
6.0 x 10 16
2.0 x 10 17
16
6.2 x 10

kl

(cm6s- l )

4.l(±1.0) x 10-30
6.0(±1.2) X 10-30
7.5(±1.6) X 10-30
4.4(±1.6) X 10-30
8. 1(±O.9) X 10-30
2.4(±0.3) X 10-29
2.3(±0.8) x 10-29
2.2{±O.4} X 10-29

results from higher temperature studies. In fairness to the higher temperature studies, the
pressure dependence of these rate coefficients has been more fully determined allowing
extraction of the exact low pressure limiting behavior. However, the excellent agreement
of our low temperature results with theirs argues that the reaction is indeed near the low
pressure region in our studies. The solid line in Fig. 5.2 is a simple adjustment of the
recommended dependence of the rate coefficient to fit the full temperature range. The
form

is

kl

= 2.6 (± 0.3) x 1030 (T/300) -2.3 ±. 0.3 cm6s- l ,

as

compared

with

the

recommendations which set the temperature exponent at (n=2.9)59 or (n=3.2)6, with the
former of these shown in Fig. 5.2 as the dashed line.

The discrepancy of the experimentally derived rate coefficient data vs. the
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recommendation could be due in part to the sparseness of the pressure dependent data.
For reactions which are in the falloff region, careful determination of the low pressure
limiting rate coefficient demands knowledge of the pressure dependence. Given a set of
reliable pressure dependent rate coefficients, the formalism of Troe 27 can be used to
extrapolate to the low pressure limiting value.

This is the most valid method of

determining the low pressure limiting rate coefficient, but it tends to be experimentally
intensive, particularly in the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor. For
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FIG. 5.2. The global temperature dependence of the low pressure rate
coefficient for Reaction 1. The values reported for the current study have
not been corrected for possible falloff effects.
pressure dependent studies at a given flow temperature, it is necessary to use nozzles with
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different design conditions. Thus, we have initiated an effort to produce a number of new
nozzles in order to complete this study. The majority of the rate coefficients reported
here are likely to be near the low pressure limit, however.

The agreement of the

temperature dependence of the observed rate coefficients with the higher temperature data
offers support for this. Additionally, the variation of the termolecular rate coefficient
obtained in the two Mach 3 nozzles at the 300 K stagnation temperature is small « 5 %)
over a pressure increase of 330 %. This argues that the falloff pressure dependence does
not become pronounced until around 5 torr, which is in line with earlier observations at
room temperature.

In the one case where significant falloff is observed for Reaction 1, the
determination in the Mach 2 flow at 167 K flow temperature, a falloff plot has been
constructed (Fig. 5.3) where the Troe parameter Fccllt was set to .44. The pressure in this
case increases by fivefold between the two measurements and the highest point
corresponds to 7.9 torr. This curve is compared with the "family" of falloff curves
reported by Anastasi and Smith. 54 Unfortunately, since no low temperature, high pressure
data was available, the value of the high pressure limiting rate coefficient had to be
estimated. A temperature independent value of 6 x 10- 11 cm3s- 1 has been suggested59 and
was used to fit our data. It is clear from inspection of Fig. 5.3 that this value is much
greater than those derived by Anastasi and Smith, which may explain the small
qualitative differencl.;s observed in the curvature of the plots.
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Although we feel that the statistically significant determination of the pressure
dependence of the rate coefficient at all of the temperatures reported would greatly aid in
the interpretation of the impact of this study, some conclusions seem inescapable. Clearly
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FIG. 5.3. The falloff behavior of the observed bimolecular rate
coefficients for Reaction 1 at a) 165 K, b) 220 K, c) 296 K, and d) 550 K.
The data are fit to the falloff model of Troe. 27
the prediction of the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient reported in the
recommendations represents an overestimate at the lower temperatures of the terrestrial
atmosphere. Careful re-examination of this rate coefficient may lead to a re-evaluation of
the impact of supersonic transport airplanes on the stratosphere, particularly over the
polar regions. It appears that the recombination reaction does not proceed as rapidly as

III

predicted, and thus the concentration of the active species OR and N02

in the

stratosphere could well be higher than earlier predictions have assumed. In addition, this
reaction continues to serve as a stringent test of the extension of unimolecular reaction
rate theory to the prediction of termolecular rate coefficients and their temperature and
pressure dependence. Additional studies, which are currently being pursued, will further
clarify the pressure dependence of the rate coefficients at the low temperatures reported
here, removing any doubt as to the temperature dependence of the low pressure limiting
rate coefficient. This information will be of aid to modeling of the stratosphere and as a
benchmark for predictive termolecular reaction theory.
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CHAPTER 6.

THE LOW TEMPERATURE KINETIC BEHAVIOR OF THE

BIMOLECULAR REACTION OH + HBr (1 ·242 K)
A. Background

The temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for the atmospherically
important radical-molecule reaction OH + HBr was investigated between 76 and 242 K
using the pulsed uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor. This work indicates that the
rate coefficient displays significant inverse temperature dependence only below 150 K.
These results verify that within the terrestrial atmosphere, the OH + HBr reaction
manifests a temperature independent bimolecular rate coefficient
k

= 1.3(iO.2) X 10- 11 cm3s- l •

Below 150 K, however, the rate coefficient possesses strong

negative temperature dependence.

The limit of this dependence was investigated by

measuring the rate coefficient at 1 K using the free jet flow reactor. The rate coefficient
was measured to be 5.2(iO.5) x 10- 10 cm3s- 1 at 1 K.

The reactions of atomic bromine and bromine oxide (BrO) are known to play key
roles in the catalytic destruction of ozone in the terrestrial atmosphere. 3 This is
significant, since halocarbons containing bromine have been investigated as replacements
for a variety of industrial and commercial applications previously served by
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). Along with the effectiveness with which a given radical
destroys ozone through catalytic cycles, the rates of conversion to stable sink/reservoir
species and the regeneration of the active species determine its impact on stratospheric
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chemistry. The regeneration reaction
OH (X 2n)+HBr -7 H 20+Br ep312 )

LlH(298K)= -132.8 kJ/mol (ia)

H 20+Brepl12 )

LlH(298K)= -88.8 kJ/mol (lb)

-7

proceeds at a rate which is over an order of magnitude greater than the corresponding
hydrogen chloride reaction at room temperature.6 This, in combination with many other
factors, has the effect of increasing the ozone depletion potential (ODP) of bromine
beyond that of chlorine. Given that the lower stratospheric temperatures relevant for OH
and halocarbon chemistry extend to nearly 180 K and are routinely around 200 K, while
the recommended rate behavior was based predominantly upon data obtained above
240 K, careful re-examination of the rate coefficient at low temperature was clearly
necessary.

The first determination of the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for
Reaction 1 was reported by Ravishankara and coworkers in 1979.70 The rate coefficient
was found to be independent of temperature in the 249 to 416 K range. Six different
temperature points in this range were averaged to provide a recommended bimolecular
rate coefficent,

k= 1.19(±0.14) x 1O·lI cm3s·1 applicable to this temperature window.

Since then several groups, including that of Ravishankara, have remeasured the rate
coefficient at 298 K and found general agreement with the recommended value at this
temperature. 71 •73 Sims et ai.

10

measured the temperature dependence of the rate

coefficient into the low temperature range (23 to 295 K) and found a strong negative
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temperature dependence. These data were fit to a simple model derived from quantum
scattering calculations,13 with the fit overestimating the experimental room temperature
value by almost a factor of 2. Additionally, the ultralow temperature behavior of this
reaction has been predicted using statistically adiabatic capture theory. I
The predictions of the two levels of theory are disparate. The quantum scattering
calculations, when fit to a simple functional form, predict a much stronger temperature
dependence, the strongest part of which is represented by TII2. The results of Sims, et al.
support the strong negative temperature dependence predicted by the quantum scattering.
The capture model predicts a fairly weak temperature dependence to the rate coefficient,
T"6 , which reachs a maximum at about 20 K, then assymptotically approachs zero at

lower temperatures. The capture theory is strictly only expected to give good results in
the extremely low temperature regime, so the rate coefficient was measured in the free jet
at a temperature (1 K) which should be well below the predicted maximum.

B. Experimental Details Specific to OH + HBr
1. The Pulsed Uniform Supersonic Expansion Flow Reactor
The flows of the buffer, radical precursor H20 « 1 %), and reagent HBr « 2 %)
were controlled using mass flow controllers (MKS 1159B), and the gas was introduced
into the pre-expansion region using two pulsed valves (General Valve Series 9) to ensure
that the reagent and precursor did not interact until the last possible moment. The N2
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buffer was trapped at 195 K and the radical precursor was distilled to eliminate any
contaminants. The HBr (Matheson-stated purity 99.8 %) was freeze-thaw degassed at
195 K to remove the H2 impurity and passed through a trap at -40°C to minimize the Br2
and other contaminants.

The concentration of HBr was verified by continuously

monitoring the UV absorption at 220 nm, using a 10 cm path length flow cell, prior to
delivery to the pulsed valve.

The thermos tatted bath and recirculating system were used to control the preexpansion temperature continuously between 250 and 350 K.

Using nozzles with

terminal Mach numbers between 1.5 and 3.4, we were then able to access the flow
temperature range from 76 to 242 K. To cover this temperature range at a given flow
density required the use of three nozzles with different Mach numbers. In order to study
this reaction at a variety of densities we employed the seven nozzles listed in Table 6.1.

The radical concentration was followed for these studies using the R 21 (l) and
R I (1) lines of the (1,0) band of the

(X f- A)

transition, near 281 nm, under saturated

absorption conditions (>20 MW/cm2, 5 ns pulse.) The relative OH concentration, as
determined by fluorescence intensity was followed in flow distance. The radical signal
decay followed a simple exponential under all conditions of HBr concentration,
indicating that the reaction was proceeding under pseudo-first order conditions in HBr.
The observed first order rate was determined for 5 to 10 different HBr concentrations, and
the bimolecular rate coefficient was extracted.

The uncertainties reported for the
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bimolecular rate coefficients represent twice the standard error of the slope of the kobs vs.
concentration plots. These errors were in excess of known uncertainties of all other
quantities used in deriving the absolute bimolecular rate coefficients. We can identify no
systematic errors in the method and feel that all significant random errors are fairly
represented in the statistically derived uncertainty reported for each rate coefficient.
Using nozzles with different design criteria, it was possible to determine the rate
coefficient under different total pressures at a given flow temperature, allowing a valuable
check for termolecular dependence. All results in this study indicate solely bimolecular
behavior of the reactive OH loss at the reported pressures.

In order to verify that the HBr was not significantly destroyed by the cold cathode
discharge, its concentration was independently monitored in the post nozzle Laval flow
using resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization (REM PI) and vacuum ultraviolet
(VUV) absorbance.

In the one case, the HBr concentration was determined using

rotationally resolved 2+ 1 REMPI via the Q branch of the (0,0) band of the

H I L+

intermediate state, near 251 nm in the fundamental. 74 An independent measure of the HBr
concentration within the flow core was provided by observing the VUV absorbance at
185 nm along the flow axis. The total column absorbance in the flow and stagnation
region was measured with and without the discharge. Both methods indicated that greater
than 95 % of the HBr reactant remained unaffected by the discharge and was present at
the flow temperature in the kinetic zone. Owing to the rapidity of the Reaction 1, small
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impurities generated by the discharge (e.g. H atoms) are expected to have little effect on
the measured bimolecular rate coefficient.

2. The Free Jet Flow Reactor
For these studies, a free jet was formed by expanding a mixture of the buffer gas
(Ar), the radical precursor H 20 vapor « 1 %), and the reagent HBr (0-2 %) through a
small orifice pulsed valve (General Valve Series 9 - .030" orifice) into

a chamber which

was evacuated to less than 1 x 10-5 torr. The OH radicals were monitored as before using
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) detection, exciting, in this case, the QI(l) and Q21(1)
lines of the (1,0) band of the

(X f- A) transition.

Under non-reactive conditions, the OH

radicals were observed to decrease with distance from the nozzle, Z, as

In [OH]

-2.01nZ+C

(2)

[OH]o

where [OH]o is the first observed LIF signal and C is a constant for the expansion,
confirming the spherical expansion nature of the free jet. This is also in line with the fact
that OH densities are expected to be well below

lOI3 cm-

3

in the highest density portion of

the jet, and under these conditions OH self association will not be observable in the
millisecond time frame. The falloff under reactive conditions was much more rapid and
increased with HBr concentration as expected.

In jet environment kinetic studies below 10K, neutral cluster formation and
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condensation is a problem which must be addressed. The HBr was detected by 2+ 1
REMPI through the F I~ (v=O) state, using the time of flight mass spectrometer
previously used for the ion experiments. 28 By monitoring the HBr REMPI signal as a
function of HBr partial pressure at the highest total backing pressure, the onset of
clustering could be observed in the free jet (Fig. 6.1). This study was conducted at a
distance corresponding
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FIG. 6.1. The onset of clustering is determined for the HBr in the free jet.
Departure from linear behavior indicates measurable clustering.
to 50 orifice diameters from the exit plane. The onset of curvature in this figure marks
the point where measured monomer density drops to only a few percent below that
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expected in the absence of clustering. Since the reaction of OH with clusters of HBr
would most likely be at least as great as with the monomer, concentrations above this
onset were avoided in the current work. No kinetic data were recorded where the HBr
initial density exceeded 1.3 x 10 17 cm-3 (see Table 6.2).

c.

Results and Discussion

1. The Pulsed Uniform Supersonic Expansion Flow Reactor
The results of our investigations are summarized in Table 6.1, along with the
various flow conditions which obtain. All of the temperature dependent data, including
this work, the results of Sims et al. 10 and of Ravishankara et aI.,

70,71

are shown in Figure

6.2; the solid line is the model of Clary et ai. 13 adjusted as explained below. The negative
temperature dependence of the reaction below 200 K is clear, but the onset of this
dependence is more gradual than reported earlier. lo Owing to the very recent and novel
developments in low temperature kinetic methodology, we cannot yet comment on the
differences in results obtained in this work relative to those reported by Sims et al. also
employing an axisymmetric supersonic flow. It is important to note however, that the
300 K rate coefficient reported by Sims et ai. was obtained using a non-supersonic flow
technique analogous to standard slow flow methods. As such, the excellent agreement of
this rate with the data of Ravishankara et ai. is not surprising and does not necessarily
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address the accuracy of the data obtained in the supersonic flows. The invariance of the
rate coefficient over greater than an order of magnitude change in total pressure in our
studies indicates that this reaction manifests entirely bimolecular behavior at these
temperatures, which is in line with the observations of Sims et al.

Table 6.1. A summary of the results of the study of the reaction OH + HBr in the pulsed
uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor.

Nozzleu
M151E17
M201E17
M205E16
M304E16
M302E17
M302E16
M302E16

U

Machb
Number
1.5
2.0
2.1
2.5
3.0
3.3
3.4

Stagnation
TemE. (K)
350
300
300
300
300
300
250

Density kBimolcculnr
Flow
(cm-3)
(cm3s- I)
16
9.6 x 10
1.1 (±0.1) x 10- 11
16
8.7 x 10
1.5 (±0.2) x 10- 11
16
5.1 x 10
1.5 (±O.1) x 10- 11
16
4.5 x 10
. 1.6 (±0.2) x 10- 11
17
. 2.0 (±0.3) x 10- 11
2.0 x 10
16
1.5 x 10
2.7 (±0.3) x 10- 11
16
1.9 x 10
2.9 {±0.9l x 10- 11

Flow
TemE. (K)
242
169
147
133
107
92
76

Nozzle design specification: M151E17, for example, implies a design criteria of Mach

1.5 flow at an exit density of 1 x 10 17 cm3•
b

Mach numbers are determined by OH rotational temperatures.

The model for the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient proposed by
Clary, which was derived from quantum scattering calculations,
A

k(T) =

1/[
]
T/2 1+exp(-18Yr)

(3)
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where A is an adjustable parameter, and 181 K is the energy difference between the spin
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FIG. 6.2. The temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for Reaction
I, including this work and the results of Sims, et ai. 10 and Ravishankara, et
ai. 7o The solid line represents the model of Clary 13 modified as explained
in the text.
orbit states of OH, divided by Boltzmann's constant, provides at least qualitative insight
into the temperature dependence of this fast exoergic reaction in the intermediate
temperature regime. The dominant

TI/2

dependence of the model is a consequence of

both the strong long range dipole-dipole interaction potential and a (2J+ 1)"1 dependence
in the reactive cross section, which causes OH rotational excitation to inhibit the reaction.
The exponential portion, albeit a weaker dependence, reflects the electronic partition
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function of the ground states of OH, and accounts qualitatively for the temperature
dependence of the fine structure populations in the OH
readjustment of the A parameter (A

X 2rr 312,I12

states.

By

=3.0 x 10- 10 cm3s- 1 KII2), it is possible to provide a

good fit of the combined data of Ravishankara and this report, while observing only a
small deviation from the data of Sims et al. (Fig. 6.2).

It is important to note that Eqn. 3 is little more than an ad hoc fit to the rotating
bond approximation quantum reactive scattering results. As a result, we feel that it is
currently imprudent to place significant importance on either the absolute value of the
fitting parameter A, or even on the precise analytic form of Eqn. 3. It may very well be
that there exists a much better fitting law to explain the full range of the temperature
dependence of the rate coefficient.

Regardless, one should not overemphasize the

relationship between fitting laws and reaction mechanisms. The results of Clary et al. are
providing the first insight into the importance of both dipolar interactions and rotational
energy dependence of this reaction system. It remains unclear as to the importance of
competition between direct and collision complex mediated reaction in this system, as
well as the subtleties of the energy dependences of both complex formation and complex
dynamics.

The reaction of hydroxyl radicals with HBr is very fast with respect to the
analogous hydrogen chloride reaction, (OH + HCI, k = 8

X

10- 13 cm3s- 1 at 300 K, with a

positive temperature dependence)6 meaning that the conversion of the bromine
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sink/reservoir to active species will keep the relative concentration of active bromine
radicals very high within the terrestrial stratosphere.

This has been assumed in

stratospheric modeling calculations for some time, and the current results do not indicate
that a major refinement of the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient is necessary.
The rate coefficient has been considered to be temperature independent over the
stratospherically relevant range,6 (T:2:180 K) and this appears to be mostly valid; the rate
coefficient increases by less than 10 % in the range between 300 and 180 K.

At a more fundamental level, it is interesting that the dynamics of such a simple
reaction should show such a rich temperature dependence. Some mechanism change
appears to be occuring at low temperature; but its nature is as yet unclear. Elucidation of
the mechanism extant at the low temperatures would certainly be aided by product
detection, and efforts are under way in our laboratory to accomplish such
characterization. The reaction also remains a useful challenge to high level dynamical
theory because of the interesting rate complexity, as well as the relative simplicity
regarding number of atoms. As such, the reaction will most likely continue for a while as
a benchmark for temperature dependent elementary radical-molecule reactions.

2. The Free Jet Flow Reactor
Prior to investigating the kinetics of the reaction OH + HBr in the free jet, it was
necessary to ascertain the details of the local thermal environment.

The excitation

spectrum of the OH radical was obtained in the expansion (Fig. 6.3.) under saturating
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power conditions (>20 MW/cm 2, 5 ns pulse.) at a distance of 15 orifice diameters from
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FIG. 6.3. The OH LIF spectrum obtained in an Ar free jet. For clarity,
the line labels refer to both lambda component transitions, e.g. the R lines
are both the R) and R 2 )lines which are unresolvable by the LIF laser at the
high power used.
the exit plane. The relative line intensities for excitation out of the J=3/2 vs. 5/2 levels
imply that greater than 95 % of the OH radical resided in the lowest rovibronic state. The
HBr rotational distribution was also directly measured in the flow using a 2+ 1 REMPI
scheme. The REM PI spectrum is shown in Fig. 6.4, and the Q branch when scanned
under high resolution (~u = .04 cm-), sufficient to resolve the branch) showed a
rotational distribution not well fit by the Boltzmann equation. Subsequent investigation
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of inherently higher temperature flows confirmed the non-equilibrium nature of the
rotational distribution, and established the distribution to be appproximately 90:9: 1 for
J=O: 1:2.11 This extent of cooling was well in line with the predictions obtained by solving
the non-equilibrium Boltzmann equation. 42 ,43
Using method of moment solutions of the Boltzmann equation describing the nonequilibrium relaxation of expanding free jets, we modeled the cooling in the flow leading
to the thermal conditions in our experiment. 42 Though small variations over the
stagnation conditions employed in this work are observed, the range of calculated
translational temperatures in the kinetic zone fall within 1±0.5 K. These calculated
temperatures serve as a guide for the translational energetics in the collision frame. The
non-equilibrium between rotation and translation in molecular free jet flows is well
established and unavoidable. 75 However, reactive collisions in the free jet environment
predominately average over OH (J=3/2) reacting with a few lowest HBr rotational levels
at translational energies near 1 K. This averaged rate coefficent is what is measured in
the current study.
The measured rate coefficients for OH + HBr under the free jet conditions are
summarized in Table 6.2, along with the various pressure conditions which obtain. The
observed reactivity was solely bimolecular and no systematic variance of the bimolecular
reaction rate coefficient with HBr partial pressure or total jet density was observed.
Interestingly, the reaction appears to still be exhibiting purely bimolecular character, even
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at the very low temperature of this study. All of the pressure dependent values of the rate
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FIG. 6.4. The 2+ 1 REMPI spectrum of HBr seeded into the free jet. The
individual Q lines were resolvable using the REMPI laser. The S(O) and
R(2) combination was allowed to go far off scale, so that the smaller
features would be visible.
coefficient in Table 6.2 were averaged to give a pressure independent rate coefficient of
5.2(iO.5)

X

10- 10 cm3s- 1 at a translational temperature of liO.5 K. The global temperature

dependence, including the free jet and pulsed uniform supersonic expansion results, the
low temperature results of Sims, et aI., 10 and the higher temperature results of
Ravishankara, et al. 70 are shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Table 6.2. A summary of the results of this study for the reaction OH + HBr at 1 K
translational temperature.

Stagnation
Total
Stagnation HBr
Density (cm-3)
Density (cm-3 )
5.8 x lOll!
6.8 x 10 16
5.8 X lOIS
1.0 x 10 17
5.8 X lOIS
1.2 X 10 17
5.8 X lOIS
1.3 X 10 17
2.0 X 10 16
2.3 X 10 19
19
2.7 X 10 16
2.3 X 10
19
3.3 X 10 16
2.3 X 10
19
5.3 X 10 16
2.3 X 10
19
6.0 X 10 16
2.3 X 10

kBimolcculnr

(cm3s- l )
3.9 x 10- 10
5.8 X 10- 10
5.4 X 10- 10
5.6 X 10- 10
5.1 X 10- 10
5.l X 10- 10
5.2 X 10- 10
5.1 X 10- 10
5.4 X 10- 10

The solid line in Fig. 6.5 is the simple functional form suggested by the quantum
scattering calculations of Clary, et ai. 13 This form seems to represent the observed
variation below 150 K, but does not predict the nearly temperature independent behavior
observed above this point.

The capture model I does not appear to provide valid

predictions of the temperature dependence of the rate coefficient anywhere in the
temperature range. The anticipated turnover in the rate at 20 K was not observed. This
can in part be attibuted to the fact that the free jet is not an equilibrium environment as
regards rotations, and the fact that only J=O HBr molecules are expected to show the
turnover behavior. If, however, the
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FIG. 6.5. The global temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for
Reaction 1, including this work and the results of Sims, et ai.1O and
Ravishankara, et al. 7o The solid line represents the model of Clary 13.
entire observed reactivity is a result of OH J=3/2 + HBr 1>0 collisions, the rate coefficient
would be an order of magnitude larger, due to the population difference. This would
imply that the reaction rate coefficient is 5.2 x 10-9 cm3s- l , making it the one of the fastest
reactions known.

This issue is currently being addressed, by measuring the rate

coefficient in free jet flows with very different rotational distributions. I I
The temperature dependence of the rate coefficient for the reaction OH + HBr is
now known from 1 to 416 K. This represents the broadest range known for a radicalmolecule reaction, and the observed behavior is quite complex. Clearly, this reaction
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continues to be an excellent benchmark reaction for the interplay between dynamical
reaction theory and experimental kinetic measurements.

Additionally, given the

magnitude of the rate coefficient for this process, it would seem that the importance of
radical-molecule reactions in the interstellar medium would bear re-examination.

As

mentioned earlier, the abundance of simple molecular radicals in the interstellar gas
clouds is much higher than that of ions, to which much of the molecular synthesis in these
media has been previously attributed.
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
New methodology for the measurement of the rate coefficient for radical-molecule
reactions at low temperatures has been discussed. The cooling properties of supersonic
expansions are used to produce low temperature environments suitable for kinetic studies.
The speed at which the flow forms and cooling is effected prevents chemical equilibrium
from being established.

In this way the approach to chemical equilibrium of fast

processes, e.g. radical-molecule reactions, can be studied under temperature and pressure
conditions where extensive condensation of the radical precursors and neutral reagents
would ordinarily be a considerable barrier to the study. Two types of expansions, the free
jet and the pulsed uniform flow, are considered. The latter is found to be more generally
useful in terms of the temperatures and flow densities which are accessible.

The production of the pulsed uniform expansion flow is made possible by the
axisymmetric Laval nozzle, a specially shaped convergent-divergent nozzle which has
been used extensively in wind tunnels, but which is only beginning to find use in
chemical and physical laboratories. A possible reason for the lack of implementation of
this very favorable flow technique has been the perceived difficulty of the design of the
Laval nozzles. For this reason, a detailed account of the design procedure which we have
used has been given in this report, including a review of all of the necessary fluid
dynamics. Also included is a source code listing of the computer program which is used
to design the nozzles.
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The incorporation of the Laval nozzle into a pulsed delivery system has been
discussed.

The methods used to characterize the uniform flow, generally based on

pressure measurements have been explained. The cold cathode discharge, which is used
to produce OH radicals from water vapor seeded into the uniform expansion, has proven
to be a simple and general method for the production of cold radicals. Easily detectable
quantities of the radical are produced under conditions where no perturbation of the
uniform flow is observed. The radical detection method, laser induced fluorescence
(LIF) , provides information on the local thermal condition, in addition to acting as a
monitor of relative radical concentration. The observation of completely thermalized
radical internal energy distributions implies that extensive collision relaxation occurs in
the high density flow environment, and ascertains that the rate coefficients measured by
this method are directly applicable to the modeling of low temperature environments
Simple pseudo-first order kinetics are observed when the neutral reagent is seeded into
the flow, allowing extraction of rate coefficients applicable to the local low temperature.
A limitation of the technique is that stable flow can only be achieved at a particular flow
pressure per flow temperature for a given nozzle. This is a result of the boundary layer
development, discussed at length in the Laval nozzle design chapter. Thus, in order to
investigate the pressure dependence of a reaction at a particular flow temperature, it is
necessary to employ several nozzles.

However, the ease of nozzle fabrication and

implementation minimizes the importance of this limitation.
The properties of the free jet have also been used to measure the rate coefficient
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for the bimolecular reaction OH + HBr at a translational temperature of 1 K. For this
study, the cold cathode discharge production method and LIP detection scheme were used
as before in the uniform expansion. The kinetic method is different because of the rapid
density drop incurred during the free expansion. More seriously, the rapid rarefaction of
the free jet did not allow for complete equilibration of the rotational distribution of the
HBr neutral reagent, complicating the interpretation of the measured rate.
The atmospherically relevant termolecular association reaction, OH + NO with N2
as the third body stabilizer, has been studied over the temperature range from 89 to 222 K
at flow pressures ranging from SOO mtorr to 7.9 torr. The reaction is found to possess
purely termolecular pressure dependence within experimental uncertainty, and is
considered to be very near the low pressure limit. The temperature dependence of the low
pressure limiting rate coefficient is found to be well fit by the simple functional form
k =7.0(±2.0) x 10-31 (T/300 Kr2.6± 0.3 over the range from 89 to SSO K. This form is that
suggested by the commonly used collision complex model which includes statistical
predictions of the lifetime of the activated complex developed from unimolecular reaction
rate theory. The good agreement of the results obtained for this reaction with those
measured at higher temperatures and with the predictions of the statistical models implies
that this reaction continues to behave statistically in the low temperature regime, and
lends credence to the new technique.
The reaction, OH + N02 + N2, has been studied from lOS to 249 K in the pulsed
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uniform supersonic expansion flow reactor over the same pressure range as above. This
reaction is known to exhibit falloff behavior at 10 torr and 300 K. At approximately 170
K, the reaction is observed to display other than purely termolecular behavior when the
flow pressure increases from about 1.5 to 7.9 torr. No clear indication of falloff behavior
is evident at the lowest flow temperatures which were studied, but in this case the flow
pressure was less, between 0.5 and 2 torr.

In order to provide a meaningful

recommendation of the low pressure limiting rate coefficient at the flow temperatures
used in this study, it will be necessary to measure the pressure dependence of the reaction
at each temperature using higher pressure flows. This work is currently in progress. The
preliminary results presented here, in combination with the results obtained at higher
temperatures, do seem to suggest that the predictions of unimolecular reaction rate theory
have considerably overestimated the temperature dependence of this reaction. This is of
considerable importance to the modeling of the terrestrial stratosphere, where this is
thought to be the single most important deactivation reaction for NOx species.
The reaction of OH + HBr is the major pathway for regeneration of the active Br
radical in the stratosphere. The rate coefficient for this process is about 100 times larger
than the corresponding chlorine reaction, making the ozone depletion potential of
brominated species in the stratosphere much greater than the strictly controlled
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs). The reaction was studied in the pulsed uniform supersonic
expansion flow reactor from 76 to 242 K and in the free jet flow reactor at a translational
temperature near 1 K. The higher temperature results, above 150 K, which are applicable
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to the modeling of the terrestrial stratosphere, do not display significant temperature
dependence, a result which disagrees with a recent measurement of the rate coefficient at
170 K in a continuous Laval flow reactor but which is in agreement with higher
temperature results. Thus, no major refinement of the rate coefficients used in modeling
calculations appears to be necessary at this time. At temperatures below 150 K, however,
the rate coefficient is observed by both sets of measurements to begin to increase quite
rapidly with decreasing temperature.
predict a strong

TII2

The results of quantum scattering calculations

dependence for the rate. This is in contrast to the predictions of

capture theory, where a TI/6 dependence is predicted above 20 K, with the rate coefficient
reaching a maximum at this point and then asymptotically approaching zero as T -70 K.
The result obtained in the free jet flow reactor suggests that this is not the case, with the
caveat that complete equilibration of the rotational energy distribution of the HBr was not

attained in the highly rarefied flow. The prediction of a vanishing rate coefficient in the
limit of 0 K is based on the presumption that all of the HBr would be in the theoretically
non-reactive J=O rotational level. Work is under way to determine the extent to which the
rate coefficient is influenced by the small amount of residual rotational excitation of the
HBr. The TII2 dependence predicted by the quantum scattering calculations does seem to
represent fairly well the observed variation below 150 K, but does not address the
flattening out which occurs above this temperature. This reaction provides an excellent
benchmark for high level dynamical theory.
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APPENDIX A. SPECIFIC APPLICATION NOTES AND SOURCE CODE
LISTING FOR NOZZLE DESIGN COMPUTER PROGRAM
A. Specific Application Notes
This section contains the specific details that pertain to our application of the
above described flow methodolgy. Included are the commonly used parameters for the
program Nozzle.exe, the source code for which is also included, some commonly
encountered problems, and some trouble shooting tips. This is mostly intended for actual
users of the program.
1. Parameters Used in the Computer Program
a. Isentropic Core Section
One of the inputs for the isentropic solution section of the computer program is
the velocity distribution along the center axis of the nozzle. A sixth order polynomial,
which brings the velocity ratio up very rapidly and then becomes fairly flat is hard-wired
into the code. Provision is made in the program for variation of this polynomial, however
the functional form of the variation of Mach number (Eqn. 6) with velocity ratio suggests
that this initial rapid increase is necessary if the Mach number is to increase smoothly
along the nozzle.
The value of the Mach number at the end of Region I (Fig. 6) is specified by the
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user (Throat Mach Number). This is a very important parameter for the initial design
steps, since it essentially determines the extent of the source flow region. If the value is
too small, the source flow region occurs too early in the nozzle and the final region
(Region III) contains too much expansion and can not achieve the flow straightening.
Conversely, if the value is too large, the end of the source flow region will be at a Mach
number greater than the final Mach number of the nozzle. The best results seem to be
achieved when the value of this parameter is approximately one third of the way from
Mach 1 to the final Mach number of the nozzle. The angle at the inflection point, (ETA),
likewise controls the extent of the source flow region. It is also important to total nozzle
length. The value should be as large as possible to produce the minimum length nozzle,
lessening the effects of boundary layer development. Again, if the value of the angle at
the deflection point is too large, the Mach number at the end of the source flow region
will exceed the final Mach number of the nozzle.

After the initial trial values are entered into the first page of the computer
program, the divergent section of the nozzle is displayed. The coordinates at this point
are completely relative, since the throat section has not yet been computed, and the
scaling to the throat diameter can not be accomplished. After the first full solution is
computed, the coordinates become real. Optimally, the lengths of the axis sections AB
and DE should be as short as possible, since this will lead to the shortest possible nozzle.
This makes the boundary layer problem less severe. Axis section AB, however must be
made long enough that the characteristic net develops to a fair extent at the throat. This is
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evident from examining the net near the throat section, where the characteristics will
begin to go parallel as they become fully developed. Otherwise, the Mach number at the
first nozzle point will be predicted to be in excess of 1. Since the Mach number at the
throat will actually be 1, the Mach numbers downstream will be offset accordingly. In
practice, nozzles can be designed with initial Mach numbers slightly in excess of 1 with
no observable loss of flow uniformity. The final axis section DE needs to be quite short
as discussed in the troubleshooting section.

b. Boundary Layer Calculation

The boundary layer calculations are largely based on the work of Cohen and
Reshotk0 34 ,35 and the values of some of the important parameters are contained in the two
references.

Since in our application, the temperature of the pre-expansion stagnation

region is always equal to the nozzle wall temperature, we have decided to hard-wire in
some of the parameters, for convenience sake. If an application occurs where the two
temperatures are not equal, the program will prompt the user for the values of these
parameters, and the user will have to refer back to the original source. For the evaluation
of the boundary layer thickness at the throat region (which is very small) it was necessary
to make an assumption about the shape of the converger region. The simplest shape to
implement and define is a conical shape. Thus for the boundary layer calculation, the
user is asked for the major diameter and length of the conical region. The minor diameter
is the throat diameter.

For a smoothly varying curvature converger design (which is
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recommended) the major diameter and length can be used without great change in the
performance of the program.

The first values which are preset in our code are the A and B coefficients from
Eqn. 15 of Chapter 2, which define the variation of the momentum parameter with the
correlation number, using the linear form. We have used the suggested values (A=.44
B=5.1) from the second Cohen and Reshotko paper35 for axisymmetric nozzles. The
transformed form factor H tr was inferred from the first paper34 by fitting the given values
to a polynomial. In some cases, it is necessary to extrapolate the function beyond the
limits of the solutions quoted in the paper, but the good behavior of the solution argues
for the validity of the extrapolation. In any case, care should be taken in the fitting of the
data for other values of Sw, the ratio of stagnation to wall temperature, in case
extrapolation becomes necessary.

Additionally, the variation of viscosity with temperature for a few commonly used
buffer gases are included in the program. If a new gas is requested, the user will be
prompted for a third order polynomial which describes this variation.

2. Commonly Encountered Problems/Solutions
a. Isentropic Core
Aside from the aforementioned concerns regarding the selection of the important
parameters, the most common problem is a "mesh size error" which occurs in the
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calculation of the characteristic net in Region III. The solution which has worked in the
past is to decrease the length of the final axis section DE.

The best course of action for this part of the program appears to be:

1. Select the parameters as described above.

2. Examine the nozzle layout and make sure that the source flow region (Region II)
occupies a reasonable portion of the nozzle, but does not extend beyond the end of the
nozzle (point E.)

3. Compute the characteristic net and walls.

4. Check to make sure that the wall contour does not over-expand in Region III. This
will be apparent, as the wall contour will be absent for part of its length. If so, decrease
the angle at the inflection point (ETA) or the Throat Mach Number.

5. Check to ensure that the characteristic net in the throat region (Region I) is fairly
developed as explained earlier.

6.

When an acceptably smooth wall contour is exhibited, increase the number of

characteristics in the various regions to produce the desired number of wall points.

h. Boundary Layer Calculation
If the application requires that the stagnation and wall temperatures be equal, the
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calculation of the boundary layer is quite simple. If not, the aforementioned parameters
need to be derived and inputted at their respective locations. The most prevalent problem
with this section of the program is in the calculation of very thick boundary layers. This
is a problem in low density flows. The problem manifests itself in very long convergence
times for the iterative solution, or in lack of convergence. The only solution which seems
reasonable is to go back to the isentropic core calculation and increase the throat
diameter, the scaling factor for the entire nozzle, since in these instances, the
displacement thickness is approaching the diameter of the isentropic core. This is an
inherent violation of the boundary layer formalism, which purports that the displacement
thickness is a small correction to a large existing flow field. In the lowest density nozzles
which we have constructed, this breakdown has already been evidenced (Chapter 2.)

Finally due to the fact that the boundary layer calculation is a iterative numerical
procedure, some numerical instability is always evident in the wall contour. This is
especially true in the region of the inflection point, where the wall curvature switches
directions. A possible solution which has been suggested to the numerical instability
problem is to calculate a high order polynomial fit to the wall points and use this to
machine the final nozzle shape.

This suggestion has the merit that the computer

controlled machining equipment is usually compatible with AutoCAD software, which
can handle such polynomials. Alternatively, a smoothed version of the final coordinates
could be produced which would eliminate the numerical problems. It is not suggested
that the rough output of the program Nozzle.exe be used to machine nozzles without
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careful examination of the output file.

B. Nozzle.bas Source Code Listing
This section contains the source code listing of the nozzle design program. The
program was originally compiled in Microsoft QuickBasic 4.5, but should be upward
compatible. The program is currently set up to handle single precision numbers.

A

typical run time on a 486 DX with 4 Mbytes of RAM is 5 minutes by an experienced
user.

DECLARE FUNCTION ACOS! (X!)
DECLARE SUB CONVERGE (GAM!, B!, RT!, ZETASTAR!, S!)
DECLARE FUN~TION REYNOLDS! (DENO!, TWALLl, S!, M!, GAM!, MM!, TO!)
DECLARE SUB VISC (TW ALLl, VISW!, MM!)
DECLARE SUB BLAYER (W ALLlO, FWALLlO, NPTS!, GAM!)
DECLARE SUB INITMENU (MFINALl, MTHROAT!, GAM!, ETA!, DIAMT!, NT!,
MT!, NE!, ME!, NP!)
DECLARE FUNCTION ASIN! (X!)
DECLARE SUB OFELD (AlO, BlO, ClO, G)
DECLARE SUB PARAB (XXO, YYO, AA())
DECLARE FUNCTION FMV! (R, G)
DECLARE FUNCTION POLNT! (AAO, Y, X)
'$DYNAMIC
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, MAIN PROGRAM FOR AXI-SYMMETRIC SUPERSONIC NOZZLE
, ORIGINALLY PROGRAMMED BY WC MOGER AND DB RAMSAY
, COMPUTATION BASED ON MASS FLOW INTEGRATION BY
, PARABOLIC FIT

DIM A(NDIM, N), B(NDIM, N), CT(6), CE(6), FS(N), S(N)
DIM TAXIS(NDIM, N), TBEGIN(NDIM, N), W ALL(NDIM, N),
FWALL(TWODIM, N)
DIM EAXIS(NDIM, N), EBEGIN(NDIM, N), FINAL(NDIM + 1, N)
DIM Al(5), Bl(5), Cl(5), XX(3), YY(3), AA(3)
CONST PI!

=3.141593, CONY! =PI/180!

'GET DATA HERE

CLS
PRINT "PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE WALL CONTOURS FOR
THE ISENTROPIC"
PRINT "PART OF A LA V AL NOZZLE"
PRINT
PRINT
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO USE A PARTICULAR SETUP FILE (YIN)? ", Y$
IF Y$

="Y" OR Y$ ="y" THEN

INPUT "WHAT IS THE FILENAME? ", FILE$
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ELSE
FILE$ = "PARAM.DAT"
END IF
OPEN FILE$ FOR INPUT AS #1
INPUT #1, MFINAL, MTHROAT, GAM, ETA, DIAMT
INPUT #1, TLO, THI, ELO, EHI, PT, PE
FORX=2T06
INPUT #1, CT(X), CE(X)
NEXT X
INPUT #1, NT, MT, NE, ME, NP
CLOSE #1
INPUT "DO YOU WANT TO SAVE THE FINAL PARAMETERS TO A FILE
(YIN)? ", Y$
IF Y$ = "Y" OR Y$ = "y" THEN
INPUT "WHAT IS THE FILENAME? ", FILE$
ELSE
FILE$ = "PARAM.DAT"
END IF

CALL INITMENU(MFINAL, MTHROAT, GAM, ETA, DIAMT, NT, MT, NE,
ME,NP)
FIXER = I!
SCREEN 9
VIEW (20, 20)-(610,250),0
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VIEW PRINT 20 TO 24

SET UP FUNCTIONS OF GAMMA USED THROUGHOUT
THE PROGRAM

G9 = 2!1 (GAM - l!)
G8 = l! / G9
G7=GAM+ l!
G6 = GAM -l!
GS = G6/G7
G4=SQR(GS)
G2 = l! / G4
GI = l! / G6
EEXP=.S /GS
CONS = (.S

* G7)" EEXP

EEXP=-EEXP
WBEGIN = SQR(G8 / (1 + G8))
WFINAL = SQR(G8
ETA = ETA

* MFINAL * MFINAL / (1 + G8 * MFINAL * MFINAL))

* CON V

DOWALL=O
WHILE DOWALL = 0
W ALL$ = "W= DO WALLS"
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REDIMENSION ARRAYS
NDIM=5
TWODIM=2
NPTS = NT + NP + NE - 2
REDIMTAXIS(NDIM,NT+ 1), TBEGIN(NDIM,MT+ 1), WALL(NDIM,
NPTS + 1), FWALL(TWODIM, NPTS + 1)
REDIM EAXIS(NDIM, NE + 1), EBEGIN(NDIM, ME + 1), FINAL(NDIM + 1,
NP+ 1)

SET UP THE FIRST CHARACTERISTIC IN THE THROAT REGION

PO = G2 * ATN(SQR(G5
ASIN(I! / MTHROAT)

* (MTHROAT * MTHROAT - 1I»~) - PI / 2! +

EM = ETA / (MT - 1)
REDIM A(NDIM, MT * 2), B(NDIM, MT

* 2), S(MT * 2), FS(MT * 2)

FORJ= 1 TOMT
T

=(J - 1) * EM

XM = FMV(PO + T + T, GAM)
R = SQR(l! / (CONS * XM
A(I, J) = R * COS(T)
A(2, J) = R

* SIN(T)

W=XM*XM*G8
A(3, J) = SQR(W / (I! + W»

A(4, J) =T

* «I! + G8 * XM * XM)

A

EEXP»)
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A(5,J) = XM
FOR K= 1 T05
TBEGIN(K, J) = A(K, J)
NEXTK
NEXTJ

WRITE FIRST WALL POINT (AT INFLECTION POINT)

FORJ= 1 T05
WALL(J, NT) = A(J, MT)
NEXTJ

INTEGRATE TOTAL MASS FLOW THROUGH NOZZLE

S(l)

=O!

FORJ=2 TOMT
W

=A(3, J)

OX = A(l, J) - A(I, J-I)
OY = A(2, J) - A(2, J - 1)

* OX + DY * OY)
FS(J) = A(2, J) * W * I! / A(5, J) * (I! - W * W)

S(J) = S(J - I) + SQR(OX

NEXTJ
LAST=MT-2

A

G1
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SUM=OI
FORJ= 1 TO LAST
FOR K= 1 TO 3
XX(K) = S(K + J - 1)
YY(K) = FS(K + J - 1)
NEXTK
CALL PARAB(XXO, yyo, AA())
SUM = POLNT(AAO, S(J), S(J + 1)) + SUM
NEXTJ
SUM = POLNT(AAO, S(LAST + 1), S(LAST + 2)) + SUM
XMASS=SUM

SET UP THE DISTRIBUTION ON THE THROAT AXIS

WTHROAT = SQR(08
MTHROAT))

* MTHROAT * MTHROAT I (1 + 08 * MTHROAT *

CT(l) = WBEOIN
CTOT = CT(2) + CT(3) + CT(4) + CT(5) + CT(6)
CTOT = (WTHROAT - CT(1)) I CTOT
FORJ =2 TO 6
CT(J) = CT(J)

* CTOT

NEXTJ
THI = TBEOIN(1, 1)
DX =THI -TLO
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FORJ= 1 TO NT
TAXIS(1, J) = DX * «NT - J) / (NT - 1)) /\ PT + TLO
X = (TAXIS (1 , J) - TLO) / DX
TAXIS(3, J) = CT(1) + X * CT(2) + X /\ 2
CT(5) + X /\ 5 * CT(6)

* CT(3) + X /\ 3 * CT(4) + X /\ 4 *

WW = TAXIS(3, J) /\ 2
XM = SQR(G9

* WW / (I! - WW))

TAXIS(5, J) = XM
TAXIS(4, J) = O!
TAXIS(2, J) = O!
NEXTJ

SET UP THE FIRST CHARACTERISTIC IN THE EXIT REGION
PC = PO + ETA + ETA
EM = ETA / CSNG(ME - 1)
FORJ= 1 TOME
T = CSNG(J - 1)

* EM

XM = FMV(PC + 2

* (ETA - T), GAM)

R = SQR(1! / (CONS * XM

* «(1! + G8 * XM * XM) /\ EEXP)))

* COS(T)
EBEGIN(2, J) = R * SIN(T)

EBEGIN(I, J) = R

W=XM*XM*G8
EBEGIN(3, J) = SQR(W / (I! + W))
EBEGIN(4, J) = T
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EBEGIN(5, J) = XM
NEXTJ

SET UP THE DISTRIBUTION ON THE EXIT AXIS

CE(1) = EBEGIN(3, 1)
CTOT = CE(2) + CE(3) + CE(4) + CE(5) + CE(6)
CTOT = (WFINAL - CE(1» / CTOT
FORJ =2 T06
CE(J) = CE(J)

* CTOT

NEXTJ
DX =EHI- ELO
ELO = EBEGIN(1, 1)
EHI = ABS(DX) + ELO
FORJ= 1 TONE
EAXIS(1, J) = DX

* (CSNG(J - 1) / CSNG(NE - 1»" PE + ELO

X = (EAXIS( I, J) - ELO) / DX
W = CE(1) + X
CE(6)))))

* (CE(2) + X * (CE(3) + X * (CE(4) + X * (CE(5) + X *

EAXIS(3, J) = W
WW=W*W
XM = SQR(G9

* WW / (I! - WW»

EAXIS(5, J) = XM
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EAXIS(4, J) = O!
EAXIS(2, J) = O!
NEXTJ

SET UP THE FINAL CHARACTERISTIC OF THE DOWNSTREAM REGION
FINAL(6,X) IS THE MASS FLOW UP TO THAT POINT

DELY = SQR(XMASS

* 2! I (WFINAL * (l! - WFINAL

A

2)

A

G 1»

DELX = DELY ITAN(ASIN(I! IMFINAL»
FORJJ= 1 TONP
FINAL(1, JJ) = EAXIS(l, NE) + DELX * (JJ - 1) I (NP - 1)
FINAL(2, JJ) = DELY

* (JJ - 1) I (NP - 1)

FINAL(3, JJ) = WFINAL
FINAL(4, JJ) = O!
FINAL(5, JJ) = MFINAL
FINAL(6, JJ) = XMASS

* (FINAL(2, JJ) I DELY)

A

2

NEXT JJ

LOOK AT WHAT WE HAVE SO FAR
CLS 1: CLS 2
WINDOW (TAXIS(1, NT), O!)-(FINAL(1, NP), FINAL(2, NP»
FORX= 1 TONT-l
LINE (TAXIS(l, X), TAXIS(2, X»-(TAXIS(1, X + 1), TAXIS(2, X + 1»,4
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NEXT X
FORX= 1 TOMT-l
LINE (TBEGIN(1, X), TBEGIN(2, X»-(TBEGIN(I, X + I), TBEGIN(2, X + 1),
4

NEXT X
FORX= 1 TOME-1
LINE (EBEGIN(1, X), EBEGIN(2, X»-(EBEGIN(1, X + I), EBEGIN(2, X + 1»,
4

NEXT X
FORX= 1 TONE-l
LINE (EAXIS(1, X), EAXIS(2, X»-(EAXIS(I, X + I), EAXIS(2, X + 1»,4
NEXT X
FOR X = 1 TO NP - 1
LINE (FINAL(1, X), FINAL(2, X»-(FINAL(1, X + I), FINAL(2, X + 1»,4
NEXT X

LOOK: CLS 2
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT "POINTS A=("; (TAXIS(I, NT) - TAXIS(1, NT»
FIXER; ","; TAXIS(2, NT) * FIXER; ")"
LOCATE 20,30: PRINT "B=("; (TAXIS(I, 1) - TAXIS(1, NT»
TAXIS(2, 1) * FIXER; ")"

* FIXER; ",";

LOCATE 20,50: PRINT "C=("; (TBEGIN(I, MT) - TAXIS(I, NT»
","; TBEGIN(2, MT) * FIXER; ")"
LOCATE 21,10: PRINT "D=("; (EAXIS(I, 1) - TAXIS(1, NT»
EAXIS(2, 1) * FIXER; ")"

*

* FIXER;

* FIXER; ",";

LOCATE 21,30: PRINT "E=("; (EAXIS(1, NE) - TAXIS(I, NT»

* FIXER; ",";
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EAXIS(2, NE)

* FIXER; ")"

LOCATE 21,50: PRINT "F=("; (FINAL(l, NP) - TAXIS(l, NT»
FINAL(2, NP) * FIXER; ")"

* FIXER; ",";

LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "OPTIONS"
IF FIXER = I! THEN LOCATE 22, 20: PRINT "RELATIVE SCALE"
LOCATE 23,1: PRINT "A= AXES"
LOCATE 23, 10: PRINT "C= CHARACTERISTICS"
LOCATE 23, 30: PRINT "N= ANGLE"
LOCATE 23, 40: PRINT "T= THROAT MACH"
LOCATE 23, 56: PRINT W ALL$
GET$='"'
WHILE GET$ = ""
GET$ = INKEY$
WEND
SELECT CASE GET$
CASE "A", "a"
CLS2
LOCATE 20, 1: PRINT "POINTS A=("; (TAXIS(l, NT) - TAXIS(l, NT»
FIXER; ","; TAXIS(2, NT) * FIXER; ")"
LOCATE 20,30: PRINT "B=("; (TAXIS (I , 1) - TAXIS(l, NT))
TAXIS(2, 1) * FIXER; ")"

* FIXER; ",";

LOCATE 20,50: PRINT "C=("; (TBEGIN(l, MT) - TAXIS(l, NT»
","; TBEGIN(2, MT) * FIXER; ")"
LOCATE 21, 10: PRINT "D=("; (EAXIS(l, 1) - TAXIS(l, NT»

*

* FIXER;

* FIXER; ",";
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EAXIS(2, 1)

* FIXER; ")"

LOCATE 21,30: PRINT "E=("; (EAXIS(I, NE) - TAXIS(l, NT))
EAXIS(2, NE) FIXER; ")"

* FIXER; ",";

LOCATE 21,50: PRINT "F=("; (FINAL(l, NP) - TAXIS (1 , NT))
FINAL(2, NP) FIXER; ")"

* FIXER; ",";

*

*

LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "AXIS POINT LOCATIONS"
LOCATE 23,1: PRINT "A= POINT A"
LOCATE 23,15: PRINT "E= POINT E"
AXIS$= '"'
WHILE AXIS$ = ""
AXIS$ = INKEY$
WEND
SELECT CASE AXIS$
CASE "A", "a"
HTLO=TLO
LOCATE 22, 30: INPUT "INPUT NEW VALUE FOR POINT A"; TLO
TLO = TLO / FIXER + T AXIS( 1, NT)
IF TLO = 0 THEN TLO

=HTLO

CASE "E", "e"
HEHI=EHI
LOCATE 22,30: INPUT "INPUT NEW VALUE FOR POINT E"; EHI
EHI

=EHI / FIXER + T AXIS( 1, NT)

IF EHI = 0 THEN EHI = HEHI
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END SELECT
CASE "C", "e"
CLS2
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "NUMBER OF POINTS ON"
. LOCATE 23, 1: PRINT "T= THROAT AXIS"
LOCATE 23,17: PRINT "E= EXIT AXIS"
LOCATE 23, 32: PRINT "B= LINE BC"
LOCATE 23, 45: PRINT "D= LINE CD"
LOCATE 23,60: PRINT "F= LINE EF"
CHAR$= ""
WHILE CHAR$ = ""
CHAR$ = INKEY$
WEND
SELECT CASE CHAR$
CASE "T", "T"
HNT=NT
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "OLD NUMBER OF THROAT AXIS
CHARACTERISTICS "; NT; " INPUT NEW NUMBER ";
INPUT NT
IF NT = 0 THEN NT = HNT
CASE "E", "e"
HNE=NE
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "OLD NUMBER OF EXIT AXIS
CHARACTERISTICS "; NE; " INPUT NEW NUMBER ";
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INPUTNE
IF NE = 0 THEN NE = HNE
CASE "B", "b"
HMT=MT
LOCATE 22, I: PRINT "OLD NUMBER OF CHARACTERISTICS ON
LINE BC "; MT; II INPUT NEW NUMBER ";
INPUTMT
IFMT=OTHEN MT=HMT
CASE "0", "d"
HME=ME
LOCATE 22, I: PRINT "OLD NUMBER OF CHARACTERISTICS ON
LINE CD "; ME; II INPUT NEW NUMBER ";
INPUT ME
IFME = o THEN ME=HME
CASE "F", lip'
HNP=NP
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "OLD NUMBER OF CHARACTERISTICS ON
LINE EF "; NP; II INPUT NEW NUMBER ";
INPUTNP
IF NP = 0 THEN NP = HNP
END SELECT
CASE "N", "n"
CLS2
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT liTHE CURRENT VALUE IS"; ETA / CONV;
"DEGREES WHAT IS THE NEW VALUE";
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HETA=ETA
INPUT ETA: ETA = ETA

* CONV

IF ETA = 0 THEN ETA = HETA
CASE "T", "t"
CLS2
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "THE CURRENT VALUE IS"; MTHROAT; "WHAT
IS THE NEW VALUE";
HMTHROAT = MTHROAT
INPUT MTHROAT
IF MTHROAT = 0 THEN MTHROAT = HMTHROAT
CASE "W", "w"
DOWALL= 1
CASE "S", "s"
GOTODONE
CASE ELSE
GOTOLOOK
END SELECT
WEND

WRITE OUT THE FINAL WALL POINT

FORX= 1 TO 5
WALL(X, NPTS) = FINAL(X, NP)
NEXT X
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COMPUTE THROAT REGION CHARACTERISTICS

LAST=MT
FOR K=2 TO NT
FORI= 1 T05
B(I, 1) = TAXIS(I, K)
NEXT I
FORJ = 1 TO LAST
FORL= 1 T05
AI(L) = A(L, J)
BI(L) = B(L, J)
NEXTL
CALL OFELD(AIO, BIO, CIO, G9)
FORL= 1 T05
B(L, J + 1) = CI(L)
NEXTL
PSET (B(I, J + 1), B(2, J + 1))
NEXTJ

INTEGRATE TO SEE WHERE THE WALL POINT IS

S(l) = O!
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FOR J = 2 TO LAST + 1
W

=B(3, J)

DX=B(1,J)-B(1,J-1)
DY = B(2, J) - B(2, J - 1)
S(J) = S(J - 1) + SQR(DX * DX + DY

* DY)
FS(J) = B(2, J) * W * I! I B(S, J) * (1 ! - W * W) " G 1

NEXTJ
J=O
SUM=OI
WHILE SUM < XMASS
J=J+l
FORL= 1 T03
XX(L) = S(L + J - 1)
YY(L) = FS(L + J - 1)
NEXTL
CALL PARAB(XXO, YYO, AA())
ADD = POLNT(AAO, S(J), S(J + 1))
SUM = ADD + SUM
WEND
LAST=J + 1
DEL = XMASS - SUM
IF DEL < O! THEN
AREA = ADD + DEL
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XLO = S(J)
XHI = S(J + I)
TEST = l!
WHILE ABS(TEST) > .001
Xl = (XLO + XHI)

* XMASS

* .5

Y 1 = POLNT(AAO, S(J), X 1)
TEST = AREA - Yl
IF TEST < o! THEN
XHI=XI
ELSE
XLO=XI
END IF
WEND
ELSE
FI =o!
END IF
FI

= (S(J + 1) - Xl) / (S(J + I) - S(J»

FOR I = 1 TO 5
B(I, J + 1) = B(I, J)

* FI + B(I, J + I) * (I! - FI)

WALL(I, NT - K + I) = BCI, J + I)
NEXT I

FOR I = 1 TO LAST
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FORL= 1 T05
A(L, I) = B(L, I)
NEXTL
NEXT I
NEXT·K

COMPUTE EXIT REGION CHARACTERISTICS STARTING ON THE AXIS

REDIM A(NDIM, 2 * ME), B(NDIM, 2 * ME), S(2
FORI= 1 TOME
FORL= 1 TO 5
A(L, I) = EBEGIN(L, I)
NEXTL
NEXT I
LAST = ME
FOR K= 2 TONE
FORI = 1 TO 5
B(I, 1) = EAXIS(I, K)
NEXT I
FORJ = 1 TO LAST
FORL= 1 T05
Al(L) = A(L, J)
Bl(L) = B(L, J)

* ME), FS(2 * ME)
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NEXTL
CALL OFELD(B 10, Al 0, C 10, G9)
FORL= 1 TO 5
B(L, J + 1) = Cl(L)
NEXTL
PSET (B(1, J + 1), B(2, J + 1»
NEXTJ

INTEGRATE TO SEE WHERE THE WALL POINT IS

S(1) = O!
FOR J = 2 TO LAST + 1
W = B(3, J)

DX=B(1,J)-B(1,J -1)
DY = B(2, J) - B(2, J - 1)
S(J) = S(J - 1) + SQR(DX
FS(J) = B(2, J)

* DX + DY * DY)

* W * I! / B(5, J) * (I! - W * W)

NEXTJ
J=O
SUM=O!
WHILE SUM < XMASS AND J < LAST - 1
J=J+l
FORL= 1 T03

A

G1
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XX(L) = S(L + J - 1)
YY(L) = FS(L + J - 1)
NEXTL
CALL PARAB(XXO, yyo, AA())
ADD = POLNT(AAO, S(J), S(J + I»
SUM = ADD + SUM
WEND
IF SUM < XMASS THEN J = J + I: ADD = POLNT(AAO, S(1), S(J + 1»: SUM =
SUM+ADD
IF SUM < XMASS THEN PRINT "MESH SIZE ERROR, PRESS RETURN":
INPUT FOD: DOWALL = O!: GOTO LOOK
LAST=J + 1
DEL = XMASS - SUM
IFDEL<O! THEN
AREA = ADD + DEL
XLO= S(J)
XHI = S(1 + I)
TEST = 11
WHILE ABS(TEST) > .001

* XMASS

XI = (XLO + XHI) *.5
Yl = POLNT(AAO, S(1), Xl)
TEST = AREA - Yl
IF TEST < O! THEN
XHI= XI
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ELSE
XLO=XI
END IF
WEND
ELSE
FI =o!
END IF
FI = (S(J + 1) - Xl) / (S(J + 1) - S(J))
FOR I = 1 TO 5
B(I, J + 1) = B(I, J)

* FI + B(I, J + I) * (l! - FI)

W ALL(I, K - 1 + NT) = B(I, J + 1)
NEXT I

FOR I = 1 TO LAST
FORL= 1 T05
A(L, I) = B(L, I)
NEXTL
NEXT I
NEXTK

COMPUTE CHARACTERISTICS ORIGINATING ON
THE FINAL LINE OF THE DOWNSTREAM SEGMENT
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LAST = LAST - 1
FOR K = 2 TO NP - 1
FOR I = I TO 5
B(I, 1) = FINAL(I, K)
NEXT I
FOR J = 1 TO LAST
FORL= 1 T05
AI(L) = A(L, J + 1)
BI(L) = B(L, J)
NEXTL
CALL OFELD(BIO, AIO, CIO, G9)
FORL= 1 T05
B(L, J + 1) = Cl(L)
NEXTL
PSET (B(l, J + 1), B(2, J + 1»
NEXTJ

INTEGRATE TO SEE WHERE THE WALL POINT IS

S(l) = O!
FOR J = 2 TO LAST + 1
W = B(3, J)
DX=B(l,J)-B(l,J-l)
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DY = B(2, J) - B(2, J - 1)
S(J) = S(J - 1) + SQR(DX * DX + DY

* DY)
FS(J) = B(2, J) * W * I! / B(5, J) * (I! - W * W)

A

G1

NEXTJ

J=O
SUM = FINAL(6, K)
WHILE SUM < XMASS AND J < LAST - 1
J=J+l
FORL= 1 TO 3
XX(L) = S(L + J - 1)
YY(L) = FS(L + J - 1)
NEXTL
CALL PARAB(XXO, YYO, AA())
ADD = POLNT(AAO, S(J), S(J + 1)
SUM = ADD + SUM
WEND
IF SUM < XMASS THEN J = J + 1: ADD = POLNT(AAO, S(J), S(J + 1»: SUM =
SUM + ADD
IF SUM < XMASS THEN PRINT "MESH SIZE ERROR, PRESS RETURN":
INPUT FOD: DOWALL = O!: GOTO LOOK
LAST=J
DEL = XMASS - SUM
IF DEL < O! THEN
AREA = ADD + DEL
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XLO = S(J)
XHI = S(J + 1)
TEST = 1
WHILE ABS(TEST) > .001 * XMASS
Xl = (XLO + XHI) *.5
Y1 = POLNT(AAO, S(J), Xl)
TEST = AREA - Y1
IF TEST < o! THEN
XHI=X1
ELSE
XLO=Xl
END IF
WEND
ELSE
Fl =o!
END IF
F1 = (S(J + 1) - Xl) / (S(J + 1) - S(J»
FORI= 1 T05
B(I, J + 1) = B(I, J) * Fl + B(I, J + 1) * (1! - F1)
W ALL(I, NT + NE + K - 2) = B(I, J + 1)
NEXT I

FOR I = 1 TO LAST
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FORL= 1 TO 5
A(L, I) = B(L, I)
NEXTL
NEXT I
NEXTK

WRITE OUT FINAL WALL COORDINATES

FORX= 1 TONT+NE+NP-3
LINE (WALL(I, X), WALL(2, X»-(WALL(1, X + 1), WALL(2, X +

1», 1

NEXT X
FIXER = DIAMT / (2

* WALL(2, 1»

W ALL$ = "S= SAVE AND CALCULATE BL"
DOWALL=O
GOTOLOOK
DONE:

WRITE OUT CURRENT PARAMETERS

OPEN FILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
WRITE # 1, MFINAL, MTHROAT, GAM, ETA / CONV, DIAMT
WRITE #1, TLO, THI, ELO, EHI, PT, PE
FORX=2T06
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WRITE #1, CT(X), CE(X)
NEXT X
WRITE #1, NT, MT, NE, ME, NP
CLOSE #1
NPTS = NT + NE + NP - 2!
INPUT "PLEASE INPUT A FILENAME FOR THE ISENTROPIC CORE
OUTPUT "; FILE$
IF FILE$ = "" THEN FILE$ = "CORE. OUT"
OPEN FILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
W ALLSTART = W ALL( I, I)

* FIXER

FORX= 1 TO NPTS
W ALL( I, X) = WALL( I, X)

* FIXER - W ALLSTART

PRINT #1, WALL(I,X);
W ALL(2, X) = W ALL(2, X)

* FIXER

PRINT # I, W ALL(2, X);
FORF=3T05
PRINT #1, WALL(F, X);
NEXTF
PRINT #1, X
NEXT X
CLOSE #1

CALCULATE BOUNDARY LAYER AND FINAL WALL SHAPE
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BLC:

CALL BLAYER(W ALLO, FW ALLO, NPTS, GAM)

END

REM$STATIC
FUNCTION ACOS (X)

RETURNS THE ANGLE WHOSE COS IS X
THIS ONLY WORKS IF ANGLE < 180

IFX= l! THEN
ACOS=OI
ELSE
COSY=X
SINY = SQR( 1 - COSY 1\ 2)
TANY = SINY / COSY
ACOS = ATN(TANY)
END IF

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION ASIN (X)
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RETURNS THE ANGLE WHOSE SIN IS X
THIS ONLY GIVES ANGLES IN FIRST AND FOURTH QUADRANTS

IFX= I! THEN
ASIN = 1.570796
ELSE
SINY=X
COSY = SQR(1 - SINY " 2)
TANY = SINY / COSY
ASIN = ATN(TANY)
END IF
END FUNCTION

,

CALCULATION OF BOUNDARY LAYER THICKNESS

SUB BLAYER (WALLlO, FWALLlO, NPTS!, GAM!)
DIM CO(7)
BL:
CLS2
INPUT "WHAT IS THE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (K)"; TO
INPUT "WHAT IS THE WALL TEMPERATURE FOR THE NOZZLE (K)"; TWALL
INPUT "WHAT IS THE FINAL FLOW DENSITY (cm"-3)"; DENF
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DENO = DENF * (l!

+ (GAM - 11) / 2! * WALL(5, NPTS) A 2) A (1!/ (GAM - 11»

IF TO = TW ALL THEN
A= .44

B =5.1
COCO) = 2.7525
CO(l) = 9.6799
CO(2) = 48.058
CO(3) = 142.782
CO(4) = 159.61
CO(5)

=-18.572

CO(6) = -85.5237
ELSE
PRINT "SINCE THE WALL TEMPERATURE DOES NOT EQUAL THE
STAGNATION TEMPERATURE, YOU"
PRINT "WILL NEED TO INPUT THE VALUES FOR THE COHENRESHOTKO PARMETERS A AND B"
PRINT "IF THE WALL AND STAGNATION TEMPERATURES ARE CLOSE,
A=.44,B=5.l SHOULD STILL"
PRINT "WORK"
INPUT "WHAT IS THE VALUE OF A"; A
INPUT "WHAT IS THE VALUE OF B "; B
PRINT "YOU WILL ALSO NEED TO INPUT THE COEFFICIENTS IN THE
SIXTH ORDER POLYNOMIAL"
PRINT "WHICH DESCRIBES THE VARIATION OF THE LOW SPEED
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FORM FACTOR Htr WITH"
PRINT "CORRELATION NUMBER n"
FOR K= 1 T07
PRINT "INPUT THE VALUE FOR THE"; K - 1; "ORDER COEFFICIENT";
INPUTCO(K)
NEXTK
END IF

CALCULATE STATION INVARIANT VALUES

IF VISW = O! THEN
CALL VISC(TW ALL, VISW, MM)
ELSE
INPUT "SAME FLOW GAS (YIN) "; CHFG$
CHFG$ = UCASE$(CHFG$)
IF CHFG$ = "N" THEN CALL VISC(TWALL, VISW, MM)
END IF
K=(3! *GAM-1!)/(2! *GAM-2!)
Gl = (GAM - 1!) / 2!
S=O!
SUM=O!
SUMl = O!
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FIND THE DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS AT THE THROAT AND FIX THE
ISENTROPIC CORE SO THAT THE THROAT REALLY HAS THE RADIUS
GIVEN
IF ZETASTAR = O! THEN
CONVl: CALLCONVERGE(GAM, B, WALL(2, 1), ZETASTAR, S)
SSAVE=S
SUM 1 = ZETASTAR
R2 = W ALL(2, 1) A 2
N = -11 I (R2 * WALL(3, 1» * «WALL(3, 2) - WALL(3, 1)) I (WALL(1, 2) WALL(1, 1))) * A I (WALL(5, 1) A (B - 1» * (1! + G 1 * WALL(5, X) A 2) A (K + 1) *
ZETASTAR
THETACR = (TO 1(1! + Gl * WALL(5, 1) A 2» I TWALL * SQR(-S * N *
WALL(3, 1) * DUDS I «l! + Gl * WALL(5, 1) A 2) * REYNOLDS(DENO, VISW, 1,
WALL(5, 1), GAM, MM, TO)))
COS BETA = COS(WALL(4, 1»
THETA = (l! - SQR(1! - 2! * (THETACR I WALL(2, 1» * COSBETA» I
(COSBETA/WALL(2,1»
HTR = CO(O) + CO(1) * N + CO(2) * N
CO(5) * N A 5 + CO(6) * N A 6
H = HTR + G 1 * W ALL(5, X)

A

2

A

2 + CO(3)

* (HTR + 1)

DELTA=H *THETACR
W ALLFIX = (W ALL(2, 1) - DELTA) I WALL(2, 1)
FWALL(1, 1) = O!
FWALL(2, 1) = W ALL(2, 1)
FORX= 1 TO NPTS
WALL(I, X) = WALL(I, X)

* WALLFIX

*N

A

3 + CO(4)

*N A 4 +
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W ALL(2, X) = W ALL(2, X)

* W ALLFIX

NEXT X
ELSE
INPUT "SAME CONVERGER AS BEFORE (YIN)"; CHCON$
CHCON$ = UCASE$(CHCON$)
IF CHCON$ = "N" THEN
GOTOCONVI
ELSE
SUM 1 = ZETASTAR
S = SSAVE
END IF
END IF

FOR X = 2 TO NPTS

TRIAL VALUE FOR RADIUS
DX = WALL(I, X) - WALL(I, X-I)
DY = WALL(2, X) - WALL(2, X-I)
DS = SQR(DX

* DX + DY * DY)

R = FWALL(2, X-I)
RSTEP = R 11O!
ROLD=R
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RADIUS INDEPENDENT VALUES
UDUDX = WALL(3, X) / «WALL(3, X) - WALL(3, X-I» / DS)

* WALL(5, X) 2
NCONS =-I! / UDUDX * A / WALL(5, X)
THETI =(TO / MFACT) / TWALL
HCON =Gl * WALL(5, X) 2
MFACT = I! + Gl

1\

1\

(B - I!) * MFACT 1\ (K + 1)

1\

2 + (FWALL(2, X-I) - WALL(2,

1\

X»

J =SQR«WALL(1, X) - FW ALL(1, X-I»
1\

2)

ALPHA = ATN«FWALL(2, X-I) - WALL(2, X» / (WALL(I, X) - FWALL(I,
X-I)))
REY = REYNOLDS(DENO, VISW, 1, WALL(5, 1), GAM, MM, TO)

STARTING POINT FOR ITERATIONS

NITSTART:

SUM =SUMI + (R 1\ 2 * WALL(5, X) 1\ (B - I!) / MFACT 1\ K)

* DS

* SUM
HTR =CO(O) + CO(l) * N + CO(2) * N 2 + CO(3) * N 3 + CO(4) * N
CO(5) * N 5 + CO(6) * N 6
THETACR = THET 1 * SQR( -I! * N * (S + DS) * UDUDX / REY)
H =HTR + HCON * (HTR + 1)
DELTA = H * THETACR
N =NCONS / R 1\ 2

1\

1\

1\

1\

4+

1\

IF DELTA> J THEN R = ROLD + RSTEP: ROLD = R: GOTO NITSTART
BETA =ASIN(DELTA / J)
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L = SQR(J

A

2 - DELTA A 2)

R = FWALL(2, X-I) + L

* SIN(BETA - ALPHA)

COSBET = COS(BETA - ALPHA)
THETA = (1 - SQR(1 - (2
DELTA = H

* THETACR / R) * COSBET)) / (COSBET / R)

* THETA

IF DELTA> J THEN R = ROLD + RSTEP: ROLD = R: GOTO NITSTART
BETA = ASIN(DELTA / J)
L = SQR(J A 2 - DELTA

A

R = FWALL(2, X-I) + L

2)

* SIN(BETA - ALPHA)

DS=L
IF R > ROLD THEN R = R + RSTEP: ROLD = R: GOTO NITSTART
IF R / RSTEP < 10000! THEN R = R - RSTEP: ROLD = R: RSTEP = RSTEP / 1O!:
GOTO NITSTART

CONVERGENCE HAS BEEN REACHED
FW ALL(2, X) = R
FWALL(1, X) = FWALL(1, X - 1) + L * COS (BET A - ALPHA)
SUMI

=SUM

S =S + DS
NEXT X

CLS 1
WINDOW (-.1 * FWALL(1, NPTS), -.1
NPTS), 1.1 * FW ALL(2, NPTS))

* FWALL(2, NPTS))-(1.1 * FWALL(1,
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FOR X = 1 TO NPTS - 1
LINE (WALL(1, X), WALL(2, X»-(WALL(l, X + 1), WALL(2, X + 1»,4
LINE (FWALL(I, X), FWALL(2, X»-(FWALL(l, X + 1), FWALL(2, X + 1», ';
NEXT X

CLS2
LOCATE 21, 1: PRINT "E= EXIT AND SAVE"
LOCATE 22, 1: PRINT "C= CALCULATE A NEW BOUNDARY LAYER
CONDITION"
BACK:

DUN$ = ""
WHILE DUN$ = ""
DUN$ = INKEY$
WEND
SELECT CASE DUN$
CASE "E", "e"
INPUT "PLEASE INPUT A FILENAME FOR THE WALL COORDINATES

"; FILE$
IF FILE$ = "" THEN FILE$ = loW ALL.OUT"
OPEN FILE$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1
FOR X = 1 TO NPTS - 1
WRITE #1, FW ALL( 1, X), FWALL(2, X)
NEXT X
CLOSE #1
SCREEN 0
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CASE "C", "c"
GOTOBL
CASE ELSE
GOTOBACK
END SELECT

END SUB

SUB CONVERGE (GAM, B, RT, ZETASTAR, S)

CALCULATES THE ZETA * PARAMETER FROM POTTER AND CARDEN
WHICH
IS THE STARTING VALUE FOR THE INTEGRAL FROM COHEN AND
RESHOTKO
ASSUMING A CONICAL CONVERGER REGION

INPUT "WHAT IS THE ANGLE OF THE CONVERGER REGION (DEGREES)";
ANG
INPUT "WHAT IS THE DIAMETER OF THE CON VERGER REGION"; CONVD
BMINI =B-1I
K = (3!

* GAM - 1!) / (2! * GAM - 2!)

SANG = SIN(ANG

* 3.14159/ 180!)

MR= .01
R = RT

* SQR(1!1 MR * «2!1 (GAM + l!)) * (l! + (GAM - I!) / 2! * MR

1\

2» 1\
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«GAM + I!) 1 (2!

* GAM - 2!)))

SLAST = (R - RT) 1 SANG
FOR MR = .02 TO 1 STEP .01
R = RT * SQR(l! 1 MR * «2! I (GAM + I!))
«GAM + I!) 1 (2! * GAM - 2!)))

* (l! + (GAM - I!) 12! * MR

1\

2)) 1\

S = (R - RT) 1 SANG
DS = SLAST- S
SLAST=S
R2 = R 1\ 2
TRAT = (l! 1(1! + (GAM - 11) 12!

* MR 1\ 2)) 1\ K

ZETASTAR = ZETAST AR + (TRAT * R2

* MR

1\

BMIN 1 * DS)

NEXTMR

END SUB

FUNCTION FMV (R, G)

FUNCTION FMV CALCULATES MACH NUMBER AS A FUNCTION OF
PRANDTL-MEYER ANGLE AND GAMMA

IT IS UGLY BECAUSE THE RELATIONSHIP IS NOT INVERTABLE
SEE AMES P14 EQN 171c
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A = SQR«G + 1!) / (G - 1!))
B=1!/A
PI =4!
STEPl = 1!
RI = A * ATN(B

* PI) - ATN(PI)

ENDCHECK:
IF ABS(R 1 - R) < .0001 THEN
FMV = SQR(PI "2 + 1)

ELSE
IFRI >R THEN

EDGE: IF Pl- STEPI > O! THEN
PI = PI - STEPI
ELSE
STEPI = STEPI / 1O!
GOTOEDGE
END IF

Rl = A * ATN(B

IFRI >RTHEN
GOTOEDGE

* PI) - ATN(Pl)
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ELSE
STEP1

=STEP1 / 10

GOTO ENDCHECK
END IF

ELSE
STEPUP: PI

= PI + STEP1

R1 = A

* ATN(B * PI) - ATN(Pl)

IFR1 <R THEN
GOTOSTEPUP
ELSE
STEP1

=STEP1 / 10

GOTO ENDCHECK
END IF
END IF
END IF

END FUNCTION

SUB INITMENU (MFINAL, MTHROAT, GAM, ETA, DIAMT, NT, MT, NE, ME, NP)

MENU PORTION FOR CHANGING VALUES BEFORE FIRST ITERATION
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START:
CLS
LOCATE 1, 1: PRINT "CURRENT VALUES OF PARAMETERS"
LOCATE 3,1: PRINT "I. FINAL MACH NUMBER "; MFINAL
LOCATE 4, 1: PRINT "2. MACH NUMBER AT THE END OF THROAT AXIS ";
MTHROAT
LOCATE 5,1: PRINT "3. SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO FOR FLOW GAS "; GAM
LOCATE 6, 1: PRINT "4. FLOW ANGLE AT THE INFLECTION POINT (DEGREES)
";ETA
LOCATE 7, 1: PRINT "5. THROAT DIAMETER (em) "; DIAMT
LOCATE 9, 1: PRINT "NUMBER OF POINTS ON:"
LOCATE 10, 1: PRINT "6. THE THROAT AXIS "; NT
LOCATE 11, 1: PRINT "7. THE FIRST CHARACTERISTIC IN THE THROAT
REGION "; MT'
LOCATE 12,1: PRINT "8. THE EXIT AXIS "; NE
LOCATE 13, 1: PRINT "9. THE FIRST CHARACTERISTIC IN THE EXIT REGION ";
ME
LOCATE 14, 1: PRINT "10. THE FINAL CHARACTERISTIC IN THE EXIT REGION
";NP
LOCATE 16, 1: PRINT "ENTER ONE OF THE CHOICE NUMBERS TO CHANGE
THE VALUE"
LOCATE 17, 1: INPUT "OR ENTER THE VALUE -1 TO SHOW THE CURRENT
CONFIGUATION"; CHOICE

SELECT CASE CHOICE
CASE 1
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INPUT "NEW FINAL MACH NUMBER It; MFINAL
GOTOSTART
CASE 2
INPUT "NEW THROAT MACH NUMBER It; MTHROAT
GOTOSTART
CASE 3
INPUT "NEW SPECIFIC HEAT RATIO It; GAM
GOTOSTART
CASE 4
INPUT "NEW FLOW ANGLE It; ETA
GOTOSTART
CASE 5
INPUT "NEW THROAT DIAMETER It; DIAMT
GOTOSTART
CASE 6
INPUT "NEW NUMBER OF THROAT AXIS POINTS It; NT
GOTOSTART
CASE?
INPUT "NEW NUMBER OF THROAT CHAR. POINTS It; MT
GOTOSTART
CASE 8
INPUT "NEW NUMBER OF EXIT AXIS POINTS It; NE
GOTOSTART
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CASE 9
INPUT "NEW NUMBER OF EXIT CHAR. POINTS "; ME
GOTOSTART
CASE 10
"INPUT "NEW NUMBER OF FINAL CHAR. POINTS "; NP
GOTOSTART
CASE -1
GOTOSHOW
CASE ELSE
GOTOSTART
END SELECT

SHOW:
END SUB

SUB OFELD CAI0, BI0, CI0, G)

SUBROUTINE OFELD CALCULATES X,Y, V/VMAX, MACH ANGLE, FLOW
ANGLE, AND ENTROPY AT THE INTERSECTION OF A RIGHT AND LEFT
RUNNING CHARACTERISTIC
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Xl

=Al(l)

Yl = Al(2)
WI = Al(3)
SAl = 11 I Al(5)
Tl = Al(4)
W13 =Wl
X2 =Bl(1)

Y2 = Bl(2)
W2 = Bl(3)

SA2 = 1! I B 1(5)
T2 = Bl(4)
W23 =W2
DT=Tl - T2
DW=WI-W2
C3=0!
I =-1

20

STI = SIN(Tl)
HSTI = STI

cn = COS(TI)
HSAI = SAl
CAl = SQR(l! - SAl
HCAI =CAI

* SAl)
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ST2 = SIN(T2)
HST2=ST2
CT2 = COS(T2)
HSA2= SA2
CA2 = SQR( 1! - SA2

* SA2)

HCA2=CA2
SINA = STI

* CAl - CTI * SAl

SA=SINA
COSA = CTI

* CAl + STI * SAl

CA=COSA
SINB = ST2

* CA2 + CT2 * SA2

SB = SINB
COSB = CT2

* CA2 - ST2 * SA2

CB=COSB
GOT040

30

ST3 = SIN(T3)
CT3 = COS(T3)
CA3 = SQR( I! - SA3

* CA3
H2 =CT3 * SA3
H3 =CT3 * CA3
H4 =ST3 * SA3

HI = ST3

* SA3)
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* .5
COSA = (CA + H3 + H4) * .5
SINB = (SB + HI + H2) * .5
COSB = (CB + H3 - H4) * .5
STI = (HSTI + ST3) * .5
SAl = (HSAI + SA3) * .5
CAl = (HCAI + CA3) * .5

SINA = (SA + HI - H2)

ST2 = (HST2 + ST3)

* .5

SA2 = (HSA2 + SA3) * .5
CA2 = (HCA2 + CA3)
WI3 = (WI + W3)

* .5

* .5

W23=(W2+W3) *.5
C3=W3

40

* COSB
F = COSA * SINB

E = SINA

D=F-E
X3 = (F

* X2 - E * X I + COSA * COSB * (Y I - Y2» / D

Y3 = (F

* YI - E * Y2 + SINA * SINB * (X2 - Xl» / D

DX=X3 -XI
DY=Y3-YI
IF ABS(DX) - ABS(DY) < O! THEN PI = DY / SINA ELSE PI = DX / COS A
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DX=X3 -X2
DY=Y3 - Y2
IF ABS(DX) - ABS(DY) < O! THEN P2 = DY / SINB ELSE P2 = DX / COSB
PI = STI

* SAl * PI * 2!1 (YI + Y3)

P2 = ST2 * SA2 * P2 * 2! / (Y2 + Y3)
50

QI = CAl / (SAl * W13)
Q2 = CA2 / (SA2

* W23)

Q = Q2 + QI

T3 = (Q2 * (PI + TI + QI
W3 = (P I + P2 + Q I

* DW) + QI * (T2 - P2»

/Q

* WI + Q2 * W2 + DT) / Q

WW=W3 *W3
SA3 = SQR«(l! - WW) / (0

* WW»

1= 1+ I

IFI=OTHEN
TOLD=T3
T3 = (T3 + (T I + T2) * .5)

* .5

OOT030
END IF

IF ABS«T3 - TOLD) / T3) <= .001 AND ABS«C3 - W3) / C3) <= .001 AND W3 <
I! THEN
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Cl(O =X3
Cl(2) = Y3
Cl(3) = W3
Cl(5)= l!1SA3
Cl(4)

=T3

ELSE
TEMP=T3
T3 = (T3 + TOLD) * .5
TOLD = TEMP
GOT030

END IF

END SUB

SUB PARAB (XXO, YYO, AA())

SUBROUTINE PARAB CALCULATES THE COEFFICIENTS Al,A2 AND A3,
OFA
PARABOLIC FIT THROUGH THREE POINTS

Xl = XX(1)
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X2=XX(2)
X3 =XX(3)

FI = Xl - X2
F2 = X2 - X3
F3 = X3 - Xl

D = -I! / (FI

* F2 * F3)

YI = YY(1)

* F2

Y2 = YY(2)

* F3

Y3 = YY(3)

* FI

AA(I)

=D * (YI * X2 * X3 + Y2 * Xl * X3 + Y3 * Xl * X2)

* (YI * (X2 + X3) + Y2 * (Xl + X3) + Y3 * (Xl + X2»
AA(3) = D * (YI + Y2 + Y3)

AA(2) = -D

END SUB

FUNCTION POLNT (DO, Y, X)

FUNCTION POLNT INTEGRATES THE AREA UNDER THE PARABOLA
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Al+A2X+A3X2

POLNT = D(1)

* (X - Y) + D(2) / 2! * (X" 2 - Y" 2) + D(3) / 3! * (X" 3 - Y" 3)

END FUNCTION

FUNCTION REYNOLDS (DENO, VISW, S, M, GAM, MM, TO)

CALCULATES THE REYNOLDS NUMBER AT THE WALL CONDITIONS

* GAM / (GAM - I!) * TO * 83144! / (MM / 1000!))
VEL =VMAX * SQR«GAM - l!) /2! * M " 2 / (1! + (GAM - l!) / 2! * M " 2»
DEN =DENO / (l! + (GAM - l!) / 2! * M" 2)" (l! / (GAM - l!»
DEN = DEN * MM / 6.022E+23
REYNOLDS =S * VEL * DEN / VISW

VMAX =SQR(2!

END FUNCTION

SUB VISC (TWALL, VISW, MM)
CALCULATES THE VISCOSITY BASED ON THE WALL TEMPERATURE IN
uPa s

HERE:
PRINT "SUPPORTED GASES: AR, HE, N2, 02"
INPUT "ENTER A CHOICE"; A$
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A$ = UCASE$(A$)
SELECT CASE A$
CASE""
GOTOHERE
CASE "N2"
VISW = CSNG( -.0171903644# + .0736363008# * TWALL - .000052960178# *
TW ALL 1\ 2 + .0000000209269807# * TW ALL 1\ 3)
MM=28!
CASE "02"
VISW = CSNG( -1.08365427# + .0936936303# * TW ALL - .000085108841# *
TWALL 1\ 2 + .0000000470102007# * TWALL 1\ 3)
MM=32!
CASE "AR"
MM=401
VISW = CSNG(-.227506967# + 8.775413780000001D-02 * TWALL.0000287566866# * TWALL 1\ 2 + .0000000216774915# * TWALL 1\ 3)
CASE "HE"
VISW = CSNG(22.9481776# + .730598024# * TWALL - .00052765767# *
TW ALL 1\ 2 + .000000238171195# * TW ALL 1\ 3)
MM=4!
CASE ELSE
PRINT "NOT A SUPPORTED GAS, ENTER THE VISCOSITY OF THE GAS
AT"; TWALL; "K IN uPa s";
INPUTVISW
INPUT "WHAT IS THE MOLAR MASS OF THE FLOW GAS (g/MOL)"; MM
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END SELECT
MAKE UNITS eM,a,S
VISW

=VISW * .00001

END SUB

C. Numerical Contours of Nozzles
All dimensions in centimeters.
Axial Distance, Radius
M25E16 (Mach 2.0 nozzle 5.0 x 10 16 flow density at To = 300 K)

0,.5
1.871531E-03,.5003765
5.453649E-03,.5009289
9.985201E-03,.501617
1.522565E-02,.50 19004
2.096579E-02,.5025765
2.738893E-02,.5031071
3.427759E-02,.5032842
4.156881 E-02,.5038724
4.951669E-02,.5046433
.0580185,.5054774
6.699143E-02,.5061669
7.633257E-02,.5066987
.0860082,.5074187
9.619788E-02,.5084389
.1069435,.5096775
.1182134,.5106439
.1296909,.5113766
.141365,.5127187
.1538285,.5140857
.1666404,.5151201
.1795504,.516494
.1930517,.5180153
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.2070163,.5192558
.2210218,.5210466
.2358416,.5226311
.2507753,.5242018
.2660113,.5259826
.2817367,.5278469
.2978189,.5298691
.3144132,.5314957
.3308476,.5335823
.3480929,.5357537
.3656805,.5379472
.3836001,.5402345
.4019049,.5427551
.4207956,.5452085
.439977,.5474907
.4592484,.5502046
.4794785,.5526876
.4997029,.5554827
.5207632,.5584044
.5423667,.561417
.5645627,.5645198
.5874318,.5676543
.6109552,.5710279
.6355179,.5745839
.6613556,.5781941
.688465,.5822826
.7184033,.5863187
.7310926,.5841146
.7268649,.5852242
.7271137,.5852367
.7305194,.5852542
.7309026,.5852701
.7312058,.5852986
.7313961,.5853263
.7316022,.5853694
.7319511,.5854675
.7322791,.5856208
.7418548,.5889706
.7525089,.591466
.760938,.5930899
.7700029,.5944628
.7751016,.5954908
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.7839711,.5969667
.7921986,.598231
.8000737,.599427
.8077482,.6006245
.8128721,.6017143
.8243282,.6033078
.8315845,.6044554
.839793,.6057389
.8481281,.6070218
.855172,.608268
.864652,.6097126
.8721821,.6109796
.8827773,.612352
.889761,.6134768
.8981256,.61484
.9088051,.6161979
.9159163,.6173228
.9247642,.618694
.9302188,.619853
.9426942,.6216168
.9526991,.6228706
.9554417,.6235257
.9694109,.6255305
.9773923,.6268147
.986535,.6282429
.9954875,.6296367
1.004378,.6310287
1.015743,.6324078
1.022357,.6335095
1.03184,.6350045
1.043588,.6363964
1.044558,.6366518
1.058956,.6390483
1.068741,.6405725
1.080841,.6419646
1.083277 ,.6425185
1.098456,.6445352
1.106975,.6457914
1.116987,.6471803
1.122775,.6482936
1.137092,.6499941
1.137792,.6501749
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1.154788,.6525642
1.158625,.6534302
1.172769,.6555573
1.183828,.6569949
1.194037,.6582568
1.201296,.6594133
1.208577 ,.6607742
1.22.4303,.6624094
1.226676,.6629081
1.238526,.6649328
1.253677 ,.6664499
1.254019,.6665298
1.269258,.6688567
1.279288,.6703321
1.289787,.6717629
1.301389,.6730909
1.309896,.6742446
1.316916,.675437
1.330404,.6770784
1.341261,.6782953
1.345251,.6790532
1.360329,.6809029
1.371132,.6821394
1.375769,.6829805
1.387523,.6847733
1.401428,.6862467
1.402888,.6865617
1.420045,.68872
1.431629,.6899964
1.436059,.6907869
1.448498,.6925849
1.462809,.6939853
1.467245,.6947221
1.478652,.6963885
1.488634,.6978315
1.5036,.6992103
1.508118,.6999267
1.523999,.7014678
1.528404,.7021896
1.53935,.7038509
1.551911,.7053857
1.559965,.7065581
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1.573071,.7080276
1.581587,.7091544
1.591435,.7104927
1.606303,.7118227
1.609104,.7123037
1.626634,.7140176
1.631249,.7147561
1.645175,.7164348
1.6538,.7176303
1.6672,.7190478
1.675891,.7201246
1.688957,.7213842
1.693735,.7221268
1.708652,.7237443
1.715796,.7247608
1.730225,.7262293
1. 730777 ,.7263387
1.749071,.7285142
1.758515,.7297391
1.772157,.7310839
1.772406,.7311326
1.790614,.7332959
1.804364,.7345248
1.811141,.7353956
1.825637,.7367267
1.826737,.7369273
1.844094,.738968
1.849148,.7398033
1.867081,.741561
1.868387,.7417966
1.887094,.7437853
1.895802,.7448782
1.911569,.7461593
1.912993,.7463896
1.931046,.7481503
1.931905,.7483057
1.954773,.7501198
1.95578,.7502829
1.965191,.7518739
1.984254,.7537444
1.985712,.7539997
2.005481,.7559598
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2.019351,.7570058
2.020318,.7571566
2.032562,.7588678
2.051424,.7602813
2.057572,.7609932
2.05887,.761242
2.076862,.7635483
2.095689,.7648026
2.096848,.7649693
2.116755,.7664611
2.118059,.7666545
2.119366,.7669446
2.144223,.7697227
2.145612,.7699787
2.167984,.7721475
2.169004,.7723225
2.183836,.7743683
2.204739,.7757366
2.205876,.7758937
2.21836,.7774525
2.227826,.7787226
2.238894,.7801638
2.259169,.7814188
2.260851,.7816401
2.270067,.7829549
2.29258,.7843797
2.293494,.784498
2.305409,.7860006
2.311413,.7869614
2.326239,.7889021
2.337829,.7903579
2.360647,.7914702
2.361252,.7915425
2.368617,.7925962
2.379983,.7941779
2.398652,.795793
2.399249,.7958867
2.417341,.7978694
2.418442,.7980632
2.436055,.8003545
2.458802,.8016147
2.460271,.801784
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2.461558,.8020141
2.480565,.8044085
2.489552,.8056555
2.509789,.8072866
2.510606,.8074057
2.530914,.8091874
2.531792,.8093212
2.538155,.8104512
2.568599,.8123809
2.570267,.8125757
2.593259,.8137261
2.594597,.8138674
2.595393,.8140022
2.620589,.8161778
2.622604,.8164567
2.647811,.8178788
2.654357,.8184355
2.656394,.8187136
2.679851,.8202092
2.681634,.8204201
2.71499,.8200541
2.717152,.8201492
2.718967,.8203272
2.720602,.8205828
M25E17 (Mach 2.0 nozzle 5.0 x 10 17 flow density at To =300 K)
0,.5
1.987397E-03,.4999934
5.589338E-03,.5002378
.0101594,.5006585
1.532266E-02,.5006655
2.116883E-02,.50 11 093
2.756851E-02,.50 13657
3.436874E-02,.5012592
.0417944,.5015872
4.981484E-02,.5020608
5.835391 E-02,.5025783
.0672992,.5029231
7.660298E-02,.5030993
8.636902E-02,.5034739
.0967002,.5041421
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.1075609,.5050084
.1187425,.5055484
.1301416,.5058515
.1421333,.5068353
.1546295,.5077597
.167309,.508313
.1804316,.5092722
.1940425,.5103374
.2078825,.5110661
.2222549,.512437
.2369728,.5134827
.2519492,.514541
.26736,.515828
.2831748,.5171664
.2994066,.518662
.3157758,.5196694
.3325992,.5212681
.3499263,.5228603
.3675807,.524464
.3856175,.5261655
.4041496,.5281084
.4230323,.5299104
.4421399,.5315201
.4618273,.533666
.481888,.5354177
.5024478,.5375976
.5236346,.5398293
.5453604,.5421351
.5676757,.5445116
.5906082,.546887
.6143721,.5495212
.6390942,.5522871
.6649481,.5550536
.6924372,.5583301
.7221161,.5614318
.726608,.5608367
.7266205,.5608369
.7267073,.5608545
.729535,.561157
.7296284,.561181
.7317055,.5617029
.7330768,.5621168

'.,
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.7360688,.56281
.7398936,.5633234
.7467503,.5640048
.7528005,.5648615
.7598749,.5657439
.7667862,.5666556
.7748275,.5674112
.7811075,.5684068
.7891778,.569368
.7970795,.5702333
.8049155,.5711042
.8127334,.5720197
.8195351,.5731674
.8291632,.5739774
.8367804,.5748957
.844997,.5758692
.8533198,.5768312
.8610858,.5779089
.8699564,.578891
.8779554,.5799364
.887539,.5807478
.8953954,.5817405
.9039468,.5827969
.9136219,.5836042
.9216203,.5845984
.9305252,.585618
.9379508,.5868557
.9482786,.5877998
.9576702,.5885875
.9645235,.5897912
.9754115,.5906942
.983707,.5916989
.9927459,.5927537
1.001726,.5938045
1.010688,.59487
1.020944,.5956773
1.0293,.5966836
1.038398,.597765
1.04883,.5985606
1.056224,.5997088
1.066467,.600774
1.075595,.6017945
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1.086199,.6025482
1.093238,.6037199
1.104919,.6045638
1.113651,.6055159
1.123441,.6064674
1.131482,.607646
1.143012,.6084416
1.150209,.6095935
1.162245,.6103741
1.169499,.6115044
1.180339,.6125519
1.190421,.6134104
1.200268,.6142547
1.20943,.615237
1.217719,.616451
1.230077,.6171235
1.237537,.6181852
1.247393,.6193791
1.259431,.6199839
1.266415,.6210663
1.277909,.6220478
1.287223,.6230162
1.297194,.6239841
1.307832,.6247805
1.317713,.625602
1.32619,.6266814
1.337482,.6275542
1.347763,.6283187
1.356475,.629326
1.367839,.6301199
1.377977 ,.6308755
1.386543,.6319031
1.396469,.6329976
1.408123,.6337092
1.416788,.6346511
1.428317,.635392
1.438694,.63608
1.447356,.637053
1.457517,.6380771
1.469446,.6386895
1.478028,.6395873
1.487942,.6406117
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1.498023,.6415968
1.510026,.6421852
1.518782,.6430471
1.531053,.6435974
1.539603,.6444616
1.549815,.6454288
1.560058,.6463431
1.570278,.6472281
1.580746,.6480546
1.591272,.6488255
1.601236,.6496531
1.613026,.6502211
1.621969,.651045
1.634509,.6515272
1.64348,.6522929
1.654233,.653083
1.664568,.6538596
1.674995,.6546308
1.685592,.6553679
1.696139,.6560845
1.706559,.6568127
1.71707,.6575396
1.727628,.6582544
1.738189,.6589603
1.746623,.6599243
1.759309,.6605889
1.769542,.6612451
1.780045,.6619403
1.788293,.6629104
1.801029,.6636106
1.811941,.6641695
1.823012,.6646796
1.833315,.6652884
1.843592,.6659877
1.854763,.6666035
1.863277 ,.6674778
1.876174,.6680475
1.884012,.668911
1.897191,.6694954
1.907939,.6700177
1.919036,.6705112
1.927601,.671313
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1.940781,.6717708
1.947888,.6726135
1.963459,.6727726
1.969824,.6735279
1.981607,.6744721
1.994468,.67489
2.002417,.6756564
2.01592,.6761037
2.026966,.6764941
2.035333,.6772445
2.046544,.6780387
2.059497,.6783702
2.070228,.6787603
2.078554,.6795121
2.089853,.6803052
2.103277 ,.6805406
2.111749,.6811625
2.12561,.6813577
2.132283,.6820743
2.144151,.6829415
2.157825,.6831725
2.165781,.6838204
2.179824,.6840771
2.187891,.6847239
2.199363,.6854278
2.212965,.6855801
2.221072,.6861753
2.232883,.6867775
2.243737,.6873254
2.253622,.6879987
2.266186,.6884189
2.277666,.6887411
2.287311,.6892787
2.301193,.6893531
2.301461,.6894143
2.321026,.6903457
2.331048,.6910111
2.34285,.6915647
2.353981,.6920491
2.367957,.6919913
2.374949,.6925483
2.387286,.693151

205
2.398465,.6936483
2.409661,.6940989
2.421071,.6944876
2.432516,.694821
2.443314,.6952108
2.453448,.6957444
2.466494,.6959788
2.474088,.6965946
2.487591,.697033
2.498552,.6974255
2.509811,.6978022
2.521016,.6981671
2.532223,.6985269
2.543618,.6988518
2.555222,.6991251
2.562153,.6997729
2.579644,.6995682
2.579947,.6996242
2.600271,.7001276
2.605413,.7007821
2.62212,.7012131
2.634846,.7012769
2.641461,.7018248
2.657291,.701854
2.668237,.7019777
2.675919,.702507
2.689559,.7028195
2.700372,.7031361
2.715695,.7024001
2.721582,.7027394
2.722242,.7029041
2.735382,.7056902
M32E16 (Mach 3.0 nozzle 2.0 x 10 16 flow density at To = 300 K)
0,.5
3.515728E-03,.5004512
1.020819E-02,.50 1475
1.861982E-02,.50258
2.826768E-02,.503719
3.908579E-02,.5051183
5.085592E-02,.5065441

206
6.358914E-02,.5078952
7.711849E-02,.5091867
9.163548E-02,.511 1035
.1069865,.5125259
.1232157,.514812
.1404321,.5168647
.1582576,.5188048
.1767877 ,.5208585
.1962317,.5233793
.2167744,.5263861
.2380337,.5288394
.2599483,.5319896
.282897,.5350895
.3065514,.5384258
.3311789,.5422223
.3566172,.5457502
.382615,.5494756
.4095521,.5536653
.4375474,.5582283
.4663644,.562762
.4958783,.5675595
.5261869,.5723532
.5571393,.577291
.5890299,.582877
.6219876,.5885259
.6556147,.5944363
.6900713,.6005003
.72517,.606527
.7609567,.612974
.7978117,.619873
.8354712,.6266432
.8736405,.6336353
.9128897,.6413995
.9531972,.6488442
.9939703,.6568354
1.035948,.6649483
1.078669,.6731711
1.122542,.6821153
1.167934,.6911405
1.214392,.7004375
1.262383,.7098559
1.312625,.7203484

207
1.366594,.7311028
1.393826,.7275581
1.369353,.7425233
1.418934,.714904
1.412999,.7188228
1.406458,.7216956
1.399566,.7231832
1.40013,.7232641
1.400478,.7233608
1.401014,.723581
1.401345,.7237957
1.401909,.7243034
1.402064,.7244886
1.427755,.7430211
1.459733,.7559693
1.479692,.76219
1.500842,.76724
1.518346,.7710764
1.534841,.7746395
1.547951,.7778679
1.564081,.7817787
1.582189,.7858619
1.598929,.7896548
1.616071,.7935322
1.633485,.7974517
1.654141,.8015963
1.665857,.8046181
1.689409,.8094531
1.704583,.8130063
1.726689,.8174745
1.743192,.8211355
1.76213,.8252758
1.779841,.8292841
1.798533,.8334892
1.818014,.8377618
1.837466,.8419683
1.860347,.8463511
1.875062,.8497949
1.895856,.8543636
1.915718,.8586611
1.939767,.8631678
1.955493,.8667044

208
1.975763,.8711504
1.997068,.8756027
2.017681,.8798594
2.037194,.8840277
2.058467,.8884228
2.073822,.8921386
2.103014,.8974086
2.119758,.9010065
2.141866,.9055257
2.164059,.9098881
2.180268,.913597
2.204864,.9185372
2.226109,.9228207
2.243662,.9267524
2.26966,.9317091
2.290773,.9358442
2.313717,.9401646
2.335037,.9442913
2.352527,.9481223
2.374962,.9528327
2.401997,.9576281
2.422292,.9615091
2.44068,.9654129
2.46365,.9700741
2.490465,.9747624
2.511612,.9786963
2.522759,.9814931
2.55743,.9875014
2.579134,.9914763
2.588545,.9939125
2.622566,1.000205
2.647483,1.004543
2.667139,1.008327
2.689145,1.012611
2.711867,1.017002
2.742266,1.021701
2.74404,1.022193
2.780019,1.029231
2.803495,1.033749
2.835081,1.03851
2.836497,1.038896
2.873147,1.045975

209
2.898926,1.050635
2.922119,1.054867
2.945464,1.059129
2.96356,1.062859
2.99617,1.068023
3.017991,1.071741
3.042071,1.075841
3.066035,1.07994
3.082306,1.083281
3.107108,1.088109
3.140435,1.09307
3.16257,1.096641
3.177549,1.099682
3.203607,1.104594
3.238766,1.109448
3.260499,1.11281
3.276593,1.115896
3.302781,1.120599
3.326351,1.124828
3.360946,1.129482
3.367145,1.130835
3.39857,1.136572
3.435431,1.14141
3.437225,1.141825
3.475733,1.148292
3.509303,1.152764
3.510406,1.153021
3.55465,1.159708
3.556702,1.160211
3.6036,1.167385
3.605631,1.167885
3.654466,1.175141
3.657472,1.175852
3.705715,1.182805
3.708492,1.183449
3.752604,1.190311
3.766857,1.193127
3.809848,1.198693
3.819269,1.200493
3.843625,1.205089
3.891075,1.210292
3.891748,1.210428

210
3.926528,1.216218
3.942287,1.219358
3.985357,1.225104
4.006423,1.228305
4.034158,1.232363
4.048499,1.235013
4.092143,1.240313
4.095099,1.240911
4.140847,1.246941
4.143364,1.247479
4.192099,1.253981
4.193442,1.254275
4.243384,1.261071
4.25021,1.262446
4.29059,1.268567
4.315815,1.272464
4.336319,1.275962
4.366895,1.280647
4.413756,1.284826
4.416896,1.285342
4.438519,1.289182
4.489676,1.294356
4.491788,1.294735
4.521083,1.299651
4.551376,1.304317
4.587056,1.30884
4.59871,1.310877
4.630518,1.31585
4.661171,1.320244
4.690253,1.324193
4.71571,1.327746
4.742093,1.331457
4.769156,1.335239
4.793915,1.338837
4.806651,1.341175
4.842607,1.346709
4.901169,1.350801
4.904192,1.351205
4.908301,1.352028
4.949827,1.358601
4.982539,1.363276
4.993256,1.365276

211
5.032467,1.3712
5.084167,1.375662
5.086607,1.37604
5.118537,1.3806
5.14451,1.384428
5.162,1.387406
5.194988,1.392416
5.254776,1.396608
5.257612,1.396992
5.261106,1.397672
5.32602,1.404243
5.328638,1.40467
5.382769,1.409972
5.383609,1.410109
5.444887,1.415129
5.449662,1.415786
5.454753,1.416766
5.521541,1.4234
5.526043,1.424098
5.543225,1.427177
5.5824,1.433063
5.614205,1.437512
5.637692,1.441037
5.698491,1.445529
5.702026,1.445984
5.774715,1.44824
5.777422,1.448474
5.779698,1.448814
5.803767,1.452649
5.807619,1.453458
5.880206,1.461355
5.962081,1.46086
5.966358,1.461043
5.968079,1.461226
5.972991,1.461996
5.978218,1.46311
5.983114,1.464389
5.986407,1.465434
5.990607,1.467005
5.995861,1.469221

212
M32E17 (Mach 3.0 nozzle 2.0 x 10 17 flow density at To = 300 K)
0,.5
3.601868E-03,.499997
.0103593,.5006375
1.880986E-02,.50 13439
2.849633E-02,.5020666
3.939674E-02,.5030266
.0512126,.5039901
6.396209E-02,.5048718
7.751253E-02,.5056771
9.222686E-02,.5071124
.1074836,.5079802
.1240053,.5097615
.1411959,.51122
.1590364,.5125577
.1776538,.5140032
.1973122,.5159162
.2180821,.5182874
.2391961,.5199984
.2614534,.5224959
.28444,.5248412
.3082698,.5274291
.333167,.5304708
.3585655,.5331382
.3847464,.5360363
.4119879,.5393952
.4402477,.543082
.4691515,.5466605
.498913,.5505169
.5293295,.5542991
.5604832,.5582215
.5928531,.562826
.6259564,.5673653
.6598853,.5721734
.6945745,.5770802
.7298102,.581889
.7660272,.5871635
.8033147,.5928475
.841059,.5982651
.8795798,.6039473
.9195251,.6104506

213
.9597713,.6163737
1.001172,.6230094
1.043402,.6296014
1.086421,.6362786
1.131028,.6437462
1.176621,.651081
1.223491,.6586968
1.271719,.6663161
1.322867,.675108
1.376794,.6839278
1.38714,.6830292
1.394506,.680229
1.393216,.6806673
1.393355,.6806691
1.393492,.6806976
1.39357,.6807375
1.393706,.6808714
1.405827,.6870828
1.416951,.6904615
1.431975,.6932094
1.444442,.6955806
1.457401,.6981108
1.470713,.7008018
1.487141,.7033817
1.499301,.7061195
1.516534,.7090154
1.532685,.7117189
1.549063,.7144849
1.564104,.7174574
1.580106,.7206176
1.597467,.7237203
1.614414,.726792
1.631764,.729904
1.649281,.7330392
1.668623,.7360256
1.6842,.7392423
1.704648,.7424144
1.721831,.7455919
1.741999,.7487255
1.759896,.7519068
1.778844,.7551969
1.797255,.7585398

214
l.816026,.7619372
l.835339,.7653121
1.854763,.7686528
l.876102,.7717916
1.894328,.7750863
1.914044,.7785296
1.933839,.781935
1.955959,.7850909
1.97497,.7883624
l.994771,.791813
2.015495,.7952108
2.036098,.7985495
2.05658,.8019055
2.077313,.8052676
2.095994,.8087978
2.120289,.8120115
2.140306,.8152237
2.161448,.8185748
2.183146,.8218685
2.202507,.825317
2.224809,.8287517
2.246485,.8320345
2.266122,.8354821
2.289325,.8388316
2.311311,.8420257
2.333506,.8452245
2.355853,.8483995
2.375849,.8517746
2.397767,.8552417
2.421648,.8583974
2.443665,.8615245
2.4644,.864862
2.486731,.8682399
2.510641,.8713617
2.533602,.874393
2.551867,.8778031
2.578453,.881015
2.60165,.8839404
2.619799,.8873048
2.645733,.8906145
2.66926,.8935793
2.691299,.8966818

215
2.713764,.8999014
2.736775,.9030852
2.762565,.9059095
2.780899,.9091049
2.806579,.9123806
2.82962,.9154073
2.855868,.9181174
2.874429,.9212368
2.900789,.9243923
2.924775,.9272443
2.948256,.9301537
2.971812,.9331067
2.992982,.936273
3.019415,.9391968
3.043468,.9419472
3.067854,.9447131
3.092223,.9474787
3.1134,.9505149
3.137076,.9536845
3.163768,.9563929
3.188358,.95898
3.209791,.961908
3.233952,.9649622
3.261314,.9675086
3.286438,.9699386
3.308276,.9727427
3.332983,.9756502
3.356454,.9785317
3.383893,.9810334
3.405865,.983738
3.430867,.9865474
3.458922,.9888503
3.47846,.9915943
3.506862,.9942847
3.533852,.9964919
3.5518,.9992784
3.584459.1.001599
3.600936,1.004294
3.634286,1.006685
3.651453,1.009367
3.685009,1.011612
3.701911,1.014238

216
3.73586,1.016439
3.752862,1.019031
3.785341,1.021428
3.806755,1.023922
3.836959,1.026048
3.858392,1.028491
3.882259,1.031293
3.915438,1.032954
3.931947,1.035345
3.963683,1.03781
3.984749,1.040317
4.014831,1.042528
4.040609,1.044568
4.067547,1.046581
4.089209,1.049011
4.120164,1.051006
4.14107,1.053339
4.172318,1.055295
4.193058,1.057611
4.224711,1.059519
4.245598,1.061788
4.27763,1.063596
4.299198,1.065769
4.328976,1.067768
4.354333,1.069758
4.378556,1.072004
4.405303,1.074218
4.436613,1.075654
4.45743,1.077713
4.485281,1.079945
4.517068,1.081289
4.538256,1.083267
4.566407,1.085379
4.592987,1.087331
4.622526,1.088886
4.648559,1.090573
4.673389,1.092554
4.701725,1.094404
4.728873,1.096124
4.755884,1.097838
4.783111,1.099535
4.810 173, 1.1 0 123

217
4.836829,1.102986
4.860976,1.105002
4.88849,1.106996
4.924048,1.107593
4.932876,1.109069
4.972131,1.111468
5.000503,1.11301
5.028231,1.114512
5.052804,1.116305
5.08096,1.118072
5.111894,1.119259
5.138458,1.120604
5.166338,1.122028
5.195286,1.123312
5.216634,1.125173
5.245595,1.127106
5.278268,1.128144
5.305124,1.129326
5.326139,1.13118
5.363458,1.131991
5.382282,1.133623
5.418232,1.13472
5.43756,1.136444
5.475417,1.137242
5.495581,1.138792
5.525753,1.140447
5.56119,1.140812
5.579474,1.142283
5.610888,1.143893
5.640118,1.145104
5.667878,1.146299
5.697496,1.147279
5.725941,1.148225
5.748744,1.149737
5.790191,1.149132
5.790486,1.149186
5.838673,1.151309
5.86731,1.152624
5.882599,1.154501
5.925923,1.155382
5.964766,1.153885
5.966125,1.154074

218
6.004115,1.157107
6.025906,1.159693
6.066514,1.161691
6.067718,1.16196
6.107778,1.167627
6.142947,1.171402
6.162498,1.174449
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